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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ARCHIVES

- IDENTIFICATION

Reference: BE/ETOPIA/POLEUR/EGP-PVE
Title: European Green Party - Parti Vert Européen
Dating: ca 1981-2009
Level of description: Archives
Material importance: 20 linear meters, or more precisely: 762 items (archives files), 135 posters, 59 pictures envelopes and postcards, 200 audio cassettes or tapes and 21 cdrom and dvd

- HISTORY OF THE CREATOR AND ITS ARCHIVES

Creator's history

At the very beginnings, the European Green Coordination. The Green movement as an electoral force is relatively young. Indeed, the first ecological and alternative political groups emerged in late 1960's, but most of European Greens parties were founded a decade later or more. After the 1st European election in June 1979, Greens felt the need to exchange points of view and to collaborate at European level. It took some years to set up some organization. The European Green Coordination was founded in June 1983. The 1st Congress held in Liège, Belgium, from 31 March to 1st April 1984, gathered Greens of Benelux, UK, France, Germany, Sweden and Switzerland. It was the time of the very setting up a European Coordination of Green Parties. The way of working of the European Green Coordination was based on Congresses. After Liège in 1984, others Congresses were held in Dover (France) in March 1985, in Stockholm (Sweden) in August 1987, in Antwerp (Belgium) in April 1988, in Paris (France) in April 1989 and in Zurich (Switzerland) in July 1991. Since November 1985, the EGC had a statute and, according to it, a co-secretariat consisting of 4 or 5 members. (For more, see the chapter dedicated to the Co-Secretariat or "Co-Sec") But, as membership grew, new issues, ideas and initiatives emerged in rapid succession. It became evident that an informal structure would not be up to the task, however competent individuals were running the Co-Secretariat. Moreover, events in Europe of historical magnitude had proven that there was a need for a Green argument on matters of European level; be it on democratization of the European Union, or peaceful transition to post-Communist era in Central and Eastern Europe, or ethnic conflict in Bosnia. Ten years after its foundation, the EGC was turned into the European Green Federation. The Co-Secretariat was replaced by the Committee and the meeting by the Council.

The European Federation of Green Parties, founded in June 1993 in Majvik, Finland. The EFGP was a European political party, as defined in Article 138A in Maastricht Treaty. The Federation represented its member parties on European level. The member parties, however, maintained their autonomy on the regional and national levels. A year after its foundation, the Federation has 28 member parties in all corners of the continent: "from Cork to Tbilissi, from Lisbon to Nordkapp". At the EFGP first times, Green parties in Europe were: Die Grünen (Austria), Ecolo (Belgium), Agalev (Belgium), Zelena Partija Bulgaria (Bulgaria), De Gronne (Denmark), Eesti Roheline Liikumine (Estonia), Vihreä Liitto (Finland), Les Verts (France), Georgian Greens (Georgia), Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen (Germany), Politiki Oikologia (Greece), Zöld Alternativa (Hungary), Comhaontas Glas (Ireland), Federazione dei Verdi (Italy), GLEI and GAP (Luxembourg), Alternattiva Dimokratika (Malta), De Groenen
General Description of the Archives

(The Netherlands), GroenLinks (The Netherlands), Miljøpartiet de Gronne (Norway), Os Verdes (Portugal), Los Verdes (Spain), Partija Zelenija (Russia), Miljøpartiet de Gröna (Sweden), Grüne/Les Verts (Switzerland), Partija Zelenij Ukraini (Ukraine), Green Party and Scottish Green Party (United Kingdom).

The seat of the Federation was Vienna. The Information Office was already situated in Brussels. It had been imperative from the very beginning that the European Federation of Green parties should exceed the boundaries of the European Union and, indeed, Western Europe. Unlike in most comparable political structures, Eastern European parties had always had their due weight in the Federation, and not only decision-making, but also forming the organization and formulating its policy priorities. Two adjunct projects were associated to the Federation. The Standing Committee on EU affairs, established in January 1994, was in charge of political communication between the member parties and the Green Group in European Parliament. The Green East-West Dialogue project was commissioned to activate contacts between Eastern and Western member parties as well as to report to the Federation regularly on the events and processes in Central and Eastern Europe. In the same way, other networks were set up between various areas, as Mediterranean network or Baltic Sea network working together on specific issues.

Progressively, the EFGP organization showed also some defaults and various people wanted to improve the efficiency of the Federation. The process of statutes change in the perspective of the EFGP decision on establishing a new international non-profit organisation (INPO/AISBL) in Belgium began at The Hague Council Meeting held in Spring 2001 in the Netherlands. The process ended with the foundation of the European Green Party in Rome on 22 February 2004 at the 4th Congress of the European Federation of Green Parties (EFGP) attended by over 1000 delegates. Thirty-four Green parties from all over Europe had joined this new pan-European party. The Greens were the first to form a political party at European level. The other European political federations followed suit in the period 2004-2006. For the Greens this was the culmination of a process which had started with the formation of a loose coordination 1979-1993 and the EFGP 1993-2004.

Archives’ history

Since the beginning of the European Greens Coordination, archives have been kept at the headquarters of the association in Brussels. Coordination became Federation in 1994; archives piled and began to make a "story". In 1995, interested in the study of this political movement at European level and at the level of different countries, hoping to write on this subject, Professor Richardson of the University of Teesside in Wales and English ecologist proposed to the EFGP to file its archives to his Department. They would be there treated well and kept in good condition. First unwilling to let its patrimony going away, Federation eventually agreed to Professor Richardson request and let him taking most of the archives of the Coordination ten first years up there in Wales. Unhappily, this one died in the nineties before having found enough time and money to care about those archives, which ones stayed at Teesside University, untreated till a few years. Now, it seems that they are being scanned and that the University does not hope to give them back to the EGP.

Archives created after this moving and particularly since the Federation foundation are gradually added to the few ones left behind because of their current usefulness. At the end of 2009-beginning of 2010, European Green Party, intending to make some work in the way to expand their office space, archives should be moved…

Etopia archives center, specialized in ecological archives conservation, especially political ecology, proposed at this occasion EGP to take charge of the processing and conservation of this precious heritage. This proposal had been accepted well by Party's officials who liked the idea of keeping the whole archive in Belgium, not too far from Brussels.
In April 2010, Utopia transferred all old or at least unused archives to Namur where they will be conserved. Archivist in charge of this operation wrote then a summary guide permitting both to find a file quickly if necessary, to inform the gift or deposit agreement and also to make the processing easier.

EGP archives processing began at autumn 2013. It took more than six months to file the archive, to describe and organize the archival material and to write this finding aid. The work done highlight the interest of the archive and, consequently, the interest of gathering the whole archive kept nowadays both at Teesside University and at Etopia archives centre in Namur. EGP Secretary-General has already approached Teesside University in the way to obtain European Coordination archives restitution but there is still no positive answer. If this gathering would ever becoming reality, a new finding aid should ideally be realized…

**SIGNIFICANCE AND CONTENT**

**Significance**

Globally, these archives are of interest primarily for the study of ecological movements and Green parties in most of European and non-European countries. From the early eighties to 2009 but especially between 1989-1990 - five years before the Coordination became Federation- and 2005, which correspond to the transformation of the European Federation of Greens Parties into a European Party. This archive gives access to EGP history in different ways. Consulting those archives gives to researcher opportunity to:

- discover this organization, its structures, its members;
- relate the main steps of the party building, from first efforts made to coordinate Greens actions in the European Parliament to the establishing of the European Federation of Greens parties in 1994 and ten years after to the transformation of this Federation into a European Party and the first steps on this one;
- approach principal ecologist campaigns topics at European scale;
- approach some of specific matters of Europe history. Discovering Greens action or reactions in the Balkan conflict for example; studying Greens parties or Federation statements on the EU enlargement afterward; and finally considering the Greens positions over the European project, sometimes divergent, especially when revisions of the European Constitution.
- consider likewise the history of Greens relations with other European Green parties and with Green parties or Green organizations everywhere in the world.

**Content**

"Party profiles" give already descriptive and some stories of Federation Members Parties. But there are also, besides these small syntheses regularly updated, series of documents about these parties’ first steps. Thus applications for Federation or Party membership include mails with Secretariat, letters of application and support letters sent by neighboring Green parties. So application files themselves, in which ones you can find, next to statutes or political programmes, history of the Green movement in the country since its first steps. In cases of countries of Eastern Europe, for example, many files were presented after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the USSR in which ones Green parties explained enormous environmental problems they had to face. In the case of some European countries, you can find that several Green parties were competing and possibly opposed to the input of another party in the Federation (e.g. Spain or Denmark). Files about relationship with Green movements or parties from all continents also provide a first lighting on the Green history in the world.

Series of Congresses or Council’s Meetings files are very precious to find out how Coordination then Federation and Green Party have been build and managed, how often ecologists have met
and which subjects have been most important for them. These very complete series could already allow relating the European Green Party story, its structures, its modes of operation, its specific atmospheres, as well warm and passionate than stormy, its difficulties and its happy times and, naturally, his favorite topics, recurring themes or driven by events.

Obviously, studying the Greens point of view on various problems to solve at the countries level, at European level or at the world scale can also be made through electoral campaigns topics and through thematic groups formed inside the organization: GMOs, Climate change, Security and Foreign policy, economics, WTO, Fiscal policy and Euro, Enlargement… and through regional networks.

Files on electoral campaigns led synergistically on European scale bring also a new lighting on political action. It is something new on European political area. Next classical papers, the researcher will also be pleased to discover the variety of promotional material edited by the EFGP or EGP or by national Green parties: pins, flags, pencils, posters, stickers, T-shirts, boxes, seeds… Posters collection particularly illustrates well their originality. Comprised of national Greens campaigns in different European countries, common campaign on European scale, Council Meetings or Congresses, topical posters of Greens in Europa or everywhere in the world, it offers a large view on ecological fights.

Afterward the numerous publications of the Federation or the Green Party allow to study in detail their favorite topics and their mode of communication.

At least, with these archives, it is possible to find out what part did European Green parties and Federation play at global level: support at Green Global Network start after The Earth Summit in Rio in June 1992 for instance, support at Euro-African Green Conferences, organization of P7 Summit for the poorest countries of the world, etc. Each letter, each booklet sent to the Federation or Party during the past two or three decades also illustrates the role played by it globally.

**Principles of selection and elimination**

First rule was to keep every original and everything, sometimes in multiple copies if interesting documents. Everything but some doubles and some documents about practical organization of meetings, conferences or congresses. For instance, in Congresses and Council Meetings, we did not keep regularly supporting documents, flight booking and hotel, meals reservation, visa applications nor ballots during the election of Committee members, Secretary-General or treasurers, etc. Such documents was retained only as samples and as examples in order to show the extent of the organization of these meetings and sometimes difficult to bring people from countries outside the EU.

About posters and other promotional materials, we kept every item in 3 copies or in 5 if very interesting and uncommon. Knowing these items could be asked for exhibition or digitalization, we have preferred retaining them in more than one copy.

**Conservation rules**

All binders, plastic folders and cardboard folders have been replaced by antacids shirts. Only initial shirts have been retained if they wore interesting information. To ensure better conservation, we also linked documents by a fastening system, antacid too. All metal and most plastic parts have also been removed.

**Classification structure**

This inventory includes six parts. The first one, physically the most important, is dedicated to archival folders: it consists of 762 items on various importance and takes around 100 pages of this finding aid. Parts 2 to 6 concerns special supports: objects, posters, postcards and photos, audiovisual documents and finally documents on digital media whom have been presented separately, precisely on account of their physical specificity. Those supports actually needed
special descriptions and material conservations. However, as often as possible, they have been filed and presented following the same classification that archival folders. The classification adopted in this fonds comes from its genuine organisation which one we have globally respected.

1st Part: Archival folders Inventory.
Chapter on European Green Coordination archives comes first. They concern the very beginnings of the actual European Green Party. The most important part of the archives of this period have been taken in England (as we wrote it before) and there is here the few left (only 15 folders), about Coordination meetings and Co-Secretary overall.
Chapter on EFGP and EGP periods follows. It consists of folders about foundation and party evolution, about Party bodies (Congress, Council, Committee or Treasurers meetings), about Members, no-Members Parties and Observers, and about General-Secretary.
It is the most important one; it consist of all archives folders produced or received by the EFGP and the EGP essentially. Those one have been kept together as they have been found on the spot and overall as they have been filed by the EGP after EFGP General Secretary members over time. We thought at first separate the two periods but it appeared to be a nonsense because to do that we should have separate sets of records very well organised, what would have been in complete contradiction with basic principles of archival.
Follows then a chapter dedicated to EFGP the EGP collaboration with the Green Group in the European Parliament (GGEP). After folders concerning formalization of the collaboration between the Federation or the Party with the Green Group, there are series of folders specifically about various forms of this collaboration: regional networks working groups and topical working groups, thematic campaigns and European Green Conferences.
The chapter on Elections comes next. They have been European elections every five years since 1989 and Greens have written common Green Manifesto, realized common Green campaigns, common advertising campaigns every five years equally.
The chapter on international relations follows, with folders on international meetings, conferences or seminars, with numerous folders about relations with Green Parties all around the world and information about.
A special chapter is dedicated to European Green publications. It contains first EFGP and EGP publications, then GGEP publications, special publications edited by numerous European Green Parties, special publications edited by Green Parties from all around the world and sent to the EFGP or EGP.
A chapter on financial management and accounting comes eventually. It contains also interesting folders about the financing of European Party by the European Parliament.

2nd Part: Inventory Objects.
One chapter presents various and numerous objects made for European Green Promotion; most of them have been classified by country.
Another one presents all the Elections and topical campaigns promotional material

3rd Part: Inventory Posters.
After some generalities, there is a chapter on EFGP and EGP Congresses and Council Meetings, another one about EFGP and EGP collaboration with the Green Group in the European Parliament, another about Green campaigns then a big one presenting poster edited by a lot of European Green Parties;

4th Part: Inventory of Postcards and photos.

5th Parts: Inventory of Audiovisual documents.
General Description of the Archives

The essential chapter concerns records of numerous Council Meetings and Congresses.

- FINDING AID

There was no finding aid at all for those archives.

- ACCESSIBILITY

Access conditions

The records described in this inventory are available at the Centre d'archives Etopia according to the usual rules of access and in the manner of access as specified in the deposit agreement archives.

This globally means that the entire archive, excepted for already public record which can be directly consulted, is subject to the 30-year rule, that is to say that the records can be accessed only after 30 years their date.

Exceptions to this rule are sometimes possible, but only with prior written permission obtained from the EGP Secretary General, via the archivist in charge of the archives of Etopia center.

Note also that the deposit agreement also provides that the records are or will be accessible only subject to the law on the protection of privacy and personal data in characters.

The archive is available on site.

Languages

This inventory has been written both in English, the language generally used between EFGP members, and in French, archivist’s mother tongue and the language usually used at Etopia Archives centre.

Most of files contain documents written in English but also very numerous documents written in EFGP and EGP Members language as well as in Observer parties language and in language of various parties and movements from all around the world having had relationship with European Greens. They can thus find in these archives documents in French, English, German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian, Irish, Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, Finnish, Greek, Maltese, Luxembourg, Roman, Hungarian, Latvian, Georgian, Catalan, Slovak, Slovenian… or also in Chinese and in Japanese.

All documents written in English have been usually kept in this form while documents written in all other languages have been mentioned most of the time in original language with translation given, if possible, in brackets.

Documents written in other alphabets, as Cyrillic, Greek or Chinese, have not been mentioned in original language, they only have been given in English if some translation has been found on.

- ADDITIONAL SOURCES

First step: check the archives for the Coordination preserved to this day at the University of Teesside in England.

See also archives of very different European Green party, especially here, in Belgium, archives of the Ecological Party, kept by Etopia Archives Center.

See also posters of the European Greens in Etopia posters collection, made of posters coming from Ecolo press Service, posters collected by Pierre Vaniuwenhoven, Suzanne Godart-Moons or André Drouart.

And finally, see also archives of the Secrétariat fédéral Ecolo (HENDRICK Annette, BRION René, Fonds d’archives du Secrétariat fédéral Ecolo (1977-2012). Inventaire, Avril 2012, 98 p.) which
includes files about European Greens, about contacts and meetings with Greens in Africa or everywhere in the world.

- **CONTROL**

**Reference tools**

Outils et procédures. Guide pour la gestion du centre d'archives Etopia
Description générale des fonds appliquée à Etopia (2010)

- **APPENDICES**

Table of Acronyms and Abbreviations
List of Co-Secretaries of the European Green Coordination
List of EFGP and EGP Council meetings and Congresses
ARCHIVAL FOLDERS INVENTORY

1. EUROPEAN GREEN COORDINATION

The European Green Coordination is the association of all Green Parties in Western Europe. It has been founded in 1984 at Liege. Researcher will find here some very interesting documents about the first Greens organization on a European scale. Files conserved in Etopia Archives Center concern especially Coordination’s regular sessions, “Co-Sec” – Coordination Secretary – meetings and its Standing Committee meetings, mostly from 1989 to 1994. However, most of the European Green Coordination archives are still in Teesside University, as explained before in the GDF and researcher needs going up there to study the 10 first years of European Greens cooperation.

I. GENERALITY

1. Weekly mails n°19 (29 September 1989) and n°20 (20 October 1989) to the co-secretaries of the European Greens.
   1989 2 documents

2. Newsletters of the European Greens, n°0 (June 1990), n°1 (October 1990), Extra Number (June 1990) and n°2 (February 1991).
   1990-1991 4 documents

3. Information about Member Parties.
   Addresses and phone numbers list; political secretaries, parliamentary Groups or international contacts by countries.
   April-June 1991 2 documents

   Ca 1997 1 document

II. COORDINATION MEETINGS AND CO-SECRETARY (CO-SEC)

This SecrEtariat - more usually named “Co-Sec” – met usually every two months everywhere in Europe, sometimes held phone conferences between usual meetings. This body managed the coordination between all Greens, organizing Coordination sessions or extraordinary meetings, managing finances, examining new applications for membership, etc.

See also books of account of the Coordination as well as some others documents in the part Financial Management.

5. Selected documents of the European Greens*

1984, 1990-1991 1 bundle

* These documents were identified “Originals” on the file.

6. Coordination Meeting in Brussels in February and European Greens Congress in Antwerp, 8-10 April 1989, on local policy. Participants list and minutes of the meeting in Brussels, working documents about the Congress preparation, invitation folder, etc. 1989 1 bundle

7. Transmitted documents to the Coordination Secretary in Brussels about financial state or requests for cash from the European Greens as well as application for joining the European Greens (from the Norwegian Environmental Green Party/Miljopartiet de Gronne) or information from various parties. 1989 1 bundle

8. Coordination/European Greens Meetings in Budapest, 17-19 March 1990 (a Extraordinary Coordination Meeting), in Brussels, 16-17 June 1990 and in Bonn, 27-28 October 1990. Invitations, agenda, working papers (as a draft Proposal for a Green Helsinki Memorandum, 3 various versions at each Meeting), press release and participants list, applications for membership, and minutes. 1990 1 bundle

Council Meeting, and note about the EFGP “Decisions and recommendations of the Co-Secretariat, as issued in Kiev, December 5, 1993” (21 January 1994).

1992-1993 3 bundles
* The reflexion about the elaboration of a new political Platform and new Statutes for the Coordination begins during the Coordination Meeting in Venice, March 22-24, 1991.

* This session was about Maastricht Treaty and ratification processes and overall about the Reform of the Coordination.

10. July-December 1992

11. 1993

12. European Coordination Standing Committee.
Correspondence and mailing; reports and papers (in particular the “Agreement on the re-establishment of the GGEP”* (March 1994) and the description of the Standing Committee on European Union Affairs); practical information; Green Group of the EP documents: in particular the draft Common Platform prepared by the GGEP for the EC Green Parties (2 December 1993; both in English and in French), draft for the Statutes of the European Ecologic Party/Parti Écologique Européen and “Brussels Declaration” (6 February 1993) about 1994 Election Platform…; minutes.
1993-1994 1 bundle
* Agreement between the EU Green Parties and the Federation (this document exists in English, French, Dutch, German, Portuguese, Italian and Spanish versions)

III. RELATIONS BETWEEN GREENS IN EUROPE

13-15. Very different documents sent to European Greens to inform about Parties: essential documents, activities documents or publications from the European Greens and various Greens from all over the world.
N°1 of Arche Nova, 1st July 1988, a publication from the Grün-ökologisches Netzwerk Arche in der Evangelischen Kirche, in DDR (Deutsche Demokratische Republik);
Manifesto, programme for the State-election in Baden-Württemberg 1988, Third-World-Aid-Program and programme for peace sent by the Ökologisch-Demokratische Partei* (ODP)(all in German);
PES. Service d’information, n°8, 9 février 1989 (PES: Parti écologiste Suisse);
The Earth Green Federation, Japan: NewsLetter, n°7, December 1988-January 1989 (in English);
De Grønne: Rodnettet, n°11, December 1988 (in Norwegian);
Arcabaleno (from Li Verdi –Trentino- Italia);
New Options (Washington);
Green Letter (USA);
Linkletter from the Green Party of Aotearoa (New Zeeland), agreement on the Constitution (Lista Verde, in Spain), l’Autre Sommet économique, France), Vert-Contact from Les Verts français;
Other publications and key documents from or about: Center for research on European women, the Green Party of Canada, and the Seaweed Rebellion (USA), from Switzerland (Der Grünen Partei der Schweiz), from Greece, from Austria,
from Polska Partia Zielonych (Poland), from Grüne Alternativa Tirol (Deutschland);
The booklet “Don’t let your world turn grey. The Green Party. European Election Manifesto” (1989) from The Green Party (England);
And also documents from the European Farmers Coordination (Coordination Paysanne Européenne), The European Greens, from the UNITAR (United Nations Institute for Training and Research – in English and in French), etc.
* Le Parti écologiste-démocrate (Ökologisch-Demokratische Partei, ÖDP ou OeDP) est un parti politique centriste et écologiste allemand fondé en 1982 par des dissidents des Verts. L’ÖDP présente un programme politique original, très proche des Verts sur les questions environnementales mais beaucoup plus modéré sur d’autres questions, telles que l'immigration, les droits des minorités, et même conservateur sur l'euthanasie, l'avortement, la peine de mort... Petit parti, l'ÖDP n'a jamais atteint le seuil des 5 % des voix lors d'un scrutin fédéral ou régional, mais il détient quelques positions électorales non négligeables dans le sud de l'Allemagne, essentiellement en Bavière. « Les Jeunes écologistes” constitue son organisation de jeunesse.

1989 3 bundles

15. Mailing received in June and July 1989.


EFGP and EGP files are presented together because archives have been created in that way. Separate these two sets would lead us to divide series like Congresses, campaigns or Committee, what we wanted to avoid. We have preferred keeping both original classification and continuity it offered to us.

I. FOUNDATION AND EVOLUTION

A. Foundation

16. Transformation of the Coordination into a European Green Federation ([ASBL]) (“into a mandated political structure on a European scale”).
Draft resolution introduced and approved at the Co-Secretariat’s Meeting in Amsterdam, 24-26 January 1992 and draft Statutes of a European Green Federation introduced at the Co-See Meeting in Madrid, 8-9 May 1992; with list of Green parties’ Conferences and Meetings in 1992, the Green Agenda (June 1992), the UNCED’ 92 Green Parties’ Meetings and Manifestations (February 1992) and draft of “Ratification procedure of Maastricht Treaties- Ad hoc listing of Green MP’s” (February 1992).
1992 5 documents

1993 2 documents
18. Foundation of the European Federation of Green Parties (EFGP)*, Helsinki (Finland), 18-20 June 1993 (during the Meeting of European Greens in Majvik, 13-20 June 1993).
1992-1993 1 bundle
* Unique event of having together representatives from the Coordination, the Green Group in the European Parliament and from Central and Eastern Europe.
** One copy of the Statutes of the European Federation of Green Parties and one of the Guiding Principles, Masala, 20th June 1993.
*** See also pictures of the event.

B. 20th Anniversary

Correspondence with the printer, proofreading, final text, notes about legal deposit, choice of photos…; with 2 copies of the book.
2003-2004 2 bundles

C. EFGP Statutes changes: from an ASBL to an AISBL (closing of the EFGP ASBL and creation of the AISBL EFGP)

EFGP Statute changes were decided at The Hague Council Meeting in the Netherlands, in Spring 2001. The Committee proposed then first Statutes changes at the Berlin Congress on 17-19 May 2002. The EFGP Reform working group was thus set up by the Congress. The point was either reforming the EFGP or establishing a European Green Party. The main meeting was held in Brussels in February 2003 and in Luxembourg in November same year. The process ended in Rome in 2004, at The 4th EFGP Congress.
About Statutes, see also into the part “Financial Management” some files concerning the financing of European party by the European Parliament. (Bundles n° xx to xxx)

Versions of [1991], [1995], 1997; statutes and standing orders as amended at Malta, 2-4 May 2003 and various documents about the percentage of vote received by regional parties, about membership fees in 2003 and 2004; various Statutes drafts and proposals of a European Green Party (2003) in the perspective of the EFGP decision on establishing a new international non-profit organisation (INPO/AISBL) in Belgium, with a final proposal as revised by the Council Meeting at Luxembourg, 9 November 2003 (text in French: “Statuts de la Fédération des Partis Verts Européens” tels que révisés par le Conseil au Luxembourg, le 9 novembre 2003).
1991-2003 1 bundle

22. Statutes Reform working group.
Correspondence; proposal of changes and reports (with especially a contribution of Philippe Lamberts “Improving the efficiency of the Federation”); adopted resolution about European political Parties by EFGP 3rd Congress in Berlin, EFGP Statutes and Standing orders as amended at Berlin, 17-19 May 2002, and EFGP Statutes and Standing orders as amended at Brussels, 15-17 November 2002; participants attending meetings …; with also documents as the European People’s Party (EPP) presentation, the Statutes of the Party of European Socialists (PES); version of 1999), the Statutes of the European Liberal, Democrat and Reform party (ELDR; version of 1999).

June 2001-February 2003

* The Hague Council Meeting held in Spring 2001 in the Netherlands set up a Statutes Committee that had to come up with proposals for changes in the Statutes at the Autumn Council meeting. This Committee proposed then first Statutes changes at the Berlin Congress on 17-19 May 2002. The EFGP Reform working group was set up by the Congress. The point was either reforming the EFGP or establishing a European Green Party. The main meeting was held in Brussels in February 2003.

23.

Statutes of the EFGP as amended at Luxembourg, 7-9 November 2003 signed by all the EFGP Member Parties at the 4th EFGP Congress at Rome, 22 February 2004.

Originals (in English); Statutes of the EFGP AISBL signed at Rome, 22 February 2004 with the list of the 50 founders; and “Manifesto for the 2004 European Elections”, Fourth European Greens Congress, Rome, 20-22 February 2004 (original document with the signatures of the EFGP Member Parties).

2004

3 documents

24-26.

Liquidation of the EFGP ASBL.

2003-2005

3 bundles

24.

Creation of the EFGP ASBL in June 2004 and modification of the Board of Directors, creation of the EGP AISBL: contact with the Secretary-General of the EP about the financing of the European political Party EFGP ASBL; texts adopted by the Board of Directors and by the General Assembly (September 2004); contacts with Béatrice Versie (Belgian Lawyer) about changing the EFGP ASBL to an AISBL (all documents between the Statutes and Standing orders as amended at Luxemburg, November 2003 and the revised Statutes as deposited with the Belgian ASBL authorities).

November 2003-September 2004

25.

Creation of the EGFP AISBL/Liquidation of the EFGP ASBL: auditor’s report on the EFGP ASBL. (2005); various Statutes versions (Statutes as confirmed by the 4th Congress at Rome, 20-22 February 2004, version of 27 September 2004 and various working documents); Royal Order given in Brussels, 18 November 2004, approving the EFGP AISBL Statutes (Arrêté royal); documents about Grant Award Agreement n°FIN-S-2004-04 (EP Financing); contacts with Bird & Bird (Lawyers association) about the merger by absorption of EFGP ASBL by EFGP AISBL (with a transfer of all the assets and liabilities of EFGP ASBL by EFGP AISBL, as well as its employees…) (memorandum Bird & Bird).

2004-2005

26.

Liquidation EFGP ASBL and Financing of the EFGP by the EP: new problems with the European Political Party application (correspondence with lawyer Beatrice Versie and Bird & Bird about changes necessary to comply); minutes of
the EFGP ASBL Council* Meeting in Jurmala/Riga (Lettonie), 6-8 May 2005 and working papers (as the forms for publication in the Annexes to the Belgian official Gazette regarding the liquidation of the ASBL, Michel Lecoq auditor’s report about the liquidation); Meeting of the European Political Parties (April 2005) in Brussels about the financing of European political parties and the review of the funding process.

June 2004-May 2005
* The Council Meeting is the Assemblée générale of the ASBL.

27. EFGP Statutes discussed at the EFGP Council and EFGP ASBL Committee meeting between July 2004 and March 2005.

2004-2005

1 bundle

II. PARTY BODIES

There were three bodies in the Federation. The Congress, which convened every three years, gathering 400 delegates, decided upon the program and general politic outlines as well as changes of the constitutional statutes. The Council, which met twice a year, with around 50 delegates, coordinated policy initiatives, prepared Congress conventions, approved new members, approved the budget of the Federation… The Committee was the executive body of the Federation; it consisted of 9 persons elected in the Council for a three-year period.

A. EFGP Congress/EGP Congress

The Congress consists of 400 delegates allocated proportionally, though the first Congress is likely to be limited to 200 delegates. All member parties get at least four delegates. Half of the remaining mandates are divided according to absolute number of votes gained in the last general election, the other half according to percentage won in the latest nation-wide election. This system favours not only parties in large countries but also successful parties in small countries.

28-32. EFGP 1st Congress - Vienna (Austria), 21-23 June 1996.

May 1995- June 1996

3 bundles and 2 documents

28. Organisation: proposals concerning the 1st Congress of the EFGP (adopted May 1995 by Committee Meeting, Tbilissi), the organisation of the 1st EFGP Congress (adopted at the Council Meeting, June 1995, Budapest), draft programma (different versions) and draft agenda…, correspondence, first Congress scenario.

1 bundle


1 document

30. Official certificate delivered by the City and State of Vienna, the Chamber of Commerce and the Vienna Tourist Board for the “1st Congress of the European Green”, 21-23 June 1996. (In German)

1 document HF


1 bundle

32. Finances matters, minutes of the first Congress, correspondence and press release.

1 bundle
“Europe’s role in the world”, with a session over “Opportunities and limits for Green influence in Europe”, a talk show with Green candidates for the European Elections, a discussion with Greens ministers over “How to achieve a common European home?”
1999 6 bundles and 4 documents
33. Invitation folder and programme (one in English and French, one in French only, more practical), as well as a “delegate” small cardboard.
3 documents
34. Correspondence, speakers or ministers invitations, financial documents.
1 bundle
35. Documents: minutes and evaluation of Vienna Congress, statutes and standing orders as amended at Helsinki (March 1998), A Common Green Manifesto for the 1999 European Election, drafts programma, working papers for the Green parties, press, reports, resolutions, draft minutes from the 2nd Congress, minutes, etc.
1 bundle
36. Global meeting and Fringe meeting; sessions forums; allocation delegates and Round table candidates for the EP.
1 bundle
37. Press list, delegates list, model registration form…
1 bundle
38. Sample of delegate pack (one with the Party profiles), invitation, reports from the workshops, from the regional networks, participants list, draft minutes, Fringe reports, and Forum reports.
1 bundle
39. Participants list with personal status, participation choices, accommodation.
1 bundle
40. Resolutions: originals, adopted, amendments.
1 document

41-49. EFGP 3rd Congress - Berlin (Germany), 17-19 May 2002.
“It’s our world Greening Globalisation” (with 3 plenary sessions on “Towards a Solar Europe”, “The New Agriculture” and “The Green Power in an Enlarged European Union”; seminar on “Globalization and Sustainability”; assises on “The Future of Europe-The EU Convention…”)*
2002 9 bundles
* See also the badge of the Congress in “Objects” collection.
41-42. Registrations*.
* Conserved for example. There was also a Congress website, used for registration.
173. A-J
174. K-Z
43. Participants mails, correspondence (about Congress preparation), practical information, financial documents and allocation of delegates.
44. Documents Congress (overview of Congress draft resolutions, list of participants, workshops, programme, reports of workshops, progress report on Congress…); allocation delegates; workshops and Fringe meetings (correspondence and documents); FYEG, Global Green, Green Group and Böll.
45. Correspondence, draft programme and various documents; as well The Ecologia, Federatia Ecologista din România, number 4-5 from April-May 2002 (reporting about the FER National Council, 13-14 April 2002).
46. Congress minutes.
47. Sample of delegate pack and Berlin Convention Meeting Green/EFA Group, 17 May 2002.
48. Resolutions: originals, adopted, amendments; motions.

50-60

50. Correspondence. 1 bundle
51. Practical information, invitations, finances. 1 bundle
52. Documents: drafts programme, invitation (with also programme, registration form, workshop list, guiding principles and following-up documents of the Luxembourg Council Meeting of November 2003), release about the new EGP, participants list, programme, speeches… 1 bundle
53. Various: press, fringe meetings, Heinrich Böll meeting. 1 bundle
54. Minutes, speeches and workshops documents. 1 bundle
55. Roma registration form. 1 document
57. Press review. European and international press coverage of the Rome Congress and press release. 1 bundle
58. Party delegations. 1 bundle
59. Various: agenda for media and other documents about communication, news from Hungarian Greens and Slovenia, correspondence, etc. 1 bundle
60. Follow up: draft Congress minutes, speeches of Michaele Schreyer, Joschka Fischer, Zurab ZhvaniaKlaus Töpfer, Renate Künast, Monica Frassoni, list of participants, workshop reports, Update, Newsletter of the European Green Party/ European Federation of Green Parties, n°2, April 2004 and a copy of the new Statutes sent to the people who signed them in Rome as well as to the Member and Observer parties. 1 bundle

61-68.
EGP 2nd Congress - Geneva (Switzerland), 13-14 October 2006*.
“A Green Future for Europe” and also “Human Rights in times of Terrorism: The European Policy”, and “The Charter of the European Greens”. 2006 8 bundles
* Congress Geneva documents were not sorted and it has not been easy to order them logically. This Congress was followed by the 5th Council Meeting, 15 October 2006, Geneva. (See also file 148)
61. Invitations, fringe meetings, voting delegates, amendments.
Fringe meetings: participants list and schedule.

63. Programme, documents, working process, participants list, working group reports, resolutions, and a petition about Kurds in Iran signed by participants of the EGP.

64. Correspondence and documents (in particular amendments to the resolution “A green Future for Europe”).

Allocation delegates.

Speakers invitations.

Especially about Congress organisation (maybe an Arnold Cassola file).

Various documents.

69. EGP 3rd Congress - Brussels (Belgium), 27-28 March 2009.

“Green New Deal”: Press pack with programme, information about “The new campaign website of the European Greens”, paper about “What is the EGP?”, History, etc. and advertising materials: small cardboard “Be a part of the Green New Deal: Think Big. Vote Green” from the European Greens; small cardboard “Eight reasons to vote Green in June 2009”.*

2009

1 bundle

B. EFGP Council/EGP Council

The Council convenes twice a year. It coordinates policy initiatives, prepares Congress conventions, approves new members, approves the budget of the Federation, elects and evaluates the activities of the Committee.

Council gathers approximately 50 delegates. Each member parties has at least one delegate in the Council. Though additional delegates are allocated rewarding large membership, over 5% share of the vote in the latest general election, or a large amount of votes gained, the statutes ensure the small parties and small countries get representation exceeding their relative weight.

Council’s files begin in 1994, with the Federation foundation.

Most of Council Meeting files include the following documents, in support of the usual meeting activities: participants list, approval of the last meeting minutes, minutes of the current Council meeting, draft calendar of the EFGP, allocation of the Council seats, registration of the Council Members, presentation by host party, UE Intergovernmental Conference preparation (reports and proposals of the Committee), overviews or reports on European, national, regional and local elections in members countries, numerous reports of working groups, documents on Congress preparation, discussion and voting on Member- and Observership applications with application forms, reports on the visits of the Committee, and some documentation about those parties (as Party profiles*), press-releases, press review, documents about EFGP specific campaigns (against nuclear power for instance), financials documents (balance and report on Treasury, further budget, fees), correspondence with EFGP Members, agendas and reports of the fringe meetings from instances and working groups held during the Council Meeting (e.g. Mediterranean Greens, Green Global Network, Green East-West Dialogue...) with draft resolution on different matters, reports from The Greens at The European Parliament, strategic notes, statutes and amendments for statutes change, some reports from the Secretary-General; with punctually: documents about Secretary-General election (candidates applications, electoral process and nomination), Executive Committee election, and any sorts of problems of current events.

Council meetings files description given below does not mention all those usual documents but tries rather to identify main topics of the programme and documents especially debated during those meetings.

* The party profiles are very interested to study the party history, over the years.
1993-1994 3 bundles
70. Press-release about EFGP and the Council first meeting next January, some documents of the Steering Committee for Global Green Coordination, resolution proposal from the Green Parties and draft of the resolutions adopted by the Vienna Council with mention of Federation’ aims and priorities, Eastern Europe Green Parties applications and recommendations from the Co-Sec on the applications for membership, ratification process of the Statutes and Guiding Principles of the EFGP, minutes of the meeting, internal rules for the 1st Council Meeting.
December 1993-January 1994
71. First Executive Committee election: election procedure, candidacies, nominations.
November 1993-January 1994
June 1993-January 1994

73-74. EFGP 2nd Council Meeting – Crete (Greece), 28-30 October 1994 (on the problems of the Mediterranean area).
1994 1 bundle and 1 document
73. Invitations and minutes of the meeting of the «ad hoc» working group on the Mediterranean, draft minutes of the 2nd Council Meeting as adopted at the Committee Meeting in London (February 1995), agenda, participants list, reports and papers, election Committee members, final declaration, resolutions, resignation of the Secretary-General of the EFGP, Léo Cox and Anne de Boer election as Secretary-General ad interim, budget and others financial documents, press-release, with voting bloc.
1994 1 bundle
October 1994 1 document

75. EFGP 3rd Council Meeting – Budapest (Hungary), 9-11 June 1995.
With the new Secretary-General Election after Leo Cox resignation (Ralph Monô will be SG ai.), discussion about Eastern countries special matters (on Chechenia and Caucasian-region, on former Yugoslavia)*, with also a report on Observership application from the FYEG.
June 1995 1 bundle
* Report on support for the discussion and resolutions proposed by the Green East West Dialogue.
** With also documents on European Coordination archives transferred to Teesside University in England (Dirk Richardson proposal as well as Netherland University proposal).

76-79. EFGP 4th Council Meeting – Turin (Italy), 9-11 February 1996.
Election of a Committee of three Auditors, election of Secretary-General for the Federation (Nomination of Ralph Monö), change in Federation Statutes, Strategy 96.

January-March 1996

3 bundles and 1 document

76. Preparation, agenda, Secretary-General Election, mailing and amendments.

1 bundle

77. Secretary-General report, Council documents, participants list, reports and resolutions.

1 bundle

78. Registrations.

1 bundle

79. Minutes.

1 document

80-84. EFGP 5th Council Meeting – Berlin (Germany), 2-4 May 1997.

Election of a new Committee, Federation/Green Group proposal on eco taxes, report from GEWD, Mediterranean, Media and others working groups, Strategy 1997, and Round Table of Green Leaders (2 May, Berlin)

January-May 1997

4 bundles and 1 document

80. Participants, Guidelines for Membership of the EFGP as adopted by the 5th Council Meeting, agenda, resolutions…

1 bundle

81. Election Committee, green summit, media meeting, party profiles, Rio 5+.

1 bundle

82. Practical organisation, registrations and participants lists; and invitations at the Top level Green Round Table in Berlin, May 2, 1997 (invitations and agenda).

1 bundle

83. Round Table of Green Leaders, Berlin, 2 May 1997: opening speech of the Round Table, proposed agenda, resolution… with documents about the 5th Council (participants list, draft minutes from the Berlin Council, the Update newsletter with a Berlin report, the amended Membership Policy, etc.), folders “Towards greening the European economy” (2 in English, 2 in German), “The Greens in the European Parliament”, and the Update January 1998.

1 bundle


May 1997

1 document


Nordic dimension of European expansion and Green programme for the Baltic Sea area on oil, traffic, energy and the environment; Europe enlargement and necessity to keep environmental standards; a common Green Manifesto for the European elections in 1999; amendments of Statutes; vote on Election Manifesto Working Group.

January-April 1998

3 bundles

85. Correspondences and mailings, practical information, financial documents, participants.

86. Agenda and documents: about Chernobyl sarcophagus, Green Round Table on Cyprus, GEWD Round Table and Roma problems, European Greens’ Observatory on the Environment in Albania, Euro-African Seminar at Ouagadougou in January 1998, the European Monetary needs a Social Union.

87. Amendments to the resolutions, applications parties and other meetings (e.g. Conference on Enlargement, Warsaw, 23-27 March 1998).
88-89. EFGP 7\textsuperscript{th} Council Meeting - London (United Kingdom), 6-8 November 1998. European Election Manifesto (debate and vote of the amendments), report from meetings about EU Enlargement and Black Sea Greens, North Sea Greens and Mediterranean, application by Socialistik Folkeparty (Danish) as observer, Congress 1999, report 1998 by the Secretary-General, proposed Action Plan and budget 1999, debate and resolutions about Balkans, migration, nuclear threat, Monsanto, World bank Interference in the Legislation making Process in Georgia, Pinochet, genetic Engineering, Needs to put the environment back on the political agenda… December 1997-November 1998 2 bundles

88. Registration and participants lists, practical information, correspondence and documents about Climate change meeting and North Sea Greens fringe meeting.

89. Documents: discussion papers, reports, draft programme, the Common Green Manifesto for the 1999 European Elections as amended at the 7\textsuperscript{th} Council Meeting, minutes, resolutions and amendments to the resolutions, working groups reports, draft programme for the Second Congress, report 1998 from the Secretary-General, etc.

90. EFGP 8\textsuperscript{th} Council Meeting - Bratislava (Slovakia), 1-3 October 1999. Presentation of the new Green Group in the European Parliament, discussions about a common green approach to foreign and security policy, change of statutes, election of the Secretary-General of the Federation (Arnold Cassola), applications to join the Federation, report 1999… 1999

91-93. EFGP 9\textsuperscript{th} Council Meeting - Larnaca (Cyprus), 24-26 March 2000. Contribution of the South to the EU Enlargement, Green Common Foreign and Security policy; Election Committee and Statutes change. January-March 2000 3 bundles

91. Correspondence, practical organisation, financial documents, reports of “Fringe meetings” (on Green Balkan Network, Mediterranean Network, Green fisheries policy for the North Sea region (North Sea Green Network), Green approach to a common foreign and security policy, the GEWD).

92. Documents; Election committee: procedure and Job description; resolutions on the Cyprus issue, on GMO’s, on stopping the nuclear era now, with the Update, February 2000 essentially dedicated in Election Committee.

93. Election Committee: applications.

94-98. EFGP 10\textsuperscript{th} Council Meeting - Stockholm (Sweden), 24-26 November 2000. Spokesperson and advisor election; Statutes change; Fringe meetings; “The EU charter of Fundamental Rights”; Green gender Politics; Common and Foreign Security policy; debate and vote on Climate change, Enlargement, Environment and Economy, European Parties Statutes, Action Plan 2001, Global Green Manifesto… January-November 2000 5 bundles

94. Correspondence, practical information, finances, invitations and election of a spokesperson and a financial advisor. 2000 1 bundle

95-97. Agenda, minutes, resolution proposals and resolutions adopted, draft working papers (e.g. the Charter of the Global Greens), reports of fringe meetings.
98. Registrations.

99-105. EFGP 11th Council Meeting - The Hague (The Netherlands), 8-10 June 2001.*
Juillet 2000-Juin 2001 7 bundles
* Documents never ordered by Secretariat.
** With document about “Une nouvelle vision pour les Verts d’Afrique ».

99. Correspondence, practical information, finances, invitations.

100. Key documents and Update April 2001 (all the reports from fringe meetings and proposals of resolution), documents about treasurer election.

101. Different documents on Emergency resolution on the Middle East, The need for sustainable agriculture; reports; situation in Hungary; EFGF Party Profiles; EFGP Party Directory.


103. Green Islands Network Meeting (Fringe meeting at Council The Hague).

104. Registrations.

105. List of participants, speech of Renate Künast (German Federal Minister of Consumer Protection, Food and Agriculture) on “In the wake of BSE and GMOs: where does food safety stand?”, draft minutes and proposed resolutions as voted at the 11th Council Meeting.


January-December 2001 7 bundles

106. Correspondence, practical information, finances and invitations.

107. Registrations.


109. Fringe meetings: Green East-West Dialogue (GEWD), North Sea Green Network (NSG), Green Baltic Sea Network (GBSN), (British) Green Island Network (GIN), Mediterranean fringe meeting in Budapest (MED); resolutions; following-up.

110. Enlargement of the EU: working papers and mails about this topic (Enlargement initiatives, Budapest Conference/Budapest Enlargement meeting, Working group Enlargement).

111. Genre: questionnaire on Gender sent to all the member and observer parties of the EFGP and answers.

112. Responsibilities, programme, and various documents sent to participants after the Council meeting; adopted Action Plan 2002, adopted report 2001, adopted Budget 2002, green Fund projects, List of Membership fees 2002, Control budget, new criteria for membership fees and Solidarity Fund (African Green Congress 2002), accepted changes to the Statutes, contributions from Isabel Vertriest and
György Rasko on Agriculture and from Hans Günter Brauch and Heidi Meinzolt-Depner on Security.


113. Correspondence, practical information, finances and invitations.
114. Documents.
115. Resolutions; Fringe meetings; Statutes reform working group (with report of the meeting at Helsinki, 10 October 2002 about the transformation of the EFGP in a European Political Party); European Parliament at Strasbourg (Green Convention for an European Constitution; meeting of working group Enlargement of the EU).
116. Follow up (December 2002) and drafts minutes, etc.
117. Registrations.
118. Practical organisation and contacts with Ecolo and Agalev about various topics, programme Committee, etc.

119-126. EFGP 14th Council Meeting - Malta, 2-4 May 2003. “A European Green Party?”, “The role of the EU in the world”, “The role of the neutral countries in the EU Foreign Policy” (and also The Iraq crisis: the transatlantic and inter-European role of the EU”); Election of a new Committee and 2004 Election Manifesto. 2003 8 bundles

119. Correspondence, some practical information, invitations and finances.
120. Agenda and documents about the new Committee election (procedure, correspondence, candidates list, Committee nominations, supports for candidatures to EFGP...)
121. Sample of delegate pack, presentation of candidates for the new EFGP Committee Election.
123. Registration*.
124. Minutes, correspondence, discussion paper about European Green Party (from EFGP working group), documents about fringe meetings, amendments and press.
125. Correspondence and practical information.
126. Draft minutes with handwritten corrections.


July-November 2003

4 bundles

127. Registrations.

128. Correspondence, invitations and visa, some financial documents, resolutions drafts.

129. Agenda, working papers and documents to be debated and voted at the Council Meeting: with in particular the Statutes and standing order (as adopted at Helsinki, Bratislava, Budapest, Berlin, Brussels and Malta between 1998 and 2003), the Guiding Principles as agreed upon during the Conference at Masala, Finland, 20 June 1993, report and fact-finding visit to Albania, report and fact-finding visit to Slovenia, etc.

130. Sample of delegate pack, correspondence and various documents not sorted, Update October 2003, etc.

131-135. EGP 1\textsuperscript{st} Council Meeting - Dublin (Ireland), 26-28 November 2004.

“Green gender politics: Equal rights and non discrimination”, “A Constitution for the EU: to be or not to be?”, “Getting our Act together: perspectives for the European Green Party”.

September 2004-February 2005

5 bundles

131. Registrations.

132. Correspondence, practical information, invitations and visas, finances, resolutions.

133. Practical information and various documents of preparation.


135. Sample of delegate pack.

136-139. Extraordinary Council Meeting on the EU Constitution - Brussels (Belgium), 17 February 2005 (following-up Dublin Council).

November 2004-February 2005

3 bundles and 2 documents

136. Invitation and programme, correspondence and papers about preparation and following-up meeting.

1 bundle

137. Sample of delegate pack: programme, draft allocation of Council delegates, participants list, proposed texts and amendments; others texts, mails and amendments in preparation to the Council; and final press release.

1 bundle

138. Registrations: registration forms and participants list.

1 bundle


June 2005

2 documents

140-142. EGP 2\textsuperscript{nd} Council Meeting - Jurmala-Riga (Latvia), 6-8 May 2005.


2004-2005

3 bundles

140. Programme, participants list, working documents, with some booklets about subjects studied at the Council from The Friends of the Earth Europe, “Making EU Funds work for people and the Environment. Case studies from Central and Eastern Europe” (June 2004) from The International Women’s Rights Center/La Strada-Ukraine, “2004 Annual report” and papers from Eastern countries, with also mails
or others documents like the “Memorandum describing the procedure to be followed in order to merge EFGP ASBL with EFGP AISBL.” from Bird & Bird, 18 February 2005.

141. Correspondence, draft programme, speakers’ invitations, finances.

142. Council documents; resolutions; regional fringe meetings; working groups and election treasurer.

143-144. EGP 3rd Council Meeting - Kyiv (Ukrainia), 21-23 October 2005.
“A Green Vision for Europe’s Future”, “Lessons from Chernobyl, Climate Change and Sustainable Energy Perspectives”, “10 Years after Srebrenica and Dayton”.

2006 2 bundles

143. Correspondence, practical information, invitations, speakers, budget and other financial documents.

144. Program, general documents from EGP (as Guidelines and procedure for membership-observership applications, fees…), Councils documents, resolutions, region networks and working groups.

145-147. EGP 4th Council Meeting - Helsinki (Finland), 5-7 May 2006.

2006 3 bundles


146. Correspondence, practical information, working group documents, invitations, applications, etc.

147. Resolutions, presentation documents from the Catalan Green Party ICV (Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds), draft on “a Green Future for the European Union” and minutes of WG “Future of Europe”, attended the 30th March in Brussels, with speakers Dorian drawings.

148. EGP 5th Council Meeting - Geneva (Switzerland), 15 October 2006*.

2006 1 bundle

* This council was organized in the wake of the second Congress who was held the previous two days at the same place on the theme “A Green Future for Europe”.

149-151. EGP 6th Council Meeting - Berlin (Germany), 16-18 March 2007.
50th Anniversary of the Rome Treaty, “What role for Greens at a time when everybody is talking about Energy and Climate Change”, “How to Combat Climate Change without Nuclear Energy”, with fringe meetings as well as the
meeting with Ralph Fücks on Global Meeting Nairobi (Global Young Greens Founding Conference on 16-20 January 2007 in Nairobi, Kenya) 2007

149. Sample of delegate pack: program, participants list, documents (in particular the Statutes and standing orders and list with proposed changes).

150. Committee program, some speeches, correspondence, practical information, etc.

151. Correspondence, practical information, invitations, program preparation, registrations list.

152-154. EGP 7th Council Meeting - Vienna (Austria), 12-14 October 2007.
“For a thriving Economy, combat Climate Change!”, “The Green economic vision: different green parties’ perspectives”, “Tomorrow’ economy starts today – a showcase”, and Common Election campaign 2009 and workshops (unrestrained growth versus sustainable growth – what should a green economy be and who is it for?; The market is not always the solution; how should we run public services?; Innovation to create jobs; regulating the financial markets? An Idea from the past, or a must for our future?; Economic development and cohesion in the EU).

2007

152. Correspondence, practical information, invitations, Host Party presentation and slides of the PowerPoint, finances and Program.

153. Program, Council documents, Green Party Leaders Meeting documents, working groups, regional meetings and resolutions.

154. Registrations.

155-158. EGP 8th Council Meeting - Ljubljana (Slovenia), 11-13 April 2008.* Round Table « What political role for the Greens in Europe? », results of working groups Climate Change, Economy and Migration, applications to Membership or Observership, Common Election Campaign 2009.

2008

155. Sample of delegate pack: program, participants list, working papers, etc.

156. Correspondence, practical information, invitations, finances and program.

157. Documents, working groups documents, regional meetings and resolutions, with also the presentation of the Bulgarian Green Party “Let it be Green Bulgaria”*. * Application (See also the dvd on this presentation).

158. Registrations.

159-162. EGP 9th Council Meeting - Montreuil-Paris (France), 9-12 October 2008.

159. Correspondence, practical information, invitations, finances, program.

160. Documents: Green European Institute GEI AISBL, program, allocation delegates, participants list, “A green vision for a social Europe”, “Gender report to the EGP”, “European Green gender Observatory”, “Manifesto”, “Global Greens workshop”, applications; resolutions; working groups* and regional meetings.

* With publicity of the European Greens:
- Le Parti vert européen, VOTRE part! Réunissant 34 partis et 250.000 Verts, [2008-2009] ;

161. Preparation (Ann Verheyen’s file): correspondence, finances, invitations, as well as a folder for The first African Green University in Morocco on “Political Ecology to save Africa” organised on 27-29 March 2009 by The Greens of Morocco…, the Statutes (version of June 2008), working papers about renewable energies, food, financial crisis (documents from the Greens/EFA); press release 13 October 2008; and essentials Council documents.


163. EGP 10th Council Meeting - Brussels (Belgium), 29 March 2009*. Folder of the participant (programme, allocation delegates, draft normal and emergency resolutions, invitation to the Council, and other documents: “A Green Perspective on European Youth Policy”, “Protecting and promoting human rights”– 2 samples, one with amendments), correspondence, financial documents, etc.
Mars 2009 1 bundle

164. Minutes or draft minutes and some adopted resolutions of several EFGP Council Meetings.
1994-2000 1 bundle
See also 2 sound recording tapes in Collection of audiovisual materials.

C. EFGP Committee / EGP Committee

The Committee is the executive body of the European Federation of Green Parties. Entrusted to take care of most day-to-day business, the Committee is the permanent representative of the European Greens, deciding on policy and issuing statements on behalf of the whole Green political family. The Committee executes the decisions of and is accountable to the Council. The Committee is elected for a three-year period and consists of: two spokespersons, the secretary general, the treasurer and five members of the Committee. The first Committee has been elected in the first Council meeting of the Federation in Vienna, in January 1994.

According to the Weekly mail of the 13th of November 1996 asking for application, Committee members are expected to be able to:

• “Actively taking in the Committee meetings, taking place at least 4 times a year and in preparations of Council meetings twice a year and Congresses taking place once every three years and possibly other meetings organised by the Federation.”
Be active in Committee work between meetings, such as following certain topics or issues, coordinating working groups on behalf of the Committee and be able to represent the Committee at conferences, seminars etc. within or outside Europe

Take on specific tasks within the Committee, such as coordinating Committee work in a political field or concerning a geographic region

To be able to work via e-mail/computer with the other Committee members and the secretariat in Brussels

Write discussion papers if needed in areas of concern to the Committee

Take an active part in forwarding relevant and interesting information to the Secretariat or other Committee members and write short articles for Update newsletter

Liaising with the secretariat on a regular basis.

165-200. Records of Committee Meetings.*

Most records include invitations to meetings, agenda, documents concerning practical aspects of those meetings, minutes of previous meetings subject to approval, correspondence between members and Secretariat, and many other documents appendices such as the report of the General Secretariat, treasurers report, working groups report, notes on the Committee policies, its operation, insights into election results in various countries at various levels of power, proposed agenda for future Council Meetings, monitoring decisions, etc.

1994-2007 36 bundles

* Records found usually well ordered. They are presented in chronological order of the meetings.

165. 1994.

166-168. January-December 1994 1 bundle

166. December 1994-1995 3 bundles

167. Previous meetings minutes, correspondence and communications.

168. Practical information, resolutions, IGC (Inter-Governmental Conference), calendars and weekly fax; with a file on the last Committee Meeting of December 1994.


169-171. 1996.

170. Correspondence to Committee members, practical information about meetings.

171. Resolutions, agendas, organization chart and budget.

172. Previous meetings minutes, reports and working papers, weekly fax.


172. Correspondence to Committee members, practical information about meetings.

173. Resolutions, press releases, meetings agendas, EFGP calendar and finances.

174. Previous meetings minutes, weekly fax and reports and working papers.

175-177. January-December 1998 3 bundles

175. Correspondence to Committee members and practical information about meetings.

176. Resolutions, agendas, press contacts, EFGP calendar and finances.

177. Meetings minutes, weekly mailing, reports and working papers and mails to Council delegates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Bundles</th>
<th>Archival Folders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **January-December 1999** | 3 bundles | 178. Correspondence to Committee members and practical information about meetings.  
179. Press contacts, agendas, EFGP calendar and finances.  
180. Weekly mail and reports and working papers. |
181. Correspondence to Committee members.  
182. Practical information, press contacts, agendas and EFGP calendar.  
183. Finances and meetings minutes.  
184. Reports and working papers and weekly mail. |
| **185-186.** | 2 bundles | January-November 2001  
185. Correspondence to Committee members, practical information about meetings, agendas, calendars and finances.  
186. Meetings minutes, reports and working papers, weekly mail. |
| **187-188.** | 2 bundles | January-November 2002  
187. Correspondence to Committee members, practical information about meetings, agendas and calendar.  
188. Finances, meetings minutes, reports and working papers and weekly mail. |
189. Correspondence to Committee members, practical information about meetings, resolutions and messages to all.  
190. Agendas, mailing and documents relating to Global Green Network*, finances and Committee meetings minutes.  
191. Reports and working papers and weekly mail. |
192. Correspondence to Committee members, press releases, documents about World Social Forum in Mumbai, 16-26 January 2004, finances, meetings minutes, reports, etc.  
| **194-195.** | 2 bundles | January-December 2005  
194. Correspondence to Committee members, practical information, statements and agendas, Global Green Network (with documents particularly relating to Global Green workshop in Porto Allegre, April 2005), finances.  
195. Committee meetings minutes, documents of Council Meetings and General Meeting of the EFGP (international non-profit organization) during the liquidation of the non-profit association (7 May 2005) in favour of international non-profit association (with Statutes copies, reports and working papers); with also weekly mail. |
| **196-197.** | 2006. | January-December 2006 2 bundles  
196. Correspondence with Committee members, practical information about meetings, resolutions, press, agenda meetings, documents about Global Green Network, finances. |
197. Minutes Committee and minutes GGEP concerning EFGP, reports and documents, weekly mail to Committee members, Statutes working group.

198. Committee Meeting, Brussels, 4-6 May 2007.
200. Committee Meeting, Tbilissi (Georgia), 30 November-3 December 2007.

201. EGP Committee Election at Council Meeting, Helsinki, 5-7 May 2006. Candidacies proposed by the different parties, candidacies and CV, letters in support, presentation of candidates and correspondence.


203. Note about “Common Green projects with small parties” revised at Athens Committee Meeting, 6 October 2000.


205. Committee evaluation made by Committee members in January 2002.

206-223. Committee Meeting gathered by the General Secretariat.*

* These bundles duplicate first EFGP then EGP Committee series. They are not as well organized as the others. They don’t follow previous years logic; classification is so cut and apparently too messy.


207. Committee Meeting, Malta, March 2002. 2002

208. Committee Meeting Berne (Switzerland), September 2003. 2003

209. Committee Meeting Vienna (Austria), October 2003. 2003


211. Committee Meeting Ljubljana (Slovenia), March 2004. 2004

212. Committee Meeting Brussels (Belgium), July 2004. 2004

213. Committee Meeting Tirana (Albania), September 2004. 2004

214. Committee Meeting Moscow (Russia), January 2005 (with also business cards). 2005
| 216. | Committee Meeting Sofia (Bulgaria), March 2005. | 2005 | 1 bundle |
| 217. | Committee Meeting Malmö (Denmark), September 2005. | 2005 | 1 bundle |
| 218. | Committee Meeting Brussels (Belgium), June 2006. | 2006 | 1 bundle |
| 221. | December 2006-May 2008 | 2006 | 1 bundle |
| 222. | January-June 2008 | 2008 | 1 bundle |
| 223. | January-June 2009 | 2009 | 1 bundle |
| 224. | Documents about Committee meetings (Brussels or Edinburg in 1998) gathered by EFGP Secretary-General. Correspondence and information sent to Ralph Monö from all around the world. Ca 1998-1999 | 1 bundle |
| 225-233. | Folder of documents sent and gathered by the EFGP Secretary about various meetings, about Green European Parties or information from all around the world.* | Ca 1999-2004 | 9 bundles |
| 225. | Ca 1999-2004 | 1 bundle |
| 226-227. | 2001. | 2001 | 2 bundles |
| 228-230. | 2002. | 2002 | 3 bundles |
| 233. | 2004. | 2004 | 1 bundle |
| 235. | Treasurer’s meetings in 1993. Correspondence, draft agenda, meetings documents (participants’ lists, balances, membership fees, budgets…) and also documents about the transition between the Coordination and the Federation as a protocol on the transition. 1993 | 1 bundle |
| 236. | Treasurer’s meetings in 1994 and 1995. | 1994 | 1 bundle |
Paper about activities of the treasurer, draft budget and explanation, participants lists, financial decisions, request for payment of membership fees…
1994-1995 1 bundle

E. Extra-Meetings: Green Local Councillors or Green Party Leaders

These extra-meetings are nothing but bodies, they are gathered in this part because they are bounced at the others meetings as Council meetings or Congresses.

237. 1st European Green Councillors’ Meeting* - Vienna (Austria), 21 June 1996.
Record established by Der Grünen both in English and in German.
June 1996 1 bundle
* The 1st meeting was hold also in Vienna, in May 1996, in conjunction with the 1st Congress of the EFGP.

238-240. 2nd European Meeting of Green Local Councillors - Vienna (Austria), 5-7 December 2003 on “Greening The Cities in the European Union” co-organized by both EFGP, Die Grünen and the Green/EFA Group in the EP.
2003 3 bundles
238. Welcoming speech, workshops, abstracts and various working papers.
239. Draft of Arnold Cassola opening speech, list op participants, practical organisation, registrations, agenda, etc.
240. “Greening the Cities in the European Union”: record established after the Meeting.

241. Local Councillors Meeting - Brussels (Belgium), 11th September 2007; 3rd Central European Round Table of Green Local Councillors - Vienna, 11 October 2007 and 4th Meeting “Greens in Big Cities” - Vienna, 26-28 October 2007: programme and draft programme, participants lists, working documents, participant folder; with also, as example, information folders published in Autumn 2007 by Darren Johnson and Jenny Jones, Green Party member of the London Assembly.
2007 1 bundle

242. Meeting with the Green Party Leaders on the EU Constitution and consideration about how to continue with the European Green Party, 11 November 2004, Brussels.
“Extra-meeting”: draft programme, invitation, correspondence, working paper as an unofficial translation of the Political agreement between the Government (the Liberal party, the Conservative Party), the Social Democrats, the Socialist People’s Party and the Social Liberal Party regarding Denmark in the Enlarged EU (2 November 2004) and two documents edited by the Böll Foundation (“Beyond the Great Divide” about the European Common Foreign and security policy in the wake of the Iraq crisis, and a “memorandum”) and a note about the common proposals regarding the future of the EGP (19 November).
November 2004 1 bundle
III. EFGP MEMBERS/EGP MEMBERS

A. Membership and Observership Applications files submitted to the EFGP in the 90s

243-245. Overview applications and various parties files (with application letters, support letters from other Green parties already members, and programmes and statutes from parties asking to be member).
1990-2002
3 bundles

243. Applications for 1990-1996 from: Isquierda Unida, Spain (observer); Socialistisk Folkeparti (SF), Denmark (observer); Els Verds Catalunya/ Los Verdes Catalunya, Spain (member); Movimento Democratico Portugues (MDP), Portugal (member); Los Verdes de Andalucia, Spain (member); Greens Union of Armenia, Armenia (member); Green Movement of Azerbaijan (GMA), Azerbaijan (member); Green Party of Latvia, Latvia (member); Albanian Green Party, Albania (member); Slovakian Green Party, Slovakia (member); Lithuanian Green Party, Lithuania (member); Mouvement Écologiste Indépendant, France (member); contacts with Strana Zelenŷch, Czech Republic; Zelena Liga (Green League), Slovakia; proposal from the Committee (Tbilissi, May 1995) and minutes of the Council Meeting (Budapest, June 1995) about applications for membership and observership.
1990-1996

244. Applications for 1996-1998 from: Israeli Green Party, Israel (member); Ecological Party of Russia, Russia (member); Los Verdes Madrid, Spain (member); Bielorussian Greens, Bielorussia (member); Associo de Verduloj Esperantistaj (AVE) (observer); Freie Liste Liechtenstein; Els Verds-Confederacio Ecologista de Catalunya, Spain (member); Bulgarian Green Party, Bulgaria (member); with overview situation of some non-member parties and a 1997 Green Map.
1993-1998

245. Applications 1999-2002 from: Green Party of Ukraine (the new one), Ukraine; Lithuanian Green Party, Lithuania (member); Bulgarian and Armenian application; Green Party in Croatia, Croatia (member); Green Party of Vojvodina, Yugoslavia (member) and Democratic Party, Yugoslavia (observer); Movimento O Partido da Terro (MPT), Portugal (member); Independent Liberal Forum Gibraltar, Spain (member); Green Party of Albania; with a 1998 Green Map of Europe.
1998-2002

B. EFGP Members Parties in 1992

These files which were identified « Mem.Part. » were and still are generally organised as follows: addresses and organisation, programme and statutes, parliamentary group, elections (going with the Election Profile), correspondence, agenda, papers/reports, press (art., press releases).
The analysis of each file does not repeat this information. It tries to give more information about the party, about some special document found in the file…
They are listed in alphabetical order following countries.
For more information on activities of the various Green parties, see also the section reserved for publications in which one researcher will find, arranged by country and party, publications found outside of these folders. Same observation for campaign or promotional material produced by Green parties, for posters, etc.

1992-2006
2 bundles


Including issues of Kompas. Infokrant van de Vlaamse Groenen, one booklet presenting Agalev and its programme of November 1991 (in French), various documents about Election as the form “Election profile”.

Propositions about economic, monetary and political Union (1990) and election campaign 1994 evaluation. (In Dutch)

Correspondence between Agalev then Groen! and Secretariat General in Brussels including programme proposals for 1995 European Election for example, a presentation of Agalev written by Ludo Diericks (October 1993), Agalev wishes postcard for 2002, Agalev programme proposals to 1991 European Election entitled “De Groenen bewaren de aarde”[ The Greens save the earth], text of the booklet “Het groen verhaal voor Europa europese verkiezingen 1994”[ The green story for Europe European elections 1994], a paper of 1993 on Seveso “Het geheim van Seveso”[The secret of Seveso], etc.


* Established in 1989. No document on its recognition as a member in 1992

Denmark - De Grønne in Denmark/ The Danish Greens (member from 1992)*.
Short information note on Danish Party (August 1992), Directory Guide completed (May 1993), electoral results; with also series of articles and documents submitted by the Danish Green Party making the assessment of the party following the impressive decline in the Danish Party and the lack of political achievements, its history (2002).

* Founded in October 1983. Member from 1992 but in a text it is question of membership from 1996 onwards only.

**254.**
Party profile including history and general situation of ecologists in Estonia, with also 3 pages of February 1991 presenting the “Estonian Green Movement. Estonian Greens”; report on Elections organized in the country, with the form “Election profile” and a report of the European Council Delegation sent in observatory mission at local Election in Estonia (17 October 1993) as well as others documents from the EU on political situation in Estonia; with also a paper about the position of the Estonian environmental NGO's on EU environmental policies (s.d.).
1991-2007

**255.**
Finland - Vihreä Liitto/ Green league (Helsinki) (member from 1992).
2007

**256-257.**
1988-2000

256.

257.

258.
Georgia - The Georgian Greens (Tbilisi) (member from 1992).
Documents about the membership application of the Georgian Greens (field application) with application form of December 1989, Statutes, their manifesto, a presentation report of Greens Georgian to the Parliament for the Stockholm Conference in February 1990 (short report); correspondence since the application for membership until 2007 especially on the plight of the Greens in Georgia in 2002, on the Georgian participation at “Regional Summer School on European Union and the Green Politics in Caucasus”; with notes about reality of the Rose Revolution in Georgia (the "Realo" of the Rose Revolution) in 2004, about the Rebuilding Green Power in the Southern Caucasus, in December 2005, etc.

1989-2007
1 bundle

* Launched in Spring 1988

**259-260.** Germany - Die Grünen (member from 1992).

1996-2006
2 bundles

259. Including Grünen programme « Four years for a political new beginning. New majorities only with us » in September 1998 followed by the balance of the Greens in the Government 1998-2002 « Hätten Sie’s gewusst? Bilanz grüner regierungsarbeit 1998-2002 », with correspondence to explain how negotiations were going for a Green governmental involvement; with also documents relating to Grünen Congress in Thüringen in December 1996, to conferences which are called all EFGP Members, etc.


**261.** Greece - Federation of Alternative Ecologists (Federation of Alternative Ecologists, Coordination of European Greens, Green Politics) (member from 1992).

With documents relating to the complexity of the Green party or its various trends in Greece in the 90s, in particular, a historical note 1997 and 2002 (90 pages) on the evolution of these parties, Greece fact-finding visit report in July 2002, a document on the necessary vision for the Balkans; with some leaflets and publications of the Greek Greens in September 1998, May 1999 and March 2000.

Ca 1990-2002
1 bundle

* In 2003, they call it Ecologoi-Prasinoi.

**262.** Ireland - Comhaontas Glas/ The Green Party (member from 1992).


1992-2007
1 bundle

* Founded in 1989.

**263-264.** Italy - Verdi (member from 1992)*.
1990-2005 2 bundles
* Founded in 1987

** See also the cdrom.

264. With correspondence accompanied by notes on some specific topics such as solidarity with the indigenous population U'WA (British), on GMOs, on the organization of a broad agreement with the Albanian environmentalists (1997), as well as some numbers of Il sole che ride; Quindicinale di informazione dei verdi italiani, April 2001, June 2002, some booklets: “Verdi Europa. Film verde. Verdi Idee per l’Europa” (May 1989), two numbers of Verdeuropa, March and June 1996 (on the 10th anniversary of Chernobyl), etc.

Including the 1992 Electoral Manifesto «Lehen gahl min M’Ghandux» [A voice for the voiceless] (Maltese version and English synopsis) and its summary; February 1992 National Election results; 1996 Electoral programme “L-Ghazla favur ambjent, trasparenza u impenn socjali” with an election leaflet introducing Maltese candidates to this Election, special no of The malta Independent entitled “Alternative power” (by Aurelie Blondel), 2 June 2003, presenting European Greens with this time, people’s view of AD and various articles about Greens; correspondence and papers exchanged between Alternattiva Demokratika and European Federation of Green Parties about electoral results (as 1996, 1998 and 2002), political situation in their country, meetings and press releases; including also the text of a lecture on environmental taxes given in Brussels in November 1990 by John Mallia of Alternattiva Demokratika, Activity Report in no 9 of the International newsletter, contestation of an AD presentation by a former party member, interview of Arnold Cassola by MaltaToday when he has just taken up his post as Secretary-General of the European Federation of Greens, etc..
1992-2004 1 bundle
* Contact taken in 1989, Application for membership in 1990 and in November, AD became a full member of European Green Co-ordination.

Including the revised Statutes in 1990, a declaration of principles or general programme of the party, an electoral program of 2000, a report on the party in August 1994, a number of Gronn Kontakt 1997, correspondence between De Gronne and General Secretariat in Brussels between 1992 and 2006, an inspection report in Oslo in January 1996 on the party and the political situation in Norway, a folder on Mjosa lake (January 2000) and finally a proposal for collaboration addressed in 1989 to other Green parties involved in the fight against pollution problems of the North Sea.
1989-2006 1 bundle

1984-2002 3 bundles & 3 documents

1990-2002

* The application will be postponed and a status of observer member (observer status in the EFGT) proposed to MPT.


1984-1992

1 bundle


1994

3 documents

Movimento Partido da Terra (MPT): numerous documents to inform the EFPG about programme and activities of the MPT as well as the programme (National Election 1999), leaflets, document about the 3rd Congress in September 2000 and publications (e.g. 2 issues of OZONO. Revista de Ecologia, Sociedade E Conservação da Natureza, November 2000 and June 2001).

1999-2000

1 bundle

Scotland - Scottish Green Party (Edinburgh) (member from 1992).

1990-1998

2 bundles


1990-1997

Correspondence with Leo Cox at the EFPG, topics documents...

273-274.


1990-1994

2 bundles


1990-1994

Papers, reports: with some document from Z4. Zelena Alternativa Slovenije eventually united with Zeleni Slovenije in one single party, and documents about war, about peace, about the independence.
Spain - Los Verdes (member from 1992).

1992-2005 6 bundles & 2 documents

275. Spanish Green program (protocol of the relationships federation "Los Verdes-Izquierda Verde"), also with a document of strategic policy preparatory debates of the 9th Los verdes Confederal Congress (2000), results of the municipal elections in 1995 after which many Greens integrated the municipal councils, with an election poster for the European elections in Catalonia, documents produced by Iniciativa per Catalunya-Green.

Ca 1995-2000 1 bundle

276. Protocol relations of the Federation of Green Spain "Los verdes-Izquierda Verde" (Madrid April 23, 2001), political manifesto of the Federation, position the Greens Spanish for "A Nueva mayoria Europea" also with press releases from August to November 2001, the press clippings and minutes of meetings of the Federal Coordination Commission for October, November and December 2001.

2001 1 bundle


2000-2005 1 bundle

277. Correspondence and documents about Spanish Greens, their organisations or divisions and about Spanish Greens collaboration with Europe Greens Coordination (in particular a report about Greens in Spain for European Greens Coordination Meeting in Dublin, 12-14 June 1992) and with the EFGP, etc.

1992-1999 1 bundle

278. Correspondence between Los Verdes in Spain and EFGP General Secretary about their activities, about Los Verdes in various regions, various Greens groups, about meetings with Spanish Greens, etc.

1994-1998 1 bundle

279. Relations of the Spanish Greens with EFPG, with sending press clippings, a map of Greens in Spain, the final declaration of the 1st Congress of the Greens in 1997.

1997 1 bundle

280. “Resumen de prensa y actividades de Los Verdes de Andalucia preparado para EFPG” [Folder of clippings on the activities of the Greens in Andalusia between 1994 and 1995 prepared for sending to the EFPG].

May 1995 1 document


1996 1 book


1993-2007 3 bundles


283. With particularly a note of the EP about «la situation politique en Suède » established in January 1994, documents about various positions of the Miljöpartiet
de Gröna, correspondence between the Green Swedish Party and the Greens in the EP about the Maastricht Treaty and the IGC, support for the Ralph Monö candidature as Secretary-General of the EFGP in 1995, etc.

284. Including the first version of the program adopted in November 1993 and the second version adopted by the Congress in June 1997, with the 1999 European electoral programme and the strengths of their program in 1995.


With the statutes of 1983, the program adopted by the Assembly of Delegates May 1991 in Lausanne (in French and German), the “Greens Swiss position on European Policy” [Grünen Position zur Europapolitik] ([1995]), with the folder for 2002 cantonal elections, a few issues of their publication in German Greenfo (June, August 1995; March 1997; June, October and November 1998; June 1999; May 2000; May, July, September 2001; February 2002; March 2004; March 2006; February 2007), numbers of their publication in French Le bulletin vert. Le journal romand des Verts (May 1997; February, May, June 1998; January, March, June, September and October 1999; April 2000; November 2001; February 2002; March 2004); also with a "Who is Who", a history and a presentation of the party from 1999.
1983-2007 1 bundle

287. The Netherlands - De Groenen (Amsterdam) (member from 1992).
1988-2004 1 bundle


1991-2001

1 bundle

* Creation in May 1989; official foundation in November 1990.


1990-2005

3 bundles

* Green Party of England en Wales were founded in 1973.


290. Correspondence between Green Party and EFGP Secretary-General and documents related on Elections, with particularly completed Election Profile, strategic note on 1999 European Election, commentaries on electoral results of the Greens in England, in Wales and Northern Ireland at 1995 Locale Election; with also a leaflet (A4) for the 1999 European campaign “green votes count”.


C. EFGP no-Members Parties in 1992


Correspondence with the Coordination Secretary, history and programme, “Dialogue between the Greens of East and West”, correspondence and reports (in particular about elections and meetings between 1994 and 2002), with also “A short Outlook on the activities of the European Green’s Observatory on the Environment in Albania” (in the period May 1997-February 1998).

1991-2002

1 bundle

* First step in 1991


Application for membership in the European Green Coordination with programme and regulations of the GUA, GUA registration letter, three appeals by the GUA (1991) referring forceful deportations of the Armenian population carried out jointly by Soviet Army and Azerbaijani OMON*; correspondence and publications (in Armenian); documents as EP document on the situation (1996),
* Otriad Mobilny Osoboego Naznatchenia: Generic name for the Special Forces units of the Russian Ministry of the Interior and former USSR.  

Information about Austrian political situation, about Austria and European Community, about VGO.  
1992-1993 1 bundle  

1990-1997 1 bundle  

296. Czechoslovakia (Tchécoslovaquie) - Czech or Slovak Green Parties.  
1990-1994 1 bundle  

Visit of the European Greens Committee to Tbilisi, 12-14 May 1995 with a three parts programme: orientation on the Georgian and Caucasian situation, participation in the seminar on Nuclear Energy in Caucasus, Russian federation, and Ukraine and Committee Meeting in preparation of the Budapest Council in June 1995 (all draft, correspondence and working documents about these Visit and about the Council); with also documents about Georgian Green and about Caucasian situation, etc.  
1994-1995 1 bundle  

April 1990-June 1993, 1999 1 bundle  
* Established in November 1989.  

Addresses and organization; application for Membership in the European Greens Coordination (1991) with Statutes, programme; information about Latvian Greens
and a Parliament Group report about the political situation in the country (1990); press releases and documents about the independence and the struggle with USSR (1990), about ecological situation, etc.

1990-2000

1 bundle

300. Liechtenstein (InterAlpin): publication *Transalpin*, invitation to an Alpine Greens meeting (December 1992)…

1991-1992

1 bundle

301-302. Lithuania – The Green Party of Lithuania (GPL)/ LZP.

1990-1997

2 bundles

301. Correspondence, reports, folder and press about both the Baltic States Independences (and European Greens or Members of Parliament reactions on URSS occupation in 1991) and about the Green prospects for the Baltic Sea Region (International Conference, 6-8 March 1992, Kiel); with 2 numbers of *Baltic News. Information & Analysis*. Lithuania, 1992.

1990-1992

1 bundle

302. Addresses and organization; application for membership of the Lithuanian Green Party in 1991 with Programme documents (project of 1990 in Vilnius, 35 pages) and Statutes (registered at the Ministry of Justice in 1st August 1990) and some information on their activities; documents about Lithuania, about the Lithuanian Independence in March 1990, about various Greens actions or organisations, EP document (note sur la situation économique et politique en Lithuanie, 5 April 1993).

1990-1997


Application letter (1989) and a letter about Anglo-Irish Talks and a possibly Euro Greens support (1993).

1989, 1993

2 documents


1989-2001

1 bundle

305-306. Romania – Federatia Ecologista din Romania (FER)/ Ecologist Federation of Romania and other Ecologist Romanian parties, movements, associations or organisations.

1990-2004

2 bundles
Addresses about Ecologist Romanian Parties and Environmental associations or non-governmental organisations; correspondence and application from the Federatia Ecolozista din Romania (FER)* (in 1990), with news or reports from some European Greens e.g. a report from a 4th Nederland Greens visit in 1991 entitled “Roemenie Jaar II van des revolutie. Wachten op een nieuwe Napoleon of op een nieuwe Stalin?”, Statutes (around 1998) (in English and in Romanian); Mouvement Écologiste de Roumanie (MER)** (1990-1991): application with Statutes, programme, report about specific problems, report about meeting… (all in French); The Partidul Ecologist Roman (PER)/The National Ecologist Party: correspondence (1991); The Ecologist Youth from România (TER): First National Conférence report and programme (1991).

1990-1998

* Federation founded in 1991, between the MER, the TER and the PNE.
** MER has been founded in 1989.


2003-2004

Russia – Russian Greens and Greens of Finland, Estonia…
Some addresses and organizations; application to the EFGP in 1994 by the St-Petersburg Green Party with the Russian Green Party Constitution (August 1992); agenda (in particular information about a “Common environment forum” in St-Petersburg (26 July-2 August 1992); EP documents: an information note on Uzbekistan (June 1993), a note on the economic situation in the Soviet Union and its economic relations with EC (February 1991), notes on the political situation in the USSR (one in Dutch on November 1990, one in English on February 1991); press releases; press; correspondence about Greens movements or Parties in Russia from Russians, Germans, Netherlands, all people in contact with Russia, and documents send to the Coordination about ecological issues or Green fights as “Wisdom against Tenets”, “Environmental review and priority action programme for Leningrad, Karelia and Estonia- Status reports (April 1991), “Program and rules of the Ecological International -Green Gross and Green Crescent” published by the Organizing Committee Moscow, 1990, “appel du mouvement Nevada au Kazakstan”, contact with the New Left- All Russia political public movement” (ca 2000)…

1990-2000

Spain – Izquierda de Los Pueblos.
Application de Izquierda de los Pueblos (member of the Greens in the EP) in May 1990.

May 1990

Turkey – The Green Party in Turkey.
Addresses and organization; correspondence sent to Co-Secretary from Turkish Greens or organizations, e.g. about a thermic plant in Gencelli (Izmir area) in 1990; documents as “Turkey before Helsinki” a report of the visit of an EP delegation in Ankara (December 1999); press: numbers of Yeşil Düşünce (s.d.) and a supplement of the Yeşil Düşünce on “Mediterranean Regional Conference. Peace,
1990-2000
1 bundle

310. Ex-Yugoslavia.
Correspondence with the European Greens from or on former Yugoslavia Greens parties, with sometimes key documents joined to, documents from the European Greens gathered in Helsinki, in Budapest (e.g. draft proposal for a green Helsinki Memorandum) or from the former Yugoslavia Green parties, press releases, etc.
1990-1997
1 bundle


311-312. Federation of Young European Greens (FYEG) (member since June 1996).
1989-2002
2 bundles

311. Correspondence and information about the Federation and its activities as a young movement, with the Federation Statutes last modified at the Saarbrücken Federative Council meeting, 20-21 September 1991, “Charter of the principles and fundamental objectives of the FYEG” (no date), application and report from the EFGP, an Ecoprinter about the 10th anniversary of FYEG (1998), the publication “Réflexions sur l’Europe”, 1994, minutes of the Federative Council Meeting, Liege, 17-18 October 1991, and others documents about activities.
1989-1996

1995-2002

1996-2005
1 bundle
* Founded in 1990

1998 programme of the “Ecological Environmental Movemnet (Cyprus Green Party)”, campaign booklet for 2001 Legislative Election with programme and candidates presentation, significant correspondence between the Cypriot party and the General Secretariat of the Federation between 1996 and 2007, reports or notes on the state of the party and its activities (eg 3rd Congress held in 2000 and
its themes battle); also with documents concerning the accession of Cyprus to the EU.
1996-2005 1 bundle

Application for membership of Green Alternative (Zöld Alternativa) in 1993 (with the program Zöld Alternativa in 1994, documents on the party constitution, etc.); Application for membership of the new party Zöld Demokratak 2000 (new party profile, visit report EFGP and 2000 programme), a new EFGP visit report in April 2003 (appearance of the party Green Academy); an analysis of the election results in 2000, etc.
1993-2004 1 bundle
* Green Alternative founded in 1993

Application for membership in November 2000 with Statutes and party programme, EFGP fact-finding mission in Riga (March-April 2001), with also 2002 election results and a letter about the resignation of Indulis Emsis his position as parliamentary (2007), etc.
2000-2007 1 bundle
* Recognized in The Hague, in June 2001

317. Luxembourg - Déi Gréng.
Including the resolution of the Plenum Green Alternative (GAP) of 26 October 1993 (continued agreement with GLEI), October 1993 and June 1994 election results and a comparison with 1987 and 2004 results; including correspondence about their 15th anniversary in 1998; Speech given by spokesmans Viviane Loschetter and Henri Kox during the academic session held in June 2003 to celebrate the 20th anniversary of Déi Gréng; and some green publications as Woxx (n°6-April 2001), n° of green local section Déi Gréng Stad Lëtzebuerg [Déi Gréng. City of Luxembourg] (ca 1994), the European Déi Greng- GLEI-GAP Programme “Fir ekologëscht in an e sozialt Europ” [For ecological and social Europe] and “Programm fir d’Chamberwalen” both in 1994.
1993-2004 1 bundle

318. Poland (Pologne) – Zieloni 2004 (member from May 2005).
2005-2006 1 bundle
* Zieloni has been founded in September 2003.

319. Romania - Federatia Ecologista din Romania (FER)/Ecological Federation of Romania (member from October 1999).
Including the fact-finding Mission Romania on FER application for EFGP membership in 1999, presentation folder of the FER and Statutes adopted in 1998, general program adopted in October 1999, numbers of the party newspaper around the 2000s; with correspondence between the Secretariat general and the
FER or Partidul Verde din Români (Versii) at various times, including notes about the rejection of some members using the Green party incorrectly (who founded the Verzii) and few numbers of this party Ecologica Verzii al-Bulletin Alianței electoral creștin-ecologist from March, October-December 2003, June-September and October-December 2005, January-March 2006, January and February 2007, and leaflets.

1998-2007

* Founded in 1990, recognized in October 1999

**Archival Folders**

**320-321.** Russia - Green Alternative (member from 1994)


1 bundle & 2 documents

Including documents relating to the application of the Russian Federation The Greens St. Petersburg or Moscow- for membership in November 1992 (application, history of the creation of the Russian Green Party, charter and “Manifesto of the Socio-Ecological Union” adopted in December 1989); report of the conference in St. Petersburg (September 1992), a report on the environmental situation and environmental organizations in the North-West Russia (June 1992), correspondence with Ivan Blokov then with other representatives of the Russian Greens, etc.


1 bundle

2 documents

USAID: United States Agency for International Development; “this book is intended to put in motion the process of perception of Russia’s ecologically-oriented economy” (“green” economy).

**322-323.** Slovakia - Strana Zelenych/ Slovak Green Party (member from June 1995, Budapest).

1993-2008

2 bundles

Including the party profile, the results of the 1998 national elections, the declaration of collaboration between the SMER and the Slovak Green Party in the European elections in 2004 (Agreement on Mutual Cooperation before European Elections in 2004. Mains point of the agreement Between the SMER and the Green party in Slovakia), with correspondence of the Greens since 1993 (particularly about the International Conference on the "ecology of the Danube", with documentation on the Slovak national parks, Green party positions on the economy of the country, on biodiversity), with a folder about problem of human rights in Central Europe, including Slovakia and the Czech Republic in 1999. 1993-2008

* Foundation in November 1989, during the Velvet Revolution in Slovakia.

**323.** «The International Earth Day 2003 » organized in April 2003 by the Slovakian Green Party & Regional associations of Senica on Environment protection in the area of Senica: project description, assessment of the project, photos, leaflets and various promotional material, etc.

2003

**324-325.** Slovenia - Stranka Mladih Slovenije (SMS) (member from May 2006).


1 bundle & 3 items
Application for membership of Stranka Mladih Slovenije: program, statutes and report of the fact finding mission to Slovenia and conclusions of the reporter, Guiding principles, with also an EFGP report on the situation of the Greens in Slovenia in October 1993.

1993, 2005-2006
1 bundle

File relating on the Green electoral campaign (Stranke mladih Slovenije/SMS) in Slovenia in October 2004: Constitution of the Republic of Slovenia (small notebook edited by SMS), SMS electoral program (Nova Gorica 2004), a mailing of candidate Barbara Derenda and folder and other advertising material of candidate of the Youth Vanja Rezonja.*

2004
3 items
* See also 2 posters (one with the candidate Vanja Rezonja) and some practical promotion material about Elections in Slovenia.

Spain – IC (Iniciativa per Catalunya) - Los Verdes/Els Verds (member since 1998).

1989-1998
1 bundle

2002-2008
2 bundles
* Founded in 1987

2008 Electoral folder, party profile with the history of the formation, EFGP report on the ICV membership application in 2002 with recommendation to confer it observer status on the basis of the situation of various Green parties, with a declaration of Los Verdes and Izquierda Verde on September 11 attacks and a booklet entitled "¿Qué Europa queremos? Más Europa, más democracia, más solidaridad Por una Europa federal, democrática, social y ecológica", 2002, etc..

2002-2008

Clippings about the 8th Assembly of ICV (Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds), 9-11 July 2004.
July 2004

Ukraine - Partija Zelenych Ukrajiny (PZU)/ Ukraine Green Party (member from 1994).
With the application for membership, the 1992 programme, a call message to the European Greens on the issue of Crimea (1992), correspondence, notes and projects related to the nuclear issue and the Chernobyl disaster, with a 1992 document on the establishment of a multiparty system in Ukraine (in English and German); also with documents on a new foundation of a Green party in Ukraine (in 2000).

1992-2000
1 bundle
* Founded in 1990, one of the earliest among the countries of the former USSR.
E. EFGP Observer Parties

Files of Green Parties having acquired Observer status, sometimes following a first refusal of the EFGP to accept them as Member of the Federation.

We can therefore find files on behalf of the party in "party files no-Members in 1992" and "party files having received the Observer status".

330-332. Albania – Green Albanian Parties or Movements.

2001-2005 3 bundles

330. Lidhja e Blertë Shqiptare/ Albanian Green League (Observer party since 2003):
EFGP Observership application (correspondence, historic, extracts from the Green Albanian Party program, etc.)
2003-2005

331. Albania - Te Gjelberit*/ The Albanian Greens:
Statutes of Te Gjelberit and Programma (September 2001), official act of foundation copy, some numbers of Te Gjelberit , periodic party in 2003, folders, promotional material, calendar, business cards, members list, document of the 4th Congress in Tirana, 18 January 2003…
2001-2003

332. Albania – 4th Congress of The Environmentalist Agrarian Party of Albania:
Statutes of the party approved by the 4th Congress of the EAP (Tirana, 21 June 2003), poster, press cards and business cards.
2003
* See also pictures in the photos collection, n° 49.


EFGP Observership application since 1994 with numerous publications on environmental topics, correspondence between EFGP members about this adhesion, invitations to SF activities, etc.; with also circular on EFGP decision to admit SF as Observer, 7 October 1998, making this application history.
1994-2006 1 bundle


Statutes approved by the 2nd Congress of the Party in April 1999, program, party profile, application en Committee’s recommendation in 2001; with a 2001 Republic of Moldova publication on Biodiversity (“Primul raport national cu privire la diversitatea biologica”).
1999-2001, 2005 1 bundle
* Founded in 1987.

335. Poland – The Ecological Forum of the Freedom Alliance (Observer since [1999]).

Application, report by Niki Kortvelyessy (August 1999), Congress Zelioni 2004…
1999-2004 1 bundle

336. Fact finding mission Niki Kortvelyessy around May 2000 in Russia*.
Documents gathered about Russian environmental and political situation and white literature about: Profile of the Democratic Party Green, Russia, St-Petersburg; letter from Moscow Helsinki Group (February 2000) about Human rights in the Republic of Bashkortostan; the SEU Times Socio-Ecological Union Newsletter (1999), Green Leaf. Karelian ecological newspaper, n°13 – 1998 (Nature
Protection’s Society); various newspapers in Russian; Greenpeace publications especially about suppression of the State Committee for Environmental Protection (Goscomecology) in May 2000, about forest of Karelia; Bulletin of the Center for Russian Environmental Policy, “Towards a sustainable Russia”, n°1, September 1999; State Committee of the Russian federation for Environmental Protection, “Foreign donor assistance for environmental protection in Russia and evaluation of its effectiveness 1992-1997. Report”, Moscow, 1998; a booklet about “Russian association of indigenous peoples of the North” (Raipon), June 1999, and other publications in Russian.

1998-2000 1 bundle
* We don’t know with this file if the Democratic Party Green in Russia has been accepted as observer or not.

337. Russia - The Union of Greens of Russia/ Green Russia (Observer Party since Mai 2006).
Application, Party description and Moscow visit in March 2006: party profile, report on fact-finding mission to Moscow, with correspondence et few documents of the Green Russian Party.
2005-2006 1 bundle

With successive versions of Guiding principles of Green Union (Federal Republic of Yugoslavia) between October 2000 and Mai 2001, Statutes adopted also in May 2001, with Observership application file between 1999 and 2001, etc.
1999-2007 1 bundle

F. Contacts with other European Green Parties, potential new members

Information about history and elections from The Green Party of Iceland (1991); contact list for the North Sea Green Network, and correspondence between the EFGP General Secretary and the Left-Green Party of Iceland (1998-2001).

Correspondence in particular about Kosovo problem, with EFGP statement or Council papers on this topic and support of the Green movement in the different areas.
1997-2002 6 bundles & 4 documents

340. Serbia (Serbie) – The Green Ecological Party of Serbia (ZEPS) - Zelena Stranka (Green Party in Kragujevac) - Green Network of Voivodina Greens: correspondence between the EFGP Committee or others Green members with Serbian Greens, documents about their activities as well as a report on participation of the Union of the Green Party at local and provincial elections held on 24 September, 2000, etc.
April 1997-February 2001 1 bundle

July-September 1998 1 bundle

342. Kosovo (Kosovo) – Partia e të Gjelbërtëve e Kosovës (PGJK) – after The Albanian Green Party: correspondence, documents about their activities, elections
results, invitation to go to Kosovo, fact-finding mission to Kosovo and Macedonia (October 1999) and topical documents (about lead for example).
March 1998-2000 1 bundle

April 1997-July 2000 1 bundle

344. Croatia (Croatie) – Greens Movement of Croatia.
December 1998-January 2002 1 bundle

July 2000-September 2001 4 documents

2004 1 bundle

G. Small Parties in the EFGP

General documents and correspondence about small Parties Green projects, correspondence, reports, projects presentation, publications, booklets, cards, etc.
2000-2003 4 bundles

347. 2000: projects of Greece (website), Hungary (nuclear security policy, energy policy) and Scotland (organic targets bills publicity cards).

348. 2001: projects of Bulgaria (financing press issue of the Bulgarian Green Party), Malta (information leaflet on AD-The Green Party and its policies), Spain (common project for La Confederacion de Los Verdes for a campaign for food security and ecological production) and Russia (common projects from the Interregional Green Party).

349. 2002: projects of Bulgaria (Green Party theoretical Conference), Cyprus (seminar on “Campaigning with a small party on a small budget”), Denmark (leaflet showing the aim and policies of the new election alliance), Hungary (flyers Facts about Nuclear Plant Paks), Latvia (Environment friendly traffic planning programme), Malta, Romania (Women’s promotion in politics*), Russia, and others requests.
* See also the file nº 351 on this subject.

350. 2003: projects of Greece (poster on the protection of forests), Slovakia (The day of the Earth), Spain (printing of the Catalan version of the Global Green Charter “Carta Dels Verds Globals”), Malta (seminars and Party manifesto, quotation for EU referendum leaflets), Romania (Women’s promotion in politics), Estonia, Netherlands (two meetings on the issue of sustainability and politics).

351. Project “Women’s promotion in politics” in Romania, September-October 2003 – project supported by the Green East-West Dialogue, the EFGP and the Ecological Federation of Romania (FER).
Full file with introducing conferences, general courses, general programme, workshops in national centers (Vaslui, Arad-Chisineu-Cris, Craiova, Bucuresti), budget, the project’s echo in the media, pictures…
2003 1 bundle
* Courses and conferences organized in over 30 towns.
IV. GENERAL-SECRETARY

A. Generality

352-353. References. Documents gathered by the EFGP Secretary-General: various versions of Statutes or Guiding principles, Electoral Platform or Manifesto, voting procedures, Committee report to the Council, elections results, guidelines for membership, etc. 1981, 1989-2006 2 bundles

354. Secretary-General and administrator’s job description and office tasks. 1999 1 bundle


B. Office Information/ Knowledge Management

Following folders are sorted by chronological order.

1. Information about Members and Observer parties in Europe or around the world


* It consists of three information packages: a Green Guide Directory Guide, a Database of European and National Green Parliamentarians, and a Political Country Reports. It will be updated regularly.


361. Parties information: questionnaire and answers about electoral evolution of Member parties at national, regional and local levels. 1993 1 bundle
362. European Green Federation: mailing address database. 16 December 1993 1 document


369. Website and Communications Consultancy for the EFGP by POLIS Political Information systems: invoice, correspondence and report about consultancy activities “EFGP Strategic Electronic Communication 1998”. 1998 1 bundle

370-373. Business cards of Green politicians, other politicians… from all around the world (It means about 500 cards) Ca 1998-2003 3 envelopes and 1 workbook
370. Ca 1998-1999 1 workbook
372. 2002-2003 1 envelope
373. 2002-2003: cards from Kosovo and others. 1 envelope

374. Green Ministers in Europe. 1999-2001 1 bundle
Inventory – First Part

375. “Information Data Base 14 February 2000” with contacts, addresses, phone numbers, e-mails on Greens Parties around the world.
   February 2000 1 document

376. EFGP Data base 2000 (organised in alphabetical order by countries); allocation of seats in Parliamentary Committee & sub Committee (Strasbourg, July 2004), Working group EFGP common campaigns (2005), GGEP/ALE members data in Brussels and Strasbourg (2002)
   2000-2005 1 bundle

2. Contacts with Green parties or movements from Europe and from around the world

377-378. Correspondence received by the EFGP General-Secretary Ralph Monö.
   1995-2001 2 bundles
378. February 1999- November 2001

379. EFGP mailings, press releases, coverage comments.
   1994 1 bundle

380-387. EFGP Mailings.
   1996-2005 8 bundles
380. 1996
381. 1997
382. 1998
383. 1999
384. 2000
385. 2001
386. December 2001-December 2002
387. 2003-2005
   * A significant portion of the material in these files was also classified in other folders, and in the series of meetings of the Council, for example.

388. EFGP e-groups.
   E-mailing containing various information, messages and management (of e-mail lists).
   July 1999-July 2001 1 bundle

3. Contacts with the media

389-390. Press releases, common statements and resolutions sent to EFGP General Secretary (some with the words “for the Greenbook”).
   1990-1998 2 bundles

391. Lists of names and addresses of News Agencies in Union’s countries; audiovisual directory of accredited journalists from the Commission of the European Communities (as of August 1992); alphabetical, by countries, by agencies and audiovisual directories of accredited journalists from the Commission of the European Communities (as of July 1993).
   1992-1993 1 bundle
Folder on the Kosovo war 1999.
Mails, analysis, official statements, resolutions or proposed solutions from the EFGP, the GGEP, and European Green Parties (Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czeck, Denmark, Cyprus, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Russia, Slovakia, Scotland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, Serbia, Yugoslavia) and from all over the world (Green in Australia, Brazil, US, Canada, South Africa, and International Peace Movement, FYEG).

Folder on the Terrorist Attacks in the USA the 11 September 2001 and consequences with Afghanistan military attacks and Iraq War in March 2003.
Correspondence between European Greens and official statements of Greens parties or organisations from all around the world; with the USA Ambassador Richard L. Morningstar letter to thank for EFGP condolences.

Green resolutions or statements on Iraq crisis.

3. EFGP/EGP COLLABORATION WITH GGEP

This part include files or documents about political activities of/or with the Green Group in the European Parliament: meeting of Green parliamentarians during the Federation Congresses or Council meetings, GGEP Bureau meeting, enlarged Bureau meeting, meeting with candidates when European elections, working paper about priorities of the Group…

I. GGEP GENERALITY

First version of the “Who’s Who” made by the Press Office of the GGEP sent to Green Parliamentarians for correction.
May 1995

GGEP Bureau meetings, seminars and various activities.
1995-2000

Minutes of the Bureau meetings, political agenda, organization chart, Group retreat in Viterbo (September 1997) and thematic papers about Employment in Europe, NATO enlargement, constitutional status of European political parties, Eastward enlargement of the EU, 10 Years after Chernobyl (dossier Verdeuropa, CIG 10 anni Cernobil. Ientius, profundi, suavius, March 1996, in Italian), budget of the GGEP, etc.
1995-1997

International Conference “Health and the Environment” (Brussels, 1997), P7 Summit (Brussels, 1997).
1995-1997

401. GGEP reports; press releases.
December 1995-1997

402. Thematic papers as well as “Position of the GGEP on the Treaty of Amsterdam” (23 July 1997), “Political declaration of the P7 Summit”, “Necessity of a Balkan vision”, documents about the “Green European Employment Summit” (6-8 November 1997), the International Conference “Genetic Engineering: perspectives, unknowns and risks - The current state of the Science in Agriculture and Food” (5-6 March 1998).
June-December 1997

403. Reports of the GGEP Bureau meetings, press releases, statements and thematic papers about numerous topics as a P7 Summit (in 1998) and a mini P7 Summit (in 1999), migration and civil rights in Europe, immigration and asylum, European Employment policy, Precautionary principle, antibiotics and hormones, statute for MEP’s, reform of the CAP, Greening agriculture and rural development, seminar on the “Greening of Europe in the 21st Century”, Kosovo situation, legal and financial relations between the political group in the European Parliament and European political parties, European Enlargement, EU Security policy…
January 1998-March 1999

January-April 2000

II. FORMALIZATION OF THE COLLABORATION BETWEEN GGEP AND EFGP

- 3rd and final draft on the Agreement on the re-establishment of the GGEP (11 January 1994) and a GreenFax from the GGEP, issue n°6, July 1994;
- Documents about relations between EFGP and the GGEP (with summary of the meeting of the New Group in the EP (22 June), minutes of decisions taken at the meeting of the new Group in 21 June, 12 and 14 July 1994, various versions of the annex to the GGEP’s Statutes about the cooperation between EFGP and the GGEP (June-July 1994; in French, German and English), note about the first enlargement of the GGEP (June) and “Memorandum to the Green MEP’s of the GGEP” approved by the Committee of the Federation, Brussels, 17-18 June 1994; and version of the annex to the GGEP’s Statutes about the cooperation between EFGP and the GGEP (5 October 1994);
- Proposals for Statutes of the GGEP (October 1990 and April 1994);
- General information about the constitution of the Group and Agreement on the re-establishment of the GGEP (1994);
- Organization chart and secretary management;
- Standing Committee and documents about European Elections.
1994 1 bundle
“GGEP Bureau/EFGP Committee Meeting”; collaboration between the Federation Committee (EFGP) and the Bureau of the Green Group (GGEP). Correspondence between Committee and Bureau members, minutes, agendas, papers and reports. 1994-2001


Formation of the Green Group in the European Parliament. Proposal and draft about “The cooperation between the GGEP and the EFGP” (proposal from April 1999 and draft from June 1999) and mails about the enlargement of the Green Group. 1999

“Funding” Federation Meeting with some of the members’ parties (on financial help), Brussels, 14 September 2000: correspondence, working papers and draft minutes of the meeting. 2000

III. REGIONAL NETWORKS WORKING GROUPS

Regional Networks as well as topical working groups have generally twice yearly regular meetings in conjunction with the EFGP Council meetings (the first day of the Council is generally used for Fringe meetings, topical and regional Working groups) and others seminars and conferences on specific topics of environmental, social or political nature.

A. Alpine Network

Correspondence and documents (very few) of the Alpine Network. 2001-2002

B. Balkan Green Network


* Foundation of the network

C. Baltic Sea Network

«The idea of building up a Green network in the Baltic Sea Area is a very old one. After a true inflation of conferences in the early 90’s it became very clear, that we need a structure for a continuous work in form of a network. On our first Green conference in Kiel in May 1992 we agreed in our final resolution on building a network as it was proposed by a NGO conference in Pernü 1992. They called it an “umbrella organisation” because it has one central office and many information links to at least one continuous working person in every country in the Baltic Sea Area.” (21 October 1997, in a letter signed by Stefan Hansen (in Kiel), n°413)

Countries involved in this Network were: Latvia, Lithuania, Russia, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Poland, Schleswig-Holstein, Deutschland and England.

See also n° 419 and 430 in GEWD.
412. Conference of Visby, 2-3 May 1996 “Green Prospects for the Baltic Sea Region”* (about Enlargement, Environment in the Baltic Sea Region, Free movement of persons in Baltic & Nordic countries (role of Schengen and Europol), Security and stability in the region, regional policy and interregional cooperation). Invitation, programme and working papers or lectures, list of participants and collaborators, along with the “Visby Charter” and a publication on this conference. April-June 1996 1 bundle

* An organisation from the GGEP and the EFGP; documents in English and in Swedish.


D. Green East West Dialogue (GEWD)

Archival Folders

Invitations and programmes, correspondence, participants’ lists, working papers, reports, draft minutes, adopted statements, and information documents, etc.

1991-2001
10 bundles


419. 1993: 3rd GEWD Meeting in Kiev, 3-5 December 1993 on the ecological priorities in the transition to democracy and market; with also the GroenLinks report on “Eastern Europe in Green Perspective - Working paper Baltic States. Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania”.


427. 2001: EFGP Meeting, The Hague, France, 8 June 2001* * 10th Anniversary of the GEWD.

428. GEWD reports.
- “GEWD Report on Green policy”, October 1994;
- “GEWD, Kiev, Ukrainia, 20-22 April 1996, Ten years after the Chernobyl-Catastrophe. Final Statement of the GWED”;
- “GWED. Expert meeting on the Danube”, May 2001, Szendentre, Hungary;

1994-2001 9 reports

429-436. Documentary records about actions in relation with Eastern and Western Cooperation, Environmental issues, etc.
Documents or publications written by various Green Parties from the East countries, from the West and from all over the world (USA, Canada, by European Parliament, NGO as Greenpeace); white papers; etc.
1990-1995 8 bundles

429. 1990.
430. 1991: for example, GroenLinks booklets about Eastern Europe in Green Perspective (working paper Bulgaria, working paper Baltic States).
431. 1992: some white paper about Political situation in Romania.
432. 1993
433. 1994
434. 1995: for example, 2 numbers of Eco Express 1995, Magazine for non-governmental environmental organizations (Ukraine); EFGP press releases and others documents about the Nuclear Power Plant Mochovce (Slovakia), about nuclear power in Eastern countries.
436. Various.

Agenda, working document on “the Enlargment of the European Union to the East”, and GEWD Seminar report, January 1997 “Good Neighbourliness and the Southern Balkans” and documentation.
1997 1 bundle

438. GEWD reports.
Final report “Third Meeting of the Central European Greens and Enlargement Parties” (Ljubljana, July 2000) and some mails about; Final report “Fourth Meeting of the Black Sea Greens” (Bucharest-Constantza, September 2000); Reader “First Meeting of the Turkish Greens” (Istanbul, December 2002).
E. Mediterranean Network (MED)

«The Mediterranean Network of the EFGP was born in 1995 in the wake of the setting-up of the “Euro-Med” dialogue by the EU. The first activity of the Mediterranean Network, held in Barcelona in November 1995, immediately identified in the Mediterranean basin three main issues related to environmental problems, cultural exchanges and stability and security.

Following this first meeting, the “MED”, whose first coordinators were Heindi Meinzolt-Depner and Arnold Cassola, has had regular twice yearly meetings in conjunction with the EFGP Council meetings, and other seminars and conferences on specific topics of environmental, social or political nature.

The second specific MED Network meeting was held in Ibiza in October 1996. The topic tackled was an environmental one, i.e. the problems caused by mass tourism in the Mediterranean. The Ibiza meeting came up with the “Ten green commandments for a sustainable model of tourism in the Mediterranean”.

In 1997, the specific topic was biodiversity. This seminar was held in Coimbra, Portugal and brought together politicians, biologists, sociologists and environmentalists from European Mediterranean and Tunisia.

In 1998, the MED was structured on a more solid basis. Apart from the usual twice yearly meetings in conjunction with the EFGP Council meetings, a Green Round Table on the “Cyprus Issue” was held in the EP with the participation of all parts involved, the EFGP and the GGEP. A document with the “Green Proposals on the EU enlargement in the Mediterranean” was produced.

A second International seminar, this time on “Migration in the Mediterranean” was held in Bari, Italy, in June 1998. The meeting produced the “Bari Charter on Migration in the Mediterranean”. This charter later served as a basis for the resolution on Migration adopted by the EFGP Council.

A third meeting of the MED Network, held in Narbonne, France, in November 1998 on “Water in the Mediterranean Basin”, produced the “Green paper on the Water in the Mediterranean Basin”.

September-November 1995 2 bundles
441. GGEP Conference on Mediterranean in Palermo, 3-5 October 1995 to develop specific ideas about what a genuine Euro-Mediterranean partnership ought to be: Conference papers and final document “Green Charter of Palermo”.
October-November 1995
442. Seminar of Mediterranean Ecologists, Barcelona, 24-26 November 1995 about Tourism and Environment in Mediterranean, Mediterranean migrations, mechanisms of stability and security in the Mediterranean: programme,
documents (some are already in Palermo Conference file as the Green Charter of Palermo), invitations, practical information, registrations, finances, correspondence, phone conference 4 September 1995 documents and minutes, and mailing.
September-November 1995

443. 2nd Green Mediterranean Conference, Eivissa (Ibiza), 25-27 October 1996 on the major issue of the island “Tourism” (one year after the Barcelona Conference). Draft agenda, programme, documents and correspondence, participants list.
September-November 1996 1 bundle

1994-1998 2 bundles
445. Correspondence and some minutes about the topics discussed in the previous number and especially about the Cyprus situation; finances and structure.
January 1997-1998

1998-2000, 2005 2 bundles
446. Addresses and correspondence (invitations and programmes of the meetings).
1999-2000, 2005
1998-1999

448. International seminar on “Ecology, economy, employment. A sustainable future for the Mediterranean”, Ancona (Italy), 7-9 July 2000, co-organized by the EFGP, the Mediterranean Green Network and Federazione dei Verdi. Invitation leaflet with programme (both in English and Italian), working papers.
2000 1 bundle

2000 1 bundle

Programme and notes.
2000 1 bundle

451. Seminar on “The multicultural dimension as a unifying factor in the Mediterranean”, Chania (Crête), 22-24 June 2001 organized in common by the MED Net of the EFGP, Green Politics and Ecological Initiative of Chania. Programme (both in English and in Greek), programme in Greek*. June 2001 2 documents
* See also the poster of the seminar.

452. Mediterranean Greens Meeting in Cyprus, 21-23 November 2003 on “Food Safety and Consumer Rights” and MED Network Meeting in Palma, 4-6 April 2003 on “Tourism: ecological impact and alternatives for sustainability”. 2003 1 bundle

453. Mediterranean Network Meeting in Denia/Alicante (Spain), 3-5 December 2004 (during the EFGP Council) on “Toward a Med-green Local Action Network-Greening Mediterranean Towns”. Working papers, programme, invitation.* 2004 1 bundle
* See also the pin of the MED network in Objects Collection.


455. North Sea Greens Network
In the Council Meeting of Berlin in 1997 the Council decided that a North Sea Region was desirable. This was confirmed in the Helsinki Council Meeting where delegates of different Parties of the North Sea Region signed a request to start up the North Sea Region. The starting meeting held in Edinburgh, Scotland, on 29 August 1998.
The different parties in the North Sea Region were: Norway, Scotland, the Green Party of England and Wales, Ireland, Germany (Region Schleswig Holstein), The Netherlands, (GroenLinks and De Groenen), Belgium (Agalev and Ecolo), France (Région Nord-Pas de Calais).
Topics are offshore wind parks in the North Sea, Green fisheries Policy in the North Sea, etc.

North Sea Greens Network Meetings and Conferences, drafting of documents and correspondence between the network members, the EFGP General Secretary, Greens parties of this area and Baltic Sea Network; and external documents from the BSB or the GGEP (as one paper on “The European Union. Fleet Capacities and Subsidies. Paper submitted to the FAO Consultation on Fishing Capacity. 26-30 October 1998”). June 1998-March 2003 1 bundle
IV. TOPICAL WORKING GROUPS

Files in this part have been ordered in alphabetical order. They relate to the work of working groups operating in the 1990s or in the 2000s.

A. Climate Change Group

See also the Climat Change Campaign in section “Topical Campaign”.

456. Conference “Targeting Kyoto and Beyond” in the German Bundestag, Bonn, 16-17 October 1997 (a Conference organized by the GLOBE* Network of parliamentarians in cooperation with the Climat network Europe on the eve of the last negotiating session before the Third Conference of Parties to the Climate Convention in Kyoto in December). Invitation, folder of the participant with programme, participants list, conference documents, numerous working papers on “50 Days to prevent the Climate Crisis”, with correspondence from the EFGP Secretary-general to the Climate Change working group members about their own Kyoto preparation.**
October-November 1997 1 bundle
* GLOBE (Global Legislators Organisation for a Balanced Environment EU)
** See also the poster of the Conference.

October 1997-December 1998 1 bundle
* Documents elaborated after the GLOBE Conference in Germany: proposal drafted by one Green in America, developed in a close dialogue with the European Greens and other Greens around the globe.

November 1997-November 2001 1 bundle

1998 1 bundle
B. Economic Working Group

460. Working Group «Economic» with the goal to elaborate “A Green Economic Vision for Europe”.
Calendar, invitations, agenda, minutes and correspondence of the meetings, members list, different versions of the document between first structure proposed after the first meeting (18 April 2007) to the final draft for EGP Council* (April 2008).
March 2007-March 2008 1 bundle
* 19 members from Green Parties; 5 from GGEP (deputies or advisers); 2 from EGP. Voted in Ljubljana, 13 April 2008.

C. Eco-Tax Group

461. Correspondence and documents.
final proposal of the Eco-Tax Group “Greening the European Economy”, January 1997 and others documents from different parties.
January 1995-June 1997 1 bundle

D. Enlargement Group

462. Thematic file about EU Enlargement.
Opinion of Green Parties from applicant countries at the EU (Estonia, Finland, Norway, Austria, Malta…); opinion of the GGEP and motions of Green MEP’s; documents from EP about Austria, about Finland, about Switzerland.
1991-1996 1 bundle

463. Enlargement working group meetings.
Correspondence, minutes, working papers as documents from applicant countries on major environmental concerns of their respective countries (Cyprus, Hungary, Slovakia, Latvia, Estonia…), information from the Commission of the European Communities, document of a Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Policy meeting in the EP (June 2000), and Berlin Declaration on Agenda 2000 en EU enlargement “Greening Europe” (March 1999).

Budget, practical organisation, position paper of the EFGP on “Enlargment of the EU” (2nd draft, August 2001), Enlargement visitors (visit programme for representatives from the EU candidate countries); record of the Greens/EFA working group meeting on Enlargement (22 January 2002).
2001-2003 1 bundle

E. Euro Group

465. Mails about the EMU (European Monetary Union), draft on “European Monetary Union needs Social Union” written by Franz Floss (October 1997).
July 1997-January 1998 1 bundle

F. Foreign and Security Group

466. Foreign and Security working Group meetings.
Correspondence, working papers as drafts on the «Green Approach to a Common Foreign and Security Policy » and discussion papers.
Inventory – First Part


G. GMOs

467. Conference on GMOs Free Zones, in Brussels, 11-12 January 2001 co-organised by the GGEp, the EFGP and the FYEG.
Invitation, programme, correspondence from very different countries as Australian and USA, with working paper as note about the “Treaty for the Protection of the Genetic Commons” sent by the USA.
December 2000-January 2001 1 bundle

H. IGC (Inter Governmental Conference) in the EU

468-471. IGC 1996.
1995-1997 3 bundles & 1 document

468. Green hearing on the Inter Governmental Conference 1996 (meeting in Brussels, 31 March-1st April 1995): invitations sent to chairpersons and Council delegates of the members parties of the EFGP, to presidents of national parliamentary groups, to GGEp members, draft agenda, registered participants, introductory speech by [Anne de Boer], contributions, reports for the Hearing Green sent from various countries, report of workshop, papers about discussions and conclusions, proposals.
February-May 1995 1 bundle

May 1995-February 1996 1 bundle

470. Green workshop on the EU IGC 1996, Stockholm, 14-15 October 1995: invitation, agenda, registrations, reports of working group and position of some members parties (Austrian, Sweden, Germany); with also a leaflet to invite to “Join the Alternative Summit! Towards a Different Europe” in Amsterdam, 12-17 June 1997 and the document “Thematic comments by the collaborators of the Green Group in the European parliament on the Treaty of Amsterdam” (June 1997).
October 1995-June 1997 1 bundle

February 1996 1 document

472. Amsterdam Treaty.
Draft Treaty of Amsterdam, presidential conclusions, and declaration vote Belgian ecologists on the ratification of Amsterdam Treaty by the Belgian Senat.
1997-1998 1 bundle
IGC 2000 on the Reform of the EU institutions and participation of the EFGP Committee members in the workshop of the Green/EFA in the EP concerning the reforms of the IGC entitled “For a new turning point towards a democratic, sustainable and solidary Europe”.

EP working documents and reports, proposals for the 2000 IGC from numerous organisations from all over the Europe (in the way to green the Treaty), “Green Manifesto. From a reform of the institutions to a democratic reform”, participants list of the “Assises vertes” of the ALE, Brussels 10-11 May 2000, etc.

January 2000-February 2001 1 bundle

I. Statutes Group

At the Utrecht Committee, it was decided to appoint a group to help Committee to work out standing orders and other relevant rules for Council meetings and Congresses, including later possible revision of the Federation Statutes. (See archives n°474, letter from December 19, 1996 about objectives).

474. Statutes Group meetings.
Report of the Ad Hoc working group on the Statutes (March 1997), Statutes and standing orders proposal for the 5th Council (May 1997).
November 1996-July 1997 1 bundle

475. Statutes changes.
Mails and Committee notes on changes.
2003-2006 1 bundle

J. WTO Group (World Trade Organisation) OMC

476. Green/EFA* WTO Meeting.
Correspondence, working papers and reports written by Greens, Commission papers, report from Paul Lannoye about the Green Group/EFA on the EP debate on the WTO (November 1999) and speech of Dominique Voynet, appeal to manifestation by the OXFAM association, documents from the WTO as Seattle draft declaration (October 1999), Millennium Round Statement, “A citizen’s Guide to the World Trade Organization. Everything you need to know to fight for Fair Trade” published by the working Group on the WTO/MAI**, July 1999; and numerous worldwide articles complaining about WTO or repression…
September 1998-July 2001 1 bundle
* The European Free Alliance (EFA) is an alliance of regionalist political parties and minority in Europe. It forms a group with the European Green Party in the European Parliament.
** Multilateral Agreement on Investment

477. Green/EFA delegated in Cauncun (Mexique) at the OMC Ministers Conference in September 2003.
Assessment and perspectives (updated and expanded for the 5 November 2003, in French)
Septembre-Novembre 2003 1 document

K. Various Groups

Presented in chronological order.

478. E-mail Strategy working group*.
E-mail, updates addresses, invitations, working documents (proposals of the Committee about EFGP on the web, issue of the “Green Facts” on the web server, questionnaire “How does your party use e-mail?”, two consultancy proposals, with the one of POLIS, “Implementation of an electronic communications Strategy for the Federation of European Greens”, January 1997) and minutes.

January 1996-February 1998 1 bundle

* This group was created in the way to improve electronic communications between Green parties and between parties and Federation.


481. EFGP Seminar on transport issues in Switzerland on September 2003. Correspondence. February-October 2002 4 documents

482. Heerlen Group. : 2 numbers of the Newsletter Heerlen Group, n°5 (March 2005), n°6 (June 2005). 2005 2 documents

V. THEMATIC CAMPAIGNS

See also pictures about various topical campaigns launched by Greens stucked on A3 cardboard.


483. Offers advertising campaign for the EGP Climate Change Campaign 2006-2007. 2006 1 bundle

484. European Climate Change Campaign «Stop climate change. Play your part” conceived and designed by the Toukokuu Agency.* Offer of the Toukokuu Agency, campaign materials (poster draft, promotional postcards and booklets, with also information note to Greens/EFA Members and also a booklet edited by Greens of Sweden Miljöpartiet de Gröna “Green successes & Policy on fossil fuels”).** 2006 1 bundle

* This offer was the selected one for EGP Climat Campaign.

** See also posters, postcards and stickers in section “Posters” collection”, “Photos and Postcards”collection or “Objects”collection.

485-486. European Climat Change Campaign « Attitude » conceived and designed by Finnish Agency “Adsek Oy Finland”*. September 2005 1 HF and 15 card board panels

* See also digital records in Digital collection.
Offer advertising campaign (A3 colour book).
26 September 2005 1 Document HF

Poster drafts explaining the campaign style and philosophy, slogans, picture language, including one showing event materiel. (Poster colour, 35cm x 50cm)
26 September 2005 15 cardboard panels HF

European Climat Change Campaign “Change for good” conceived and design by Slovenian Agency “Studio: 3S”.
Offer advertising campaign (A3 colour book).
Ca 2005 1 Document HF

B. Various campaigns or simple actions

Various European Green Campaigns organized especially between 2004 and 2009 (photos glued on cardboard panels, size A3, colour).


“Creation of the European Green Party in Rome – February 2004”.

“Zieloni 2004 (Poland) – Joint demonstration with WWF and GreenPeace in Warsaw on the occasion of the meeting between Merkel and Tusk”.*
* About Climat change.

“Greens/EFA action on software patents – June 2005 – Brussels (Belgium)”.

“Greens/EFA action on REACH* – November 2005 – Strasbourg (France)”.
* REACH is the Regulation on Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals. It entered into force on 1st June 2007. It streamlines and improves the former legislative framework on chemicals of the European Union.

“Greens/EFA action on Kyoto day – February 2006 – Strasbourg (France)”**.
* About Climate change.

EGP action on Via Baltica in front of Polish Embassy – February 2007 – Brussels (Belgium)”**.
* About the European Route 67 linking Prague to Helsinki via Tallinn, Riga and Warsaw. The development of this road with EU funds has been a strong Duty.

“Joint action EGP, GGEP, GROEN! & ECOLO – International Migrants’ Day December 2007, Brussels ».*
* About asylum seekers, migrants, refugees.

« EGP Council meeting – April 2008 – Ljubljana (Slovenia) ».*
* Action for Ingrid Betancourt release.

“EGP Council meeting – October 2008 – Montreuil (France)”.*
* About Human rights defense in the EU.

“Strana Zelenych (Slovakia) and Zöld Demokratak (Hungary) – Common action on the Slovak-Hungarian borders in November 2008”.

“Greens/EFA taking part in demonstration on working time directive - December 2008 – Strasbourg (France)”.

“Greens/EFA action “Freedom” for Hu Jia, 2008 Sakharov Prize winner – Strasbourg (France)”.

“Ecologoi-Prasinoi (Greece) – stand-in outside the Israel Embassy (Drop down the weapons, No more blood) – January 2009”.

“Common EGP, GGEP and parties action “Yes to the Constitution” – Brussels (Belgium)”.(with slogan in Spanish)

“Die Grünen (Austria) – Demonstration concerning asylum seekers in Austria”.*
* About asylum, migrants, refugees.
“Déi Gréng (Luxembourg) – Action in front of the Parliament on International Womens’day”.

“Strana Zelecych (Czech Republic) – Campaign for the preservation of Klanovice forest”.

“Os Verdes (Portugal) – Campaign for the railway”.

“Miljöpartiet de Gröna (Sweden) – Joint action with GreenPeace on climate”.

“Groen! (Belgium) – Action for a climate act”.

The Greens/EFA common campaign on fair production and trade campaign: « Vos tomates avec ou sans sueur de travailleurs sous-payés ? » (1 cardboard panel A3, colour) and electoral campaign of GroenLinks (the Netherland): « Femke on tour » campaign (poster A3 glued on the other side).*

s.d. 1 cardboard pannel HF

* See also postcards on this topic in the part “Photos and postcards” inventory.

VI. EUROPEAN GREEN CONFERENCE AND OTHERS EUROPEAN MEETINGS

VERONA FORUM for Peace and Reconciliation on the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia.*


* Forum founded in September 1992, with the active involvement of some of the members of the EP, particularly Alexander Langer, co-chair and one of the founders of the Forum; its co-ordinating office was located in Brussels inside the EP.

Green European Women Conference on the prelude of the 4th World Conference on women in Beijing, Strasbourg, 18-19 May 1995, organized by the GGEP (declaration). May 1995 1 document

The European Green Employment Summit, in Luxembourg, 6-8 November 1997 organized by both the GGEP and the EFGP in the way to prepare special Summit on EU Employment policy later in November.

First reflexions, programme, invitation, invitation leaflet (in French, English and German), organisation documents, working papers, correspondence, press review, publications as some issues of GreenFax. 1997 1 bundle

4. ELECTIONS

I. GENERALITY


1989-1994 1 bundle


Ca 1989-1994 1 bundle

515. Overview of Election results of the member Parties of the EFGP between 1984 and 2002 at the different levels (national, regional, provincial, local or communal). Numerous documents produced by the Europeans Greens. Information Office to be discussed at Co-Secretaries meetings, Committee meetings or EFGP Council Meetings.

1991-2002 1 bundle


1993-2000 1 bundle

II. EUROPEAN ELECTIONS

A. 1989 European Election

Various proposals to improve the functioning of the GRAEL in the perspective of European electoral campaign, GRAEL proposals for a working programme for the future Green-Alternative group in the EP, draft agenda and minutes, draft Statutes, working programme, press release (in English, in French and in German essentially);
Candidates from the lists and Green-Alternative Parties for the Elections at the EP, 15 & 18 June 1989 (parties and lists members of the GRAEL at this time, member of the European Green Coordination which have political support from the GRAEL during this electoral campaign this year).

March-November 1989 1 bundle


1989 5 documents
B. 1994 European Election


523. InfoMemo “Special Elections” published by the European Parliament- Directorate-General for Information and Public Relations (in particular about candidates lists before the Elections and about results and elected members); and a press review “Special Elections 94” made by Press office of the GGEP (June 1994). March-June 1994 1 bundle

524. Presentation of the Green Parties electoral platform at the Ecolo General Assembly, 26 March 1994, press conference, etc. 1994 1 bundle


C. 1999 European Election

* As a signal of their cooperation and unity, and as a basis for pushing forward their common Green agenda on the European level, every five years the EGP's member parties from within the European Union join forces to draft and adopt a common manifesto.
The process involves a Working Group, comprised of delegates from EGP Member Parties from the EU, and an Editorial Group consisting of a smaller number of participants – the Editorial Group prepares drafts for discussion by the Working Group. Both groups meet on a regular basis, and information flows constantly in both directions. Further on in the process, at an advanced drafting phase, the manifesto is presented to the EGP Council. Afterwards, it is voted on and adopted by an EGP Electoral Congress.

(http://europeangreens.eu/content/egp-manifesto)


1998-1999

528. European Election in Spain: correspondence between EFGP Secretary members (Ralph Monö, Arnold Cassola and Ann Verheyen) about Spanish political issue and with Greens in Spain before the 1999 European Election.

November 1998-June 1999

1 bundle


Fact sheets from the various Interparliamentary committees.

April 1999

1 bundle


1999

1 bundle

D. 2004 European Election

531. Advertising campaign for the 2004 European Election.

Offering of the company Zum Goldenen Hirschen Berlin «Let’s green the Future!».

September 2003

1 document

532-534. A common Green Manifesto for the 2004 European Elections: working group.

2001-2004

2 bundles and 2 documents


2001-2003

1 bundle

European Elections 2004: a call from the eight largest European Environmental organisations* to parties and politicians to give the environment the priority it deserves” (s.d.)
Ca 2003-2004 2 documents

534. EFGP 2004 Manifesto working group “the Green Dream Team”: press pack with general information, list of Green parties participating in the campaign, the members of the Dream team, poster presentation for the first phase of the campaign and screenshot of the website; draft documents in English and in German (first version of September 2003 and second version of October 2003); common preamble as adopted at 15th EFGP Council in Luxembourg, 8 November 2003; documents about the “Europeseminar” organized by the Robert Bosch Foundation, 21-29 March 2004.
2003-2004 1 bundle

535. 2004 Election working Groups meetings.
Committee Meeting, 24-26 January in Madrid, Reflexion meeting with political analysts, information and communication professionals, in Brussels, 4 February 2003, Greens/EFA in EP Meeting of parties Leaders in Brussels, 23 June 2003 (with stickers), Meeting in Brussels, 9 September 2003 and also papers and correspondence, task force constitution, draft programme at the 10 September 2002.
Ca 2002-2004 1 bundle
* [Juan Behrend’s file]

2002-2004 6 bundles
* See also posters, dvd and postcards in other parts of this inventory.

536. Campaign materials: Green group video for Referenda campaign (correspondence between January and April 2003).

537. Campaign working group: correspondence, invitations, calls for proposals, briefing on the hearing of Advertising Agencies, documents about meetings of Green leaders, about the launching of the campaign, candidates lists.
May 2003-May 2004

538. “European Green Summit for the Europe of tomorrow” held in Brussels in April 2004: candidates’ profiles of the head lists, programme, and article in the Update of April 2004.

539. Correspondence between the EFGP general secretary and Greens parties about candidates (asking for biographies and photos), about communication; “overview of our initiatives during the plenary sessions (October 2000-May 2004); “Green/EFA group Achievements (1999-2004) (summary)”: a document written by the GGEPA/LE general co-secretary Vula Tsetsi (16 April 2004); and a draft plan for years 2004-2009 and for 2009 election campaign for European Parliament Elections (written after the Elections).
2004

540. Small recipe book with traditional recipes of various European countries (in German); folder of the Partido Ecologista Os Verdes Tu decisés! Outro caminho par uma Europa verdes; contacts on the website (2004); Media strategy for the European
campaign; advertising campaign (offer of the Zum Goldenen Hisrchen Berlin); Berlin Seminar 9 December 2002 on “Referendum and Election campaigning”.

541. Webmaster press (October 2003); Extranet.
2003-2004

542-543. 2004 European Election Campaign of European Greens « Tu décides! United we stand »/ “Jij Beslist! Greens of all nations unite Europe!” (2 cardboard pannels A3, colour)
2004 2 cardboard pannels HF

544. 2004 Elections results and analyzes.
List of candidates and presentation documents (open letters eg.), contacts for the EP electoral night, provisional list of results and elected candidates, correspondence.
June 2004 1 bundle

545. Reflection documents after the 2004 Election.
Juan Behrend & Eliane DD, “Do the Greens need a European Green Party? ”, August 2004; Juan Behrend, “The decision to anticipate the elections in Germany: A political suicide to avoid a sure death?” and documents on the emergence of the Greens (in Spanish), etc.
2004-2005 1 bundle
* [Juan Behrend's file]

E. 2009 European Election

546. 2009 Election Steering Committee.
Agenda, correspondence, minutes or summaries of the Election Campaign Team meetings, Election Steering Committee and Enlarged Campaign Steering Committee from the 1st meeting held on 7 December 2007 and working documents (Manifesto “A Green New Deal for Europe”, common messages around three priorities, common logo for the common campaign, budget, common campaign website, ); cooperation between EGP and Wasabi-Danish Advertising Agency for the campaign (agreement cooperation, correspondence, campaign tools); with also report old Steering Committee of 2004 Common Election Campaign, draft plan for years 2004-2009 and for 2009 election campaign for European Parliament elections, a note about “Green Parties in Central Eastern Europe. A policy discussion paper for the Green Group in the EP” in July 2005, a note of the Greens/EFA “Greens/EFA achievements during this legislature: Contribution for the information Campaign for the 2009 European Elections”, 28 February 2008, “Code of conduct for Campaigning at European Elections” sent to the President of the EP in July 2008, some documents about French Campaign (Europe Ecologie) and partial analyzes results*.
2007-2009 1 bundle
* See also stickers or mini-cards in objects collection, n°79.
5. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

I. INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS

A. Earth Summit/ Global Forum

547-548. “Rio 92”.
1991-2002 2 bundles


548. Brazil 92-to Porto Alegre 2002: Visit Green Party of Brazil (1997), other meetings or actions of Green Parties after Rio in Brazil (as Joaçaba Declaration 1997 on the electoral campaign in 1998, Brazil Elections...).

Organization of the European Greens participation at the Summit, working paper in process (resolutions), correspondence, meetings in Berlin “Rio draft and minutes of the Meeting of the Global Greens, 26 August 2002 in Johannesburg”, etc.
2002 1 bundle
* At the same time as the Johannesburg Summit, others Global Greens events were organized in Europa by the Green-EFA the 24-26 August in Berlin and the week of 30 August to 1 September 2002

B. World Coordination / The Global Green Network

“The Earth Summit in Rio in June 1992 was an opportunity to bring the 1st Congress of Global Green. At the initiative of Brazil, this first meeting reflected a part of the growth of Green parties in many countries where they did not exist before, and also the need to organize. From Rio, a Steering Committee was formed, spontaneously, and had the merit of laying the groundwork for the future structure. This committee consisted of two representatives (M/F) by continent, except America divided into two parts: North and South. With financial assistance from GVPE, the Steering Committee has met twice since Rio in January 1993 in Mexico and then in January 1994 in Vienna at the last Council meeting. (The request for financial support did not get a positive vote)
At the Steering Committee Meeting in Mexico, it was expected that a second planetary Greens Congress held in Niamey (Niger). But it postponed to a later date due lacking of financial support) (...)” (From a note of European Greens on “Green parties. The international situation», presented to the Council of Budapest 9 to 11 June 1995)

A new aim is given in February 1999: “to form a global network of Green Parties, backed by en charter and manifesto/action plan for the new millennium, at the Global Greens meeting in Canberra, Australia at Easter 2001”. (See n°551). The Global Greens were indeed established in
April 2001 when 800 Greens from 70 Green parties all over the world met in Canberra. The gathering approved a Global Green Charter and the setting up of a Global Green Coordination. At the beginnings, this network gathers or takes in contact representatives of around 65 Green parties in North and South America, Europe, Australia and New-Zealand, Asia and Africa. At the Buenos Aires Climate Conference 3-12 November 1998, they endorsed a “Global Green Statement on Climate Change”; this one had been handed to the Kyoto Conference negotiators a few weeks later.

550. Steering Committee* for the Founding Congress of the Global Green Coordination and the Global Network.
Correspondence between the Steering Committee and the GGEP, proposal for rules and procedure of the Congress, proposal for the Statutes, proposal for the agenda, synthesis of information gathered for the Founding Congress preparation, report to the Co-Secretariat of the European Greens on the Committee Meeting in Mexico-City (January-February 1993) to be discussed during the meeting of the Co-Secretariat in Bonn in March 1993, with the Bulletin of the Greens in the European Parliament, Rio UNCED and the Greens, September 1992, minutes and notes from the first Steering Committee meeting in Mexico.
1992-1993 1 bundle

Correspondence, discussion papers: as the first project, the Common Ground statement, reports (from the Asia Pacific Green Politics workshop in May 2000), Canberra Declaration (2nd draft in June 2000), Charter of the Global Greens (drafts and amendments).
December 1997-January 2001 1 bundle

1998, 2002 3 issues

553. Global Greens Conference, in Canberra (Australia), 14-16 April 2001.*
Invitation, correspondence between the EFGP Secretariat General and Greens Parties in Europe about choosing speakers, about organisation, financing etc., participants list, note introducing Greens Parties or movement from all around the world, working paper as drafts of charter of the Global Greens, as amendments to discuss in meeting, Spinifex. The newsletter of the Global Greens 2001 Conference, press clippings, business cards, and with a number of Green. The Magazine of ther Australian Greens (Autumn 2001, Issue 4), issue devoted to the Conference entitled “Greens so Global! Souvenir edition for Global Greens Conference, Canberra, Australia”**.
2001 1 bundle
** The Global Greens Conference held in Canberra, 14-16 April 2001 was preceded by a Global Young Greens Meeting in Sidney, 7-9 April and by a Rio +10 International workshop in Canberra, 12-13 April 2002.
* See also the invitation postal card in the photos collection.

554. Correspondence of the Global Greens Network and documents about Berlin meeting.
2002 1 bundle
Relations with Greens from all around the world (Africans and Americans in particular). Correspondence, calls for action, information about actions and activities, about congresses (in particular the Dakar Congress in Afrika), elections, documents about special meetings…

2002-2003 1 bundle


2005 1 bundle

C. P7 Summit - Seven of the world's poorest countries.

The GGEP took the initiative to organize the P7 Summit in Brussels, in the European Parliament. The 1st one held on 18-20 June 1997 gathering Bangladesh, Haiti, Niger, Pakistan, South Pacific Islands and Somalia.

“Political declaration of the P7 Summit”, June 1997.
June 1997 1 document

1997-2001 1 bundle

The 5th P7 Summit, 4-6 December 2001, Brussels, European Parliament on “Food, Sovereignty and Democracy. Letting the world feed itself”. Poster and programme. (Poster A3 colour)
December 2001 1 document HF

D. Euro-African Green Conference

In May and June 1994, the 1st Congress of the African Greens took place in Niamey, where also a Coordination of African Green Parties was set up.

The African Greens proposed a Conference between African and European Greens in Niamey. The project was discussed with the representatives of the EFGP and the GGEP in 1995 in Barcelona, and then at the 4th EFGP Council meeting in February 1996 and in Vienna in June 1996. (See the Committee proposal)

Antecedents: “Niamey 95” (planned after Rio but never organized), EFGP Committee proposal in June 1996, Second Congress of the African Greens in Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) in October 1996, correspondence with the Coordination des Verts d’Afrique to prepare the Euro-African meeting in Niamey, also with Les Verts (France), proposal from the North-South meeting in Utrecht in November 1996;
Preparatory meetings (since March 1997 in Paris with the EFGP and the GGEP and the African Coordination): invitations, reports, minutes of the meetings, budget, draft programme, correspondence between Ralph Monö and Adamou Garba, African Greens Coordinator, Catherine Grèze and Constantin Federowsky from Les Verts, invitation to the Conference in September 1997, financial and practical preparation, draft programme, budget and action plan, guests list
preparation, correspondence with the CFOA (Comité Fédératif des ONG et Associations (du Niger)) about the organisation;
1995-1998
1 bundle

Call for participants, call for contributions, programme, final declaration and resolutions, minute of the Conference, press releases, participants lists, contributions as “Labels écologiques et commerce international. Principaux aspects” by Toussaint Hinvi, president of the Parti Ecologiste Béninois, draft programme, practical organisation, correspondence about the Conference and its aims, minutes of preparatory meetings in Berlin, with also a presentation of Wangari Maathai “Bottle-necks of development in Africa” on the occasion of the 4th UN World Women’s Conference in Beijing, China, in 1995, campaign materials for the Presidentiel election in Burkina Faso (folder and programme of Ram Ouedraogo, Green candidat) and correspondence between European Greens about how to carry on and to make more concrete actions.
1997-2000
1 bundle

E. Others
Files presented in chronological order.

Green Forum short presentation, correspondence between members of the Green Forum Board (Ralph Monö was one of the Board, as Secretary-General of the European Greens) and with Greens of Eastern European Countries, meetings organisation (draft programme, minutes, budgets, press releases)… etc.**
1996-1999
1 bundle
* In 1995, the Swedish Government decided that a small share of the Swedish international aid should be managed through the parties in Swedish Parliament. This aid is called “democracy aid” and should be used for supporting the restoration and consolidation of democratic institutions in eastern European countries and developing countries. In order to handle the democracy aid, the Green Party of Sweden in November 1995 established the organization Green Forum. Green Forum supports projects that encourage the participation of people on the grassroot level in the democratic process.
** Mainly in Swedish.

563. 4th Pan-European Conference of Environment Ministers held in Aarhus (Denmark) in 1998*: programme, calendar, correspondence, papers, with also documents about “The Aarhus Conferences for Parliamentarians, 21-22 June 1998”, about the NGO’s Session, etc.; and some numbers of GLOBE Europe news.
1998
1 bundle
* It was the 4th meeting of the Environment for Europe process.

GGEP working group “Global cooperation”, preparation, correspondence, statements, and various working documents about “A Green perspective on Economic Globalization”, and also the WTO (World Trade organization), about MAI (Multilateral Agreement on Investment).
1998 1 bundle
* First IFG held in 1994 (International Forum on Globalization).

565. Peace Congress Osnabrück 98, in Osnabrück (Germany), 29-31 May 1998 entitled “a European Congress for peace and Conscientious Objectors - From the Peace of Westphalia to a Europe for peace”.
Conception, invitation’s folder, and programme (in English, Spanish and Russian).
1998 1 bundle

566. Green opposition on the MAY.*
Correspondence between the Greens, Treaty of Corporate and State Compliance proposal by the Greens to counteract the MAY, press and press releases, report of the EP containing Parliament’s recommendations to the Commission on the negotiations in the framework of the OECD on MAY (1998), EP working document, background information on the MAY, actions organized against the MAY, US Greens and MAY.
January 1998-July 1999 1 bundle
* The Multilateral Agreement on Investment, a project of the OECD (Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development)

October 2000 2 pièces
* This Assembly gathers members of European Community and its Member States and the members of the African, Caribbean and Pacific Group of States.

568. 1st Green Summit, Brussels, 13 December 2001, organized by the The Greens/EFA Group with the European Federation, Ecolo and Agalev, the day before the Summit of Laeken (14-15 December 2001) in the way to express Green priorities on the future of the EU.
Varese paper: “A green vision for an integrated Europe” (in English and German), agenda, proposed resolutions, background note and other position, with also a folder “Une vision écologiste pour une Europe intégrée 2001-2004”.
2001 1 bundle

569. International Conference « Feminist Movement and European policy of the equal status of women and men », Cracow (Poland), 15-18 May 2003 organized by the eFKa Women’s Foundation: invitation letter, report…
2003 1 bundle
II. RELATIONS WITH GREENS PARTIES ALL AROUND THE WORLD AND INFORMATION ABOUT

Those files were identified “No-Member Countries”. We separated them from the “Member Parties” or “Observer Parties” for those parties are only in contact with the EFGP. See also various publications gathered in 6.V. Publications from Greens from all around the world.

A. In Africa

570-573. Relations with the Greens of Africa. 1990-2003


* These meetings were organised on the topic « Gathering for a green Sahel” with the Heinrich Böll Foundation support.

571. Relations with Zaire/Congo: contacts with the Ecolo Centrum. Environmental and Ecological Research Center (Statuts-Programme, with the Parti des Ecologistes “Ecolo” and with the Parti Vert du Travail (PVT); Niger: 1st Green Euro-African Meeting in Niamey, 1997…; and with Ghana, Benin, Maurician Islands, Burundi, Zambie, Monzambique, Guinea. 1990-2003


573. Relations with the Federation of Green Parties of Africa (and especially his Secretary-General Adamou Garba) about organisation of their 2nd Congress* in Dakar on 7-11 March 2002: particularly numerous mails between the Federation and others Green African Members and the European Greens and especially the EFGP Secretary concerning finances, postponement of the meeting, internal strifes, programme or participants; participants list; invitation; with also the Statutes of the Fédération and report. 2001-2002

* Originally scheduled for October 2001 in Dakar, it was postponed to February 2002
574-575. Relations with the Greens in South Afrika (with the ANC National Working Committee and especially with the Environmental Justice Networking Forum/EJNF).
1996-2000 2 bundles


B. In America

576. Relations with The Green Parties Federation of the Americas*/ Federacion de Paridos Verdes de la Americas (United States, Mexico, Brazil, Canada, Ecuador, Chile, Uruguay, Bolivia, Guatemala).
Correspondence, key documents as the Statutes (in English), and Statutes preparation documents (in Spanish), a Protocol of accord signed between the Federation of Green parties of America and the Federation of Ecologist Parties of Africa (May 1998), etc.
1997-2001 1 bundle
* Created in Mexico City during the International Meeting of Green parties, 21-24 March 1997.

577-578. Relations with Greens in South America (Colombia, Peru, Uruguay, Chile, Nicaragua, Brazil, Bolivia, Ecuador).
Correspondence and key documents as documents about the restructuring and legalization of the Brazilian Green Party (reestruturação e legalização do Partido Verde) in 1989, document of the UPAN (União Protetora do Ambiente Natural), as documents about support from the European Greens to create a Green party in Chile, etc.
1989-2001 2 bundles

579-580. Relations with Greens in Central America (Domenica, Mexico, El Salvador and Hawaii) and overall with the Green Ecologist Party of Mexico/Partido Verde Ecologista de Mexico.
Correspondence with information exchange, notes about the Chiapaneca issue (in Spanish), documents about Mexican Elections, about the Green Millenium Oaxaca Conference 20-25 September 1999 organized by the Federation of the Green Parties of America, about the 1st International Meeting of Green Legislators in Mexico, 26-28 November 1998, documents written by the Partido Verde Ecologista de Mexico as “Mexico el Verde en la política” “hechos del Verde”, “Representantes populares des PVEM” (around 1996), report in pictures, and also with a beautiful sticker with the logo of the PVEM, number 11 (1996) of Tucan. Editado por el partido Verde Ecologista de Mexico, a booklet for children.

December 1990-February 2002

**581-583.** Relations with the Greens/Green Party USA (GPUS) and the Association of State Green Parties (ASGP).

1990-1998

3 bundles

* See also various publications in Publications by countries.

**581.** Addresses; organisation chart: “A Statement of Belief by the Greens for Unity” (December 1996), “One way to start a green Group”; Programme and Statutes: “Three green proposals to any Constitution” (1990), the Third Parties ’96 Round Two, Washington DC, January 1996 (Round One in June 1995), with also document about the Galileo Project or about nuclear waste disposal (1989); agenda and some documents about elections.

1989-1998

**582.** Information about their activities, press clipping, copies of paper or Green publications, etc.


1990-1998

**584-590.** Correspondence with the Greens in the USA (various Green Parties and ASGP).

1992-2003

7 bundles


**585.** US Correspondence 1997.


**588.** US/ASGP Correspondence 1999; with also 2 numbers of Green Pages. A publication of the Association of State Green Parties (Winter 1999, Spring 1999).

January-December 1999

January 2000-November 2001


2001-2003

591-593. Relations with the Green Party of Canada.

1988-2000 3 bundles


592. Documents as well as “Adopted policy of the Green Party Political Association of British Columbia” (June 1991), letter to supporters, documents about the Green Party Canada-Wide Convention (31 August-4 September 1992, Pigeon Lake, Alberta); publications as some numbers of Green Party News. Published by the Green Party Political Association of British Columbia, presentation and news of the Canadian Greens-Green Party of Canada / Les Canadiens Verts – Parti vert du Canada (1989); special folder about pulp mill pollution; and various correspondence with the EFGP General Secretary.

1989-1992


594-596. Relations with Greens of Mexico, particularly with “Verdes Mexicanos” a Mexican Green dissident.

Mails to Arnold Cassola, and the complete record of the legal process of divorce against the former president of the Partido Verde Ecologista de Mexico (PVEEM), with press releases part of the record.* 1999-2000 3 bundles

* In Spanish. See also 3 posters in Part “Poster” of these inventory.

597. Relations with Greens in the Middle East (Chechenia, Egypt, Palestine, Iran, Turkey, Syria, East Jerusalem/Israël, Iraq, Afganistan, Lebanon).


C. In Asia
598-600. Relations with Greens in Asia (Japan, Mongolia, India, Philippines, Taiwan, Kazakhstan, Bangladesh, Thailand, Korea, Pakistan, Nepal, China). Correspondence, reports, publications, etc. Ca 1990-2000 3 bundles


D. In Oceania


604. Relations with The Green Party of Aotearoa New Zealand.* Correspondence with Ralph Monó and between Greens from all around the world and information exchange about numerous topics (water, election, economic, globalization…), a folder about “The Greens. Policy Directions for the 1990 general elections” edited by The Green Party of Aotearoa New Zealand (those policy directions had been ratified by the National Council of the Greens in July 1990), with different notes of the Alliance (1996), press release and other documents about the 25 Years of Green Politics (1997), number March 1997 of the Greenweb, different publications of the Alliance, election reports, etc. 1990-2001 1 bundle

* Since foundation of the United Tasmania Group in 1972.

III. RELATIONS WITH NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS (NGO’S) AND ASSOCIATIONS

605-607. Contacts between the EFGP and NGO’s from all around the world.
Mails, information, publications, etc. (organized by alphabetical order)
1996-2000 3 bundles

605. A-F.
606. G-P.
607. Q-Z.

608. Contacts between the EFGP and NGO's from all around the world.
Mails, information and some publications.
1998-1999 1 bundle

609. International Youth Meeting held in 1999 and 2000 on Environment, Health,
Solidarity and Sustainability organized by the Network Mediterranean S.O.S.
(NGOs activities).
Programmes, publications and notes.
1999-2000 1 bundle

610. Euro-Med Free Trade Zone Conference “Can it be sustainable?” organized in
Brussels, 17 April 2000, by Friends of the Earth Middle East and Friends of the
Earth Europe in co-operation with CIEL, GLOBE and Friends of the Earth
Mediterranean Network MEDNET.
Folder of the participant with leaflets, etc.
2000 1 bundle

6. EUROPEAN GREENS PUBLICATIONS

I. EFGP/EGP PUBLICATIONS

became Update. Newsletter of the European Federation of Green Parties (March 1996-
2004) then Update. Newsletter of the European Green Party/European Federation of Green
parties, ASBL.
Originals.
1994-2006 13 bundles

611. May 1994 (n°0)*
* It is not already Update publication. It is only a sheet of News.

612. 1995
613. 1996
614. 1997
615. 1998
616. 1999
617. 2000
618. 2001
619. 2002
620. 2003
621. 2004
622. 2005
623. February-September 2006

became Update. Newsletter of the European Federation of Green Parties (March 1996-

Issues published.

1995-2006 12 bundles

* Most of these numbers are stored in 3 copies.

624. January-December 1995 (n°0 à 6, complete serie)
625. March-November 1996 (4 numbers) (incomplete serie)
626. January-October 1997 (7 numbers)
627. January-December 1998 (7 numbers)
628. March-December 1999 (5 numbers)
629. February-December 2000 (5 numbers) (incomplete serie)
630. February-December 2001 (6 numbers)
631. February-December 2002 (6 numbers)
632. February-December 2003 (6 numbers)
633. February-December 2004 (6 numbers)
634. February-December 2005 (6 numbers)
635. February-June 2006 (3 numbers)

II. GGE PUBLICATIONS


638. - EU-Fördermittel für die Umwelt [EU support for the environment], Udine von Blottnitz (Die Grünen im EP), 1995, 50 p. (about funding for environment);
- Towards greening the European economy. Green proposals to create jobs by saving the environment, GGE P, Brussels, ca Years 1990 (in English and French);
- La Charte de Visby, GGE P, 1996 (in French and Swedish);
- Green Charter of Palermo, GGE P, 1995 (in English);
- The 7 Myths of the G7… from Lyon to Denver. The 7 reasons not to believe in it… and the 7 proposals, GGE P, s.d.;

- Water: a right to life in the 21st century – Political Declaration of the P7 Summit (Summit of the seven worlds poorest countries, held in Brussels, European Parliament, from 7 to 9 June 2000): booklet (in English);
- Food Sovereignty and Democracy. 5th P7 Summit Political Declaration (Summit held in Brussels, from 4 to 6 December 2001): booklet (in English and French).


4 booklets

640.

- Der Euro rollt! Eine broschüre rund um die Währungunion, herausgegeben von Edith Müller, MdEP, ca 2000;
1996-2003

4 booklets

641.

Ca 1990

1 booklet

642.

Various programmes of meetings or conferences of the GGEP or statements about the French EU Presidency (October 2008), the GGEP Conference on Enlargment (March 1998), Natura 2000 Conference (December 2002), WTO and Corporate Globalisation (s.d.), Enlargment, etc: leaflets, jackets…
Ca Years 1990-2000

1 bundle

643.

2006-2007

3 documents

III. EUROPEAN GREEN PARTIES PUBLICATIONS

Publications of Green parties by country, also with external documents to the party but close to the Green trend.
For more information, see also bundles "Members Parties" in part EFGP-EGP, campaign materials in Objects Collection and posters in Posters inventory.

A. Albania

644.


4 documents
Archival Folders

B. Austria


646. Die Grünen, Österreich braucht jetzt di Grünen. Das Wahlprogramm, Vienna, s.d., 40 p. (booklet written by Alexander van der Bellen); Die Grünen, Österreich braucht jetzt di Grünen, s.d. (leaflet); Planet. Zeitung für politische ökologie, April/May1999 (paper); Die Grünen Klimabastelbogen (leaflet about passive house)*. [1990-2005] 4 documents

* See also the passive house poster.

C. Belgium

1. Agalev


2. Ecolo


D. Croatia

E. Czech Republic
- 2009 greeting cards of Strana zelenych;
- *Co slunicko uvidelo na zemi…*: coloring book, s.d.;
- Strana zelenych’ jacket. Ca 2009 1 bundle

F. Denmark
654. 2009 European Election of the SF: Danish advertising material (Maysele Auken & Villy Sovndal) and publication, with a leaflet about wind energy. (See also campaign material in Objects Collection.) 2009 1 bundle

G. Finland
655. Programme and principles of the European Greens adopted at the EFGP Majvuk Council, in 1993 (Finnish version); *Vihreä Liitto. The Green League of Finland History – and her story* (leaflet, ca 1996); documents about the Sami people and Sami Parliament. 1993, 1996 1 bundle

H. France
** January 2000 issue was about nuclear exit.

- *Vert Europe. Magazine d’écologie politique des Verts français et européens*, n°2 (March 1999), n°3 (April 1999), n°4 (May 1999), n°5 (June 1999) ;
* Monthly added to the Vert Contact.

658. Various publications.

I. Germany

1. Bündnis 90/Die Grünen
1 bundle

1990-2002
1 bundle

1994, 1999
2 documents

Years 1990
1 bundle

663. Bündnis 90 Die Grünen – Bundestagfraktion publications: grün & bündig, then Euroinfo and then Eurodienst (ca 1996-2002).
Ca 1996-2002
1 bundle

Ca 1996-2002
1 bundle

665-666. 1999 European Election: advertising material.
1999
2 bundles

665. Thematic leaflets.

666. Candidates promotional leaflets (for Joschka Fischer, Rezzo Schlauch, Claudia Roth, Fritz Kuhn, Renate Künast) thematic leaflets, stickers, cardboards…

1995
1 issue

2. German Green Alternatives

1993, 1997, 1999
4 issues

J. Hungary

1997, 2003
1 bundle
The Regional Environment Center for Central and Eastern Europe has local offices in 15 countries (Albania, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Fyr Macedonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia and Fr Yugoslavia).

K. Ireland

3 documents

L. Italia

1995
1 book

M. Luxembourg

September 2002
1 booklet

N. Malta

- L-Għażla favur ambjent, trasparenza u impenn soċjali. Alternattiva Demokratika. Programmi elettorali, October 1996, 32 p. (1 booklet);
- Electoral leaflet “Nif gdid nifs nadif”(s.d.); Arnold Cassola 2004 electoral material (calendar); press clipping…
Ca 1996-2004
1 bundle

O. The Netherlands

1. GroenLinks publications

674. - GroenLinks magazine, 5° jaargang, n°2 (March 1994)- n°1 (February 2000).
March 1994-February 2000,
18 issues

675. - GroenLinks laat het niet zo !. Evaluatierapport Tweede-Kamerverkiezingen, October 1994, 43 p.;
- As plain as day. The need for sustainable agriculture, GroenLinks/The Green Left Alliance, June 2001, 14 p.
1994, 2001
2 documents

May 2000
1 booklet

677. - “GroenLinks in de jaren 1990”; “Europa shoon en eerlijk. 10 juni europese verkiezingen”; “Valt er nog wat te ritselen”.
Ca 1990-2000
3 leaflets
- GreenLeft information, *The starting points of Green Left policy*, April 1993, 24 p.;
- Marten Davelaar & Richard Wouters, *But you run this country now, don’t you?, Green parties in Government?*, April 2000, 23 p.;

1990-2000 5 booklets


2001 1 booklet

2. De Groenen publications

- 1989 1 booklet

- 1994 1 document

- *Gras. Groene richting andere samenleving, 9e jaargang, n°3-12e jaargang, n°1; September, December 2001.

3. Others Green publications

- *Locomotie. Tijdschrift over politiek en wetenschap*, n°6 (February 1996), n°7 (October 1997), n°8 (December 1999);
- 1993, 1996-1999 3 issues and 1 booklet

- December 1999 1 booklet

P. Norway

- Note of Birte Simonses on behalve of Lijöårtiet de Grönne (Norwegian Green Party) on “Green Norwegians and the EU Constitution”.
- Ca 2004 1 document

Q. Poland

- April 2004 1 issue

- 2004 European election: Partia Zielonych advertising material (colour leaflets at cardboard size)
- 2004 2 bundles
General serie with 7 various topics (about gender, knowledge society, transport, sustainable development, against nuclear, renewable energy, secular state).

Candidates promotion: Olga Tokarzuk, Dariusz Swed & Beata Maciejewska.

**R. Portugal**

2001-2009 1 bundle

**690.** Various publications and electoral materials: “Manifesto ecologista. Os Verdes” 2001, postcards, leaflets…
Ca 2001 1 bundle

**S. Roumania**

**691.** *Ecologica. Federatia Ecologista din Romania*, Bucharest: April 2000 - June 2003: incomplete serie (10 issues);
2000-2004 1 bundle

**692.** - “Statute of the Ecological Federation from Romania adopted at the 3rd national Congress from 26 September 1998” in Bucharest/“Statutul Federatiei Ecologiste din România adoptat la All III – Lea Congres national din 26 septembrie 1998”, in Bucharest (and preparation);
- “FER România 2002- Retrospectiva”: leaflet and calendar for 2003;
- “Starea ecologica a Bucureştilor. Calendar 2002” edited in particular by Federatia Ecologista din România (FER), 2002; leaflet of the European Greens/FER; etc.
2002 1 bundle

**T. Slovakia**

**693.** *Spojme SA Povedz Ano Europe*, Nitra, April 2003, by the European Greens/EFA and Strana Zelenych na Slovensku (The Green Slovakian Party) , 52 p. (booklet);
leaflet of Zelana Bratislava (member of Strana Zelenych/The Green Slovakian Party) about waste recycling and greening the city, with the green Slovakian code (s.d.); Strana Zelenych petition against the construction of an hotel… (s.d.)
Ca 2003 3 documents

* Unite us to say Yes to Europa.

**U. Slovenia**

**694.** *Youth Programme of the Green Slovenian Party (SMS/ Stranka Maladih Slovenije)*, 2004, 87 p.
2004 1 booklet

**V. Spain**

**695-696.** Publications and documents of Los Verdes de Andalucia/The Greens of Andalusia.
Ca Years 1990 2 bundles

(programme politique) and memoranda “Por una política del mediodía. 19 tesis sobre la cuestion nacional”, s.d.


* See also a poster about this fight in HENDRICK Annette, BRION René, Fonds d’archives du Secrétariat fédéral Ecolo (1977-2012). Inventaire, Avril 2012. (Poster n°1: Affiche relative à une marche en Espagne pour la défense d’une réserve naturelle en Andalousie* intitulée «Salvemos Doñana. Marcha a Doñana 1990. 18 Marzo Domingo»)


1996-1998 3 documents


1997-2001 1 bundle


Ca 1995-2008 2 bundles


700. Treball. La revista d’Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds, 2002, 2004, 2008 (a publication of Partit Socialista Unificat de Catalunya) and thematic leaflets of ICV.

701. Publications and documents of Els Verdes de les Illes Balears/ The Green of the Balearic Islands: leaflet about agriculture and food, note about ecotax, Diverdsitat. La revista d’Els Verds de les illes, June, September and December 2000, etc.

Ca 2000 1 bundle


1995 1 issue


1996-1997 1 bundle
W. Sweden

704. - “The Green Party of Sweden/ Miljöpartiet de Gröna. Information as par March 1996”: basic ideas developed by the party in a little booklet (1996) and some essential documents about Miljöpartie de Gröna gathered, as well as the translated version of the main points in the platform of the Swedish Green Party to the 1995 European Election (1995-1996);
- Sustainable Sweden, Sweden after Rio – As seen by the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation, by Naturskydds föreningen, Stockholm, 1997, 28 p. (booklet);
- Party programme (the 2nd Swedish Green Party programme, adopted at the Congress in June 1997), 72 p. (booklet);
- Green Kontakt. Utgitt av Miljöpartiet de Gröna, Summer 1996 (1 issue);


X. Switzerland

- Bulletin Vert. Le journal carpet des Verts (Paper of the Greens of Switzerland), 1997, 2002 (incomplete serie: 4 issues);

- Grüne Volksinitiative “Für eine gesicherte AHV-Energie statt Arbeit besteuern” (s.d.) (a Green proposal); and a leaflet about waste management.(all in German) Ca 1997-2004

Y. United Kingdom


709. - Working to live. A Green approach to work and employment, 1988, 30 p.;
- Fit to eat? The Green party’s Food Policy, by Tony Holt, on behalf of the Food and Agriculture Worling Group of the Green Party, Illustrated by Val Stephed, 1990, 32 p.;
- Road to the Future. Global warming, Congestion and Transport – the Solutions, A Green Party publication, Policy pathways n°1, Autumn 1991, 60 p.;
- Peter Merry & David Taylor, Green Politics. The real World, ca 1995-1996, 11 p.;
- Manifesto for a Sustainable Society, Green Party POLICY, Spring 1996;

Ca 1991-2004 1 bundle

- Food, farming and You. The Green Party’s Agriculture Policy, September 1993, 40 p.;
- Weaving a Bower Against Endless Night… an illustrated history of the UK green Party, by Derek Wall, 1994, 80 p.;
- Light Years ahead. Some live issues in Green Party education policy, 1995, 36 p.;
- A Guide to the Green Party’s Basic Income Scheme, August 1995, 14 p.;

1993-1996 6 booklets

- Fieldfare. The RSPB newsletter, 2 issues, ca 2001;

1993-2001 4 documents

- Positive News from around the world, n°39 (Spring 2004) (a publication of Positive News Publishing Ltd).

2004 1 paper

IV. FEDERATION OF YOUNG EUROPEAN GREENS (FYEG) PUBLICATIONS

FYEG publications sent to the EGP.


2005-2008 1 bundle

V. PUBLICATIONS OF GREENS FROM ALL AROUND THE WORLD

A. Australia


2000, 2004 2 issues

B. Canada

C. Congo

717. L’écologiste. Bi-Hebdomadaire d’informations générales, Kinshasa/Gombé, n°124 and 125 (September 1998), sent by Ngoy Theodore to the EFGP.

1998 2 issues

D. Korea


Ca 2000 2 documents

E. Mexique

719. Documents of Partido Verde Ecologista de Mexico: Mi primer libro de Ecología - Para educación básica, by Jorge Gonzales Torres, Instituto de Investigaciones Ecologicas, Mexico, 1998 (colour book), Inocencia probada, November 2003 (?), photos of local organic waste management, etc.

Ca 1998-2003 1 bundle

F. New Zealand


1996 1 issue

G. USA


1993-2003 1 bundle


1991-1999 1 bundle

723. Synthesis/Regeneration. A magazine of Green Social Thought, 48 p. (booklets published for members of the Greens/Green Party USA. It is a continuation of both Green Synthesis and Regeneration): n°10 on “Nukes and Public Health” (Spring 1996), n°11 on “The politic Economy of nuclear power” (Fall 1996), n°12 on “Building an Electoral Alternative: A Political Roundtable” (Winter 1997), n°14 on “U.S. Greens Strategize” (Fall 1997) and n°15 on “Greens in Latin America” (Winter 1998).

1996-1998 5 issues

H. NGOs

724. Various paper or publication from Non Governmental Organisations.
Ca Years 1990-2000

1 bundle

VI. WRITTEN GREENS OR “GREY LITERATURE »

725-726. Texts on different matters written by Greens in the Nineties.
1988-1993

2 bundles

725.
- The Baltic States and Northwestern Russia: raising the alarm about the state of the environment. A tour of environmental black spots, by Paul Staes (on behalf of the Green Group in the European Parliament), August 1993, 62 pages;
- Neither left, nor right, but certainly not in the middle. Does green Theory exist?, by Alexander de Roo, Greens in the EP, March 1991;
- L'intérêt stratégique des luttes écologiques en URSS, by Patrice Miran, June 1990;
- Europe of Regions or European Superstate – Greens at the Crossroads, by Jürgen Maier, 20 September 1990;
- Europe in the nineties: A Network of cooperating states and ecoregions – without superpowers and military blocks, by Per Gahrton, member of the Swedish Parliament, to the Common meeting between the West European and East European Greens, Budapest, 17 March 1990;
- A comparative analysis of Fundi-Realo conflicts in the Green Parties of five countries, by Brian Doherty (University of Manchester), paper presented for the workshop: Europe: the Green challenge, ECPR Joint Sessions, University of Essex, 22-28 March 1991;
- Info-Zusammenstellung zum Krieg in Tschechien, by Gerd Poppe (Member of Deutscher Bundestag), Bonn, 12 December 1994;
- The importance of Social and Ecological Dimensions in the process of European Integration, Viewpoints of the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) and the European Political Union (EPU), The Hague/Brussels, December 1990 (GroenLinks).
1988-1995

726.
- Europe in the Nineties : A network of cooperating states and ecoregions- without superpowers and military blocks, by Per Gahrton, member of the Swedish Parliament, to the Common Meeting between the West European and East European Greens, Budapest, 17 March 1990;
- Introduction to the meeting of the European Green Coordination, Budapest, 17-18 March 1990, held by Alexander Langer (MEP, Tyrol, Italy, GGEPP);
- Green proposals for a joint approach Western Europe and environmental pollution in Central and Eastern Europe, by Paul Staes (Agalev, Belgium), s.d.;
Inventory – First Part

- Propositions de changements au Memorandum Vert, by Vincent Decroly (Young European Greens), s.d. etc.
  1990

  Augustus 1993 1 document

728. Proposal for priorities of the group for the next legislative period: list of documents (documents co-ordinated by Vula Tsetsi, 6 September 2004) and a note of Juan Behrend entitled “Some reflexions on the priorities of the Group ans its working methods” (22 August 2004).
  September 2004 2 documents

  October 2004 1 document

  s.d. 1 document

7. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

I. GGEP FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO THE EFGP

731. Green Group/EFA Subvention to EFGP for the year 2001 (Original).
  22 May 2001 1 document

II. FINANCING BY THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AS EUROPEAN POLITICAL PARTY

732-737. The statute of European political parties – party financing.
  Reflection and creation of a statute for European political parties and their financing by the European Parliament (Statute and financing discussed within the Commission of the European Communities, the European Parliament, the European political party families and within the EFGP): correspondence and key-documents all along the process.
  1992-2004 6 bundles


733. Folder on the reflection and the creation of a statute for European political parties and their financing by the European Parliament (Statute and financing discussed within the Commission of the European Communities, the European Parliament and within the EFGP): with particularly working document on a European Party Statute (November 1999) signed by the various European political party families and political groups in the EP, correspondence between the different families, various drafts written by the different families, discussion within the Green Group/ALE in the PE, Party Statute amendments, draft interim regulation on European Parliament support for European Political Parties (revised version 6 of 2 May 2000 and various versions before and after this version 6 adopted by the

1999-2004

734. Ca 2001-2004

735. Seminar “Towards a statute for European political parties” organized in Brussels, 28 January 2003 by PES, EPP, ELDR, EFGP and DPPE/EFA (folder).

2003

736. Ca January 2003-November 2004

737. Implementation of the European Statute party: rules of implementation and budget for European political parties (workshop), rules of procedure, etc.

2004

III. EP GRANT


Correspondence with the President of the European Parliament, with the Director-General of Finance, application for financing according to the financing regulations for European political parties, grant agreement at European level, audit and report.

2006-2008 5 bundles

738. Complete application of the EFGP for financing according to the financing regulations for European Political Parties: application form, annexes (ASBL statutes, proof of registration, copy of the Party Directory Guide, copy of the recent Newsletter Update, list of the members of the “Conseil d’Administration”, liste of names of Green MEPs, list of the countries where Greens have seats in National or European Parliament …, programme and activities for July-December 2004, budget for July-December 2004).

July 2004


2004


2005-2006

741. Grant 2006.

2006-2007


2007-2008
IV. ACCOUNTING

743-745. Books of account of the European Coordination
1983-1992
3 books HF
743. September 1983-December 1990
744. 1991
745. 1992

746. Payment requests sent to all treasurers of the Coordination, to the Co-Sec... by the Co-Secretary treasurer, list of membership fees in 1991 and correspondence about payment or no-payment, financial policy and budget 1993 of the European Greens (October 1992), draft of the budget 1993, inventory list tasks and duties of the Secretariat (1992), membership fees as at January, June or October 1992.
1991-1992
1 bundle

Balance and diary, history of accounts, budget.
1992
1 bundle

748. Accounting 1993-1996.
Draft budget, balance and diary, history of accounts; and correspondence about.
1992-1996
1 bundle

749. Accounting 1993-2000 ("Finances Jef period").
Balance and report on Treasury, budgets, internal accounts abridged layout, remarks of the Auditors Committee meeting, reports on the budget of the Fédération-Green Group, etc.
1993-2001
1 bundle

750. Report 2003 EFPG financial statements made by the auditor JM Gaspard.
August 2004
2 documents

8. MISCELLANEOUS / DOCUMENTATION

1989
1 document

1991
1 bundle

1992
1 document
Documentary on Local Agenda 21 folder in Barcelona sent to Arnold Cassola at the EFGP for information by the Green Party of Barcelona (Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds) in March 2002 (with document about municipal waste management, parks and gardens, solar and photovoltaic panels, housing rehabilitation, etc.
1997-2002
1 bundle

1998
1 document

1998
1 document

April 2000
1 document

Zvequan Lead Smelter and Refinery (Kosovo). Final report, made by the International Mining Consultants for the European Agency for reconstruction Services, September 2000 (sent to the EFGP in October 2000).
September 2000
1 bundle

Copenhagen European Council, 12-13 December 2002: “Presidency conclusions”.
December 2002
1 document

“Prestige’s catastrophe in Galicia”.
Dossier realised by ADEGA (Asociacion para a Defensa Ecoloxica de Galacia) sent to the European Press and the EU representatives to inform about what was the situation two months after the catastrophe happened.
January 2003
1 document

Report of some plenaries and workshops at the Forum, reports of seminaries.
2004
1 bundle

s.d.
1 document
INVENTORY OBJECTS

This part of the EGP inventory is dedicated to objects. They have been ordered and described separately because of their specific form, because of the necessity to keep them in special condition, because of their need to be described more precisely. Researcher will discover here 94 analyses permitting to find out 94 very various objects as keychains, t-shirts, pins, coffee cup, necktie, jersey, literature, books, pens, pencils, stickers, cap, flag, patches, candies, playing cards, balloon to inflate, etc.

1. EUROPEAN GREENS PROMOTION

I. GENERALITY

1-5. European Greens promotion.

1. Badge of the 3rd EFGP Congress, in Berlin, 17-19 May 2002 with the drawing of the earth, the logo of the European Greens and motto of the Congress “I’m a green member of the blue planet. It’s our world greening globalisation” (beige and green background with drawing and lettering in green and blue, diameter 5,5cm).

   Ca 2002

   2002

   5 items

   2 copies

2. Necklace keychain with the slogan “EuropeanGreens.EU” (fluorescent green lace, black lettering, sunflower in green and yellow).

   s.d.

   1 item

3. Reflective safety vest European Greens (fluorescent yellow tissu, with green lettering, size: L).

   s.d.

   1 item

4. Pin “European Greens” with a sunflower (metal material, green background and yellow, brown and black lettering, diameter 2cm).

   s.d.

   2 copies

5. Sticker “European Greens” with a sunflower (green background and yellow, brown and black lettering, diameter 8cm).

   s.d.

   1 copy

6. Mediterranean Network Meeting in Denia/Alicante (Spain), 3-5 December 2004 (during the EFGP Council) on “Toward a Med-green Local Action Network-Greening Mediterranean Towns”.

   Pin with the sunflower (metal and plastic material, yellow and brown colours, ca 2cm). (See also n°391).

   December 2004

   1 item (6 copies)

II. BY COUNTRY

A. Austria


   Band seeds to sow itself in kind of matchboxe, 4,5cm x 8cm.

   s.d.

   1 item (5 copies)

B. Belgium

8. Fiets door het leven! Groen! [Cycle through life!].
Large plastic disc to fix the wheel of a bicycle produced by Groen! (Belgium) (with a stylised green globe, blue-grey background and white lettering; diameter: 48cm).
s.d. 1 item (2 copies)

9. Small flag with « Groen! » and website address (green fabric with white lettering, triangular: ca 15cm x 24cm).
s.d. 1 item (1 copy)

Flag (white tissu, green lettering, 94cm x 150cm).
s.d. 1 item (1 copy)

C. Czech Republic

11.-22 Green Party/Strana Zelenych promotion.
s.d. 12 items
11. Flag (green fabric, with lettering Strana Zelenych and logo (a four-leaf clover) in white, 97cm x 150cm).
1 copy
12. T-shirt with the logo, Strana Zelenych and website address (pale green fabric with lettering and logo in white, size: L, label: US Basic).
1 copy
1 copy
14. T-shirt with “Strana Zelenych”, “I love SZ” (love drawing as a heart), and website address (white fabric with lettering in black and heart in green, size: L, label: US basic).
1 copy
15. Necklace keychain with “Strana Zelenych”, “I love SZ”, and the website address (white chain with lettering in black and green).
5 copies
16. Badge Strana Zelenych, with a Four-Leaf clover as a logo (green background and white lettering, diameter: 5,5 cm).
2 copies
17. Badge Strana Zelenych, with a Four-Leaf clover as a logo (green background and white lettering, diameter: 2,4 cm).
2 copies
18. Small black pencil with Strana Zelenych on it (black pencil, green colour and white lettering, 8,5cm).
5 copies
19. Rubber strap with Strana Zelenych logo and website address (green strap).
3 copies
20. Matchbox with Strana Zelenych, logo and website address (green carton and white lettering, 3,5cm x 4,8cm).
5 copies
21. Sticker with Strana Zelenych logo (white background, green lettering, 3cm x 7cm).
5 copies
22. Pin of [Strana Zelenych]: a green four-leaf clover (metal pin, diameter: ca 1 cm).
10 copies

D. Denmark

23-25. 2009 European Election of the SF: Danish advertising material. (See also n°715)
2009 3 items
23. Balloon with the logo SF (white rubber and grey-red lettering).
5 copies
24. Candy with the logo SF (white paper with red lettering).
5 copies
25. Badge for Villy Sovndal promotion with his picture and slogan “Det ku’ vaere sa godt” [it could be so good] (pale grey background, logo in red picture and lettering in black, diameter: 5,8cm).
5 copies
E. England

   Badge with the logo (yellow background and green lettering, diameter: 4,4cm).
   s.d. 1 item (1 copy)

F. France

27. Les Verts promotion.
   Sticker with the logo and the mention “L’Europe… et si le vert était la couleur du 21e siècle ? » (green background, white lettering with also yellow, black and blue colors, size: 7cm x 15cm).
   s.d. 1 item (1 copy)

G. Germany

   s.d. 2 items
28. Small football with “Grün kikt!” [Green kicks!] and website address (stress ball white and green, ca 5cm diameter).
   5 copies
   4 copies

30-32. Action about climat protection and soft mobility.
   s.d. 3 items
30. Box of cards game about means of transport and climat protection “Klima Verkehr Quartett” (36 colour cards with game rules, 6,5cm x 9,5cm x 1,4cm)
   4 copies
31. Tire repair kit (action about transport and energy) with website address and motto “Grün hilft weiter!” [Greens helps further] (small green box, 1,7cm x 3,4cm x 7cm).
   4 copies
32. Pedestrian reflector teddy bear shaped with “Jetzt. Für morgen” [Now. Tomorrow] (fluorescent plastic green little bear, around 6cm x 7cm)
   5 copies
33. Earplugs (in small plastic pockets).
   s.d. 1 item (1 copy)
34. Badge “Atomkraft? Nein dank” [Nuclear power? No thanks] (yellow background, red sunflower and black lettering, diameter: 3,6cm).
   s.d. 1 item (5 copies)
35. Badge “Nazis? Nein danke” [Nazis? No thanks] (yellow background, black garbage can and black lettering, diameter: 3cm).
   s.d. 1 item (5 copies)

H. Ireland

36-41. Green Party/Comhaontas Glas promotion.
   s.d. 5 items
36. Mug with the logo of Comhaontas Glas (white mug with lettering and sunflower in green and yellow, diameter: 8cm, height: 9cm, with handle).
   1 copy
37. Badge with the logo of Comhaontas Glas (white background, sunflower and lettering in green and yellow, diameter: 7,8cm).
   1 copy
38. Badge with the logo of Comhaontas Glas (green background, sunflower and lettering in white and yellow, diameter: 4cm). 1 copy
39. T-shirt with the logo of Comhaontas Glas (white fabric with lettering and sunflower in green and yellow, size: S, label: Live). 1 copy
40. T-shirt with the logo of Comhaontas Glas (green fabric with lettering and sunflower in white, size: L, label: Fruit of the Loom, with sunflower on the sleeve). 1 copy
41. Cardboard beer with, on the recto: a drawing shaped as a bicycle wheel and mention “bike scheme.ie”, on the verso: information about a new government scheme to encourage people to cycle to work. 2009 1 cardboard

I. Italy

42-44. Green Party/Verdi promotion. s.d. 3 items
42. Badge with “Verdi per la pace” (green and white background with yellow sunflower, lettering and drawing in green and white, and rainbow, diameter: 3cm). 2 copies
43. Badge with only the sunflower and Verdi (green and white background with yellow sunflower and green lettering, diameter: 3cm). 1 copy
44. Sticker with “Verdi per la pace” (green and white background, with yellow sunflower, lettering and drawing in green and white, and rainbow, diameter: 9,8cm). 1 copy
45. 20th Anniversary of Verdi: “20 ANNI 1986-2006. VERDI per la pace” (yellow background, with green and white drawing and lettering, tiny rainbow, diameter: 3cm). 2006 1 item (3 copies)

J. Luxembourg

46-51. Green Party/Déi Gréng promotion. s.d. 6 items
46. Box of chalkes powered by Déi Gréng with the logo and “Mir brenge faarf an d’spill [bring colour and play] (white and green carton, 11cm x 14,5cm x 2,5cm, with 6 colour chalkes) 1 box
47. Déi Gréng invitation contact (folder sheep shaped with “Bock op Greng?” and website address, green sheep with white and black lettering, around 16cm x 21cm). 5 copies
48. Calculator with Déi Gréng logo and website address, with also “Greng recheit sech” and on the bag “The Greens/EFA: action about climat protection and job creation (calculator in a white cartonpocket with lettering and log in green, black and yellow, 6,5cm x 10cm). 2 copies
49. Eraser with website address and “Vum fleck ewech” on one side (white rubber with lettering in black, green and yellow, 1,7cm x 4cm x 1cm). 3 copies
50. Sticker “Déi Gréng” with the logo only (green background and white and yellow lettering, 10,5cm x 13,5cm). 5 copies
51. Sticker “Greng stäerkt” with the logo (green and white background, black and yellow lettering, 5cm x 10,5cm) 3 copies

K. Malta

52. Arnold Cassola promotion for European Parliament Election.
Sunflower and “Cassola for MEP” (yellow background with green lettering, 4,5cm).
[2004 or 2009] 1 item (1 copy)

L. Norway

53. Miljøpartiet de Grønne actions: “rettferdig handel- riktig pris” [air trade – right price], “tenk global-stem lokalt” [Thing global- vote local] and “ja til et ferjerikt fellesskap” [Yes to a ferry rich community]. Multicolour sticker (7cm x 10cm).
s.d. 1 item (3 copies)

M. Portugal

54-55. Green Party/OS Verdes promotion.
s.d. 2 items
54. Black pencil (in wood, with the logo and green and yellow lettering, 19cm). 2 copies
55. Blue pen (in recycled carton, and wood, with logo and green and yellow lettering, 14cm). 2 copies

56. 9th National Ecological Convention, Lisboa, 16-17 May 2003/9° Convencan nacional Ecologica, Lisboa, 16-17 Maio 2003. Sticker with the moto “Agir com Os verdes” and the logo (multicolour paper, 6cm x 8cm).

May 2003 1 item (7 copies)


Sticker (green background, black and red lettering, 6cm x 8,5cm), with a flyer explaining these action.

February 2007 1 item (8 copies)

58. Action of Os Verdes about bicycle and slow mobility promotion: “Vamos pedalar p’las pistas. Pela Seguranca, pela Saude, pelo Ambiente” [we will ride along the tracks for safety, health, the environment].

Sticker (green background with a bicycle, signalization pannel…, red, blue and white drawing and lettering, 7,5cm x 10,5cm).
s.d. 1 item (2 copies)


Stickers:
1 size with a dove and moto “PAZ Peace/ Os Verdes” (white background and grey lettering, 6cm x 9cm);
1 size with a dove and “Paz para Timor LoroSae – Os verdes” (white background and grey lettering, 7,6cm x 10,2cm).
s.d. 2 items (13 copies)

60. Action for the planet preservation “Preserve o planeta. Os verdes”.

Sticker with the earth drawed on a condom (white background, blue, green and yellow lettering, 7,5cm x 10cm). See also poster in Posters collection.
s.d. 1 item (6 copies)
N. Slovenia

61-68. Green electoral campaign (Stranke Mladih Slovenije/SMS) in Slovenia on October 2004: promotion materials. (See also n°505)

2004

61. T-shirt with the logo of SMS and “Slovenija stoji – Na Mladih” and website address on the back (white fabric, with blue and red lettering, size: L, Label: The big appel) 8 items

62. Condom in its package with the logo of SMS and “Slovenija stoji – Na Mladih”, website address… (blue pocket with red and white lettering, 6cm x 6cm) 1 copy

63. Black pencils with website address and “Mladi za Mlade” (in wood with red or blue lettering, 18cm) 4 copies

64. Blue pen with logo and moto “Slovenija Stoji. Na mladih” (grey plastic pen, with blue lettering, 12,5cm) 2 copies

65. Balloon with the logo and website address (white rubber with grey-blue and red lettering) 2 copies

66. Badge of SMS with logo and website address (blue and white background with white, blue or red lettering, diameter: 3,8cm) 1 copy

67. Necklace keychain with the logo, the sunflower of the European greens and the moto “mladih na volitve” [Young people to the polls] (blue and white ruban with blue, red and yellow drawing and lettering) 1 copy

68. Packet of tissues with logo, website address and “Ne jokaj. Voli v nedeljo 3.10.2004” (orange plastic pocket and blue and red lettering, ca 6cm x 8cm) 1 copy

O. Sweden

69-74. Green Party/Miljöpartiet de Gröna promotion.

s.d.

69. Flag with the logo of Miljöpartiet de Gröna (green fabric, green, white and yellow lettering and sunflower, 94cm x 138cm, fabrication: backhausen AB) 5 copies

70. Green Lollipop wrapped in paper with “All Kärlek är bra kärlek!” [All love is good love] and “rösta längsiktigt” [vote à long terme] 1 copy

71. Badge with the logo of Miljöpartiet de Gröna” (green background with white, green and yellow lettering, diameter 3,5cm) 2 copies

72. Badge with moto “JA till trängselavgifter” (green background, white lettering, diameter 2,5cm) 2 copies

73. Jacket to keep bus, train or other transport card with moto “JA till trängselavgifter” (green and white background, drawing of passengers in a metro in blue, white lettering, diameter 6cm x 9cm) 1 copy

74. Jacket to keep bus, train or other transport card with “mp.se/klimat” and drawing of train and building (white background, green and yellow drawing and lettering, 6cm x 9cm) 1 copy

P. The Netherlands

75-76. Green party/GroenLinks promotion.

s.d.

75. Card beer with “GroenLinks zin in de toekomst” (white carton with green and red lettering) 5 copies

76. Balloon (inflatable) with “GroenLinks zin in de toekomst” (green rubber) 3 copies
2. ELECTIONS AND TOPICAL CAMPAIGNS PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

I. ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN


- 2009 election
- See also archive folder number 201 about the 3rd EGP Congress, Brussels, 27-28 March 2009: Green New Deal

77. Necklace keychain (green lace, black and yellow lettering). 3 copies
78. T-shirt with the slogan «Think big. Vote green” (green fabric, size M, label: better, text in black and yellow). 1 copy

79. 2009 European Election.
- Sticker «Think big Vote Green. Be a part of the Green New deal » (green, black and white, 6cm x 8cm);
- Minic cards to fold “Eight reasons to vote green in June 2009” (green, black and white, 5,5cm x 17cm).

II. TOPICAL CAMPAIGN


- 2006-2007 campaign
- See also archive folder n°394 and 395, and see Swedish campaign material in Objects Collection.

80. Bag (made in black fabric, 39cm x 42cm, text and logos in colour). 3 copies
81. Necklace keychain (green lace, black, red and green lettering). 4 copies
82. Balloons (inflatable) (green rubber) 5 copies
83. Green condom in his blue packaging with the slogan “Don’t fuck the climate. Play with the Greens” (7cm x 7cm) 3 copies
84. Pins with the slogan “Stop fossils. Go for Greens” (metal, 1cm x 2,5cm, black, red and green lettering) 8 copies
85. Flag with the slogan “Stop climate change. Play your part” (green fabric, green, red and white colours, with fasteners, 80cm x 120cm) 1 copy
86. Flag “European greens” (green fabric with black and white lettering and yellow flower, with fasteners, 100cm x 150cm) 1 copy
87. Flag “European greens” (green fabric with black and white lettering and yellow flower, with fasteners, 140cm x 450cm) 1 copy
88. Stickers with the slogan “Stop climate change. Play your part” (blue colour paper with red, green, labck and white lettering, 7cm x 17cm) 10 copies
89. Stickers with the slogan “Stop climate change. Play your part” (blue colour paper with red, green, black and white lettering, with in background drawing of bicycle and building, 7cm x 12cm) 10 copies
90. T-shirt with the slogan “Stop climate change. Play your part” (black fabric, Size M, label: Bio Wear, text and logos in white, red and green). 1 copy
91. «The climate is changing... will you? ».
T-shirt with a drawing of a saving bulb on a smiling face (green fabric with
drawing and lettering in white (the moto is on the sleeve), size: L, label B&C)
s.d. 1 item (1 copy)

3. VARIOUS

92. USA Presidential Election in 1996*.
Badge “Vote Nader & LaDuke” (green back ground, white lettering, with mention
of website address, diameter 4,4cm).
1996 1 item (1 copy)
* Ralph Nader and Winona LaDuke were Green candidates to the Presidency and
the vice-Presidency in 1996, and also in 2000.

93. Federation de Partidos Verdes de Las Americas.
Badge with the logo, a map of Americas and a bird (pale green background with
drawing and lettering in dark green and blue, diameter 5,5cm).
s.d. 1 item (1 copy)

94. Relations with Greens in Israël.
Sticker with black and green lettering, 7cm x 17cm). See also n°311.
s.d. 1 item (5 copies)
INVENTORY POSTERS

The most important part of posters described here belongs to the EGP archives. Some posters have already been digitized. In this case, their scan number is given at the end of description. To see more posters produced by European Greens, see also Etopia posters collections, made of posters from various sources as well as the Ecolo press service, André Drouard, Pierre Vannieuwenhoven, etc.

1. GENERALITY

1. The European Greens logo on poster with name in other languages: “De Gröna I Europa – Les Verts européens – De Europese Groenen – Na Glasaigh Eorpacha – Die Grünen in Europa” (in Swedish, French, Dutch, Irish and German) and with the sunflower with a drawing of Europe in the heart of the flower. (Poster A2, green background with white lettering and yellow and green sunflower, scan number 3.0352)

s.d. 1 poster (3 copies)

2. Poster to introduce the European Union to European kids (the EU of the 27), produced by the European Commission: with “European Union” and “United in diversity” written in all European languages, with the money and banknotes presentation, with the European flags and which countries are using the euro and, above all a big map of Europe illustrated by symbolic drawing of its various countries. (Colour poster, 70cm x 100cm) [2007]

1 poster (2 copies)

2. EFGP & EGP COUNCIL MEETINGS AND CONGRESS

3. EFGP 14th Council Meeting, Malta, May 2-4, 2003. (Poster A3, colour) 2003 1 poster (1 copy)

4. EFGP 15th Council Meeting, Luxembourg, 7-9 November 2003 on “Let’s green Europe!” (Poster A1, colour, drawing of a sunflower heart, logo of the European Greens) November 2003 1 poster (5 copies)

5. EFGP 4th Congress, Roma (Italy), 20-22 February 2004 on “Europe. Let’s have a party!” (Poster A1, colour, green drawing of a leaf as background, with the slogan and the logo of the welcoming Party “Verdi”) February 2004 1 poster (3 copies)

6. EGP 8th Council Meeting, Ljubljana (Slovénia), 11-13 April 2008 on “For a Green future for Europe. Za Zeleno prihodnost Evrope” organised in collaboration by both SMS/Stanka Mladih Slovenije and the European Greens. (Poster colour, green background and white lettering, with a few stars yellow to green at the top, 69cm x 70cm, scan numbers 3.0278 and 3.0279) April 2008 1 poster (3 copies)
Inventory – Third Part

7-20. EFGP and EGP Council Meetings or Congresses pictures published in poster format for exhibition. (Colour posters, sometimes on low resolution, 47cm x 70cm)
Ca Years 2000 14 posters
8. Vue of Johan Hamels and Magda Mosiewicz at the tribune, the slogan was “Change your mind, not your…”
9. Photo of Arnold Cassola speaking to journalists.
10. Vue of a vote in conference room.
11. Photo of Joschka Fischer at the tribune.
12. Photo of [the Committee team]
13. Photo of European personalities just in front of the journalists (as well as Daniel Cohn Bendit, Monica Frassoni…).
14. EGP 8th Council Meeting, Ljubljana (Slovenia), 11-13 April 2008: vue of two young people at the tribune (?)
15. Vue of the speaker at the tribune (?) and also Arnold Cassola and Serhii Kurikin (founder of the Green Movement in Ukraine in the mid-80s, Ukrainian Minister of Ecology and Natural Resources in 2002).
16. EGP 7th Council Meeting, Vienna (Austria), 12-14 October 2007: photo of Philippe Lamberts at the tribune (spokesperson Belgium).
17. Leisure time: people singing (Arnold Cassola for example).
18-20. - (without identification)

3. EFGP, EGP COLLABORATION WITH THE GGEp

I. EUROPEAN AND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES

21. The European Green Employment Summit, in Luxembourg, 6-8 November 1997 organized by both the GGEP and the EFGP in the way to prepare special Summit on EU employment policy later in November (in French). (Poster colour, yellow background, with green and white lettering, 40cm x 60cm, scan number 3.0361)
November 1997 1 poster (1 copy)

22. 2nd P7 Summit, 10-12 June 1998, Brussels, European Parliament on “Wich cooperation for wich development?”, coorganized by the GGEP and Council for the Development of Social Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA). (Poster A2, colour, blue-grey background, with a globe divided in two parts, above: two white big rich people are eating and drinking a lot, below: a black man is hitting the ceiling with a broom, scan number 3.0360)
June 1998 1 poster (1 copy)

23. 5th P7 Summit, 4-6 December 2001, Brussels, European Parliament on “Food, Sovereignty and Democracy. Letting the world feed itself” organized by the GGEP. (Poster colour, illustrated by a labyrinth with pineapples, fish, hamburgers, rice bowls, bananas and peanuts, 48cm x 62cm, scan number 3.0372).
December 2001 1 poster (3 copies)
24. International Conference in the European Parliament “From the Mai to the Millennium Round”, Brussels, 27-28 April 1999 organized by the European Greens in the EP. (Poster A2, green, yellow and white colours, with information given on a graphic (histogram)) April 1999 1 poster (4 copies)

II. NETWORKS AND WORKING GROUPS OR SEMINARS

25. Seminar on “Ecologia economia occupazione – un futuro sostenibile per il Mediterraneo”, International Seminar, Ancona, 7-9 July 2000, organized in common by the EFGP and the Italian Green Party “Verdi”. (Poster A1 colour, 68cm x 99cm, white background with multicolour drawing of a flying character above the water, a suitcase on the hand) (in Italian) July 2000 1 poster (2 copies)

26. Seminar on “The multicultural dimension as a unifying factor in the Mediterranean”, Chania (Crète), 22-24 June 2001, organized in common by the MED Net of the EFGP, Green Politics and Ecological Initiative of Chania. (Poster 52cm x 84,5cm, colour) (See also the programme in the archive folder n°697) June 2001 1 poster (1 copy)

27. 15th Seminar of the Mediterranean Network of Green Parties in Hydra (Greece) on “Mediterranean architectural and urban planning as an element of ecological balance”, 17-18-19 June 2005. (Poster A3, colour) (See also the archive folder n°226) 2005 1 poster (3 copies)

4. GREEN CAMPAIGNS

I. EUROPEAN ELECTIONS CAMPAIGNS

28. 2004 European Election campaign with general slogan « You decide » available in various topics and langages as:
   “Du entscheidest! Damit Europa nicht die luft ausgeht”/ [You decide! If Europe does not run out of air] (German Greens – Bündnis 90/Die Grünen),
   “Sei tu a decidere! Per un’Europa senza manipolazioni genetiche” [You decide! For a Europe without genetic manipulation] (Italian Greens - Verdi),
   “Itu decides! Su vota para une Europa verde” [You decide to vote for a Green Europa] (Spanish Greens, Galicians - Los Verdos),
   “A vous de décider! Vote pour le sauvetage des océans” [You decide! Vote for the rescue of the oceans] (French Greens – Les Verts),
   “Do rogha! Suaimhneas ar Fud na hEorpa” [Your choice! Across Europe ease] (Irish Greens – Comhaontas Glas),
   “Sinä päätät! Samat mahdollisuudet naisille ja miehille” [You're in control! The same opportunities for women and men] (Finnish Greens - Virheä Liitto),
   “Ty decydujesz! Na rzez pokoju w Europie”/ [You decide! Peace in Europe] (Polish Greens - Zielony 2004),
   “You decide! Women – take control” (Federazioni dei Verdi),
   “You decide! Green won’t let you down” (Slovenian Greens - Zelenych na Slovensku),
“You decide! Your vote for the European Idea” (German Greens – Bündnis 90/Die Grünen),
“You decide! United we stand” (all of the Greens),
“You decide! Your vote blows nuclear power away” (French Greens – Les Verts).
(On the top: part of a sunflower heart, below: green background with 12 various posters in various colour)
s.d. 1 poster (13 copies)

II. TOPICAL CAMPAIGNS

29. Young European Greens campaign to safeguard the ozone layer with the slogan “Jeunes écologistes européens. Protège ton ozone” [Young European Greens. Protect your ozone], with the support of the “Fonds européen pour la Jeunesse” of the Europe Council. (Poster colour; white background, with above a blue rectangle showing Europe in green, the name of Young European Greens in different languages; produced by both Ecolo-J and Jeunesse & Ecologie, designed by “Idées graph”, Liège; printed by “L’Atelier”, Liège; 41cm x 59,5cm, scan number 3.0357) 1989 1 poster (3 copies)

30-35. European Climate Change Campaign conceived and designed by the Toukokuu Agency with slogan “Stop climate change. Play your part” and logo of the campaign, produced by the EGP AISBL, with the contribution of the EP, responsible: Johan Hamels. (Posters A1, colour) See also folder n°395. 2006 6 posters
30. “Flooded”. (Blue-grey background, with red traffic sign, scan number 3.0312). 3 copies
31. About cyclism. (Green background, with drawing of white bike, scan number 3.0314). 3 copies
32. Against traffic car: “CO². N²O. Transport emissions are to grow to represent 30% of total greenhouse gas emissions in Europe by 2020. Urban traffic accounts for 40% of those emissions. Still, most trips under 5 km are made by private car”. (Red background, with drawing of black clouds and cars, scan number 3.0315) 3 copies
33. Slogan “Stop fossils. Go for Greens” and “Eco vehicles only” and “BIO fuels are renewable alternatives to conventional petrol and diesel as long as they are produced sustainably. The use of biofuels offers a significant reduction in CO² emissions, but it is not a solution enough in itself. We still need more effective and efficient public transport”. (Green background with drawing of a white fuel pump, scan number 3.0316) 3 copies
34. Slogan “Stop fossils. Go for Greens” and “Out of oil” and “95 Europeans out of hundred agree that dependency on oil-based energy will lead to environmental as well as political and economical crisis. Therefore, we must be free of oil-dependency and turn to renewable and sustainably grown energy sources. Still, we need to be more energy efficient.” (Red background, with drawing of black fuel pump, scan number 3.0313) 3 copies
35. About public transport “Cool. Cool. Cool.” And “The Greens act for sustainable city planning that brings services close to people and reduces need for individual mobility. We call for separate bike lanes and priority to public transport”. (Green background and drawing of white clouds and bus, scan number 3.0311) 3 copies
European Climate Change Campaign conceived and designed by the Toukokuu Agency with slogan “Stop climate change. Play your part. Stop fossils. Go for Greens”. (Poster A3, tricolour green/red/white) (See also the archive folder n°395)

36. “Stop fossils. Go for Green. Vegan vehicles only” 1 copy
37. “Stop fossils. Go for Green. Out of oil” 2 copies

European Climate Change Campaign conceived and designed by the Toukokuu Agency with slogan “Stop climate change. Play your part.” and logo of the campaign, produced by the EGP AISBL, with the contribution of the EP, responsible: Johan Hamels. (In Finnish) (Posters A2, colour)

39-40. 2 posters
39. “CO², N²O….” (Scan number 3.0365) 1 copy
40. “Cool. Cool. Cool…” (Scan number 3.0366) 1 copy

5. EUROPEAN GREENS PARTIES

A. Austria

41-42. Energy campaign « Energiewende 2020 » in Austria. 2 posters
42. About slow transport: “Kurzstrecken haben schöne Beine. Autofrei bis 5 km” produced by Austrian Greens (Colour paper, A2, drawing of a cyclist, Imprint: Die Grünen”, Vienna) s.d. 1 copy

43. Die Grünen poster with the slogan “... mal nicht den Teufel an die Wand” [Times ... not the devil on the wall] designed by Christian Zangerl. (Poster colour, white background with the painting in black and red, green line below, Imprint: Die Grünen, Vienna, 84cm x 120cm, scan number 3.0273) s.d. 1 poster (1 copy)

44. Die Grünen poster with the slogan “Grün oder Rot? Sie haben die Wahl.” [Green or red? You have the choice.] designed by Elke Hofpointner. (Poster colour, green and white background, with traffic lights on red (stop) and on green (Start), 84cm x 118cm, scan number 3.0275) s.d. 1 poster (1 copy)

B. Belgium

45. Agalev campaign about pacifism: “Agalev 8 - Europa licht op groen”, drawing designed by “Daniel” and dated “18-11-83”. (Poster colour, drawing representing a tree grown around a missile, crushing it, with a peace dove resting on a branch, a sun and bright sky, 29,5cm x 58cm, scan number 3.0371) 1983 1 poster (3 copies)
46. Groen! Campaign for 2004 Regional Elections with the slogan “De bal ligt in uw kamp. Wanneer stemt u weer groen?” /” The ball is in your court. When you vote green again?” (Poster A2, colour, black background with globe in the middle and white lettering, scan number 3.0362)
June 2004 1 poster (1 copy)

47. Groen! Campaign for 8 October 2006 Local Election with the slogan “Kies zelf een mooie toekomst voor je gemeente” [Choose yourself a bright future for your municipality]. (Colour poster, green background, white lettering, 59,5cm x 82,5cm, scan number 3.0320)
October 2006 1 poster (1 copy)

48-51. A Groen! Campaign (and web campaign) calling everyone to think for himself “Do iets met je mening.be” [Do something with your mind] available in various themes. (Green and black and white posters, A3, green background, white lettering and black and white pictures)
s.d. 4 posters

48. About access to housing for all, with the slogan “Ieder voor zich? Of betaalbaar wonen voor iedereen?” [Every man for himself? Or affordable housing for everyone]. (Picture of a family on the doorstep)
s.d. 1 copy

49. About “Volbouwen? Of een groene long?” [Fully develop? Or a green lung?] (Picture of couple kissing in the woods, scan number 3.0485)
s.d. 1 copy

50. About mobility and transport “Onverantwoorde vader? Of het goede voorbeeld?” [Irresponsible father? Or example?]. (With a picture of a child and his father cycling in traffic, scan number 3.0484)
s.d. 1 copy

51. About “Is dit speelgoed? Or Erfgoed?” [Is this toy? or Heritage?]. (With a picture of a young girl holding a globe in his arms, like a balloon, scan number 3.0483)
s.d. 1 copy

C. Czech Republic

52-67. Czech Regional Election 17-18 October 2008: Strana Zelenych campaign. (Posters colour, with logo, colour pictures, slogans and programme)
October 2008 16 posters

52. Personnal campaign of candidates Jiri Pykal and Vit Prchal. (Poster A2, scan number 3.0367) 2 copies

53. Personal campaign of candidate Katerina Dubska. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy

54. Presentation of 12 candidates with their own slogan and motivation; with Katerina Dubska at the 1st place. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy

55. Personal campaign of candidate Jiri Cejka. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy

56. Presentation of 7 candidates with their own slogan and motivation; with Jiri Cejka at the 1st place. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy

57. Personal campaign of candidate Jan Balcar. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy

58. Presentation of 10 candidates with their own slogan and motivation; with Jan Balcar at the 1st place. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy

59. Personal campaign of candidate Petr Klepis. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy

60. Presentation of 10 candidates with their own slogan and motivation; with Petr Klepis at the 1st place. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy

61. Personal campaign of candidate Vladislav Koval. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 2 copies
62. Presentation of 9 candidates with their own slogan and motivation; with Vladislav Koval at the 1st place. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 2 copies
63. Personal campaign of Radan Vecerka with 3 others candidates (Pavel Zlebek, Milan Gebousky and Stepanka bergerova) and with his team. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy
64. Presentation of 11 candidates with their own slogan and motivation; with Radan Vecerka at the 1st place. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy
65. Personal campaign of candidates Jiri Guth and Michaela Petrova. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy
66. Presentation of 10 candidates with their own slogan and motivation; with Jiri Guth and Michaela Petrova at the 1st and 2nd places. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy
67. Presentation of 11 candidates with their own slogan and motivation; with Martin Tichy at the 1st place. (Poster 44cm x 184cm) 1 copy

D. Denmark

68. SF/ Socialistisk Folkeparti campaign on « Gi' velfaerden stemme. SF gør en forskel » [Give welfare voice. SF makes a difference]. (Poster A1, colour, with a picture of a kid on one woman’s arms, scan number 3.0321). s.d. 1 poster (1 copy)
69-73. SF/ Socialistisk Folkeparti campaign on the slogan « Det ku’ vaere sa godt” [it could be so good]. s.d. 5 posters
69. Personal promotion of Villy Sovndal. (Poster A1, colour, white en grey background, black lettering, black and white photo, scan number 3.3018) 1 copy
70. The general slogan only « Det ku’ vaere sa godt” [it could be so good]. (Poster A1, colour, white en grey background, black lettering, scan number 3.0319) 1 copy
71. Specific topic poster: “En ny hav-vindmoller park hvert 2.ar” [A new offshore wind farm every two years]. (Poster A2, colour, white en grey background, black lettering, scan number 3.0368) 1 copy
72. Specific topic poster: “5000 flere ansatte i ældreplejen” [5000 more employees in elderly care]. (Poster A2, colour, white en grey background, black lettering, scan number 3.0364) 1 copy
73. Specific topic poster: “Højst 22 elever i klassen” [A maximum of 22 students in the class]. (Poster A2, colour, white en grey background, black lettering, scan number 3.0363) 1 copy
74. SF/ Socialistisk Folkeparti campaign on “Miljoet kraever SF I EU” [The environment requires SF in the EU], candidate Margrete Aukens promotion. (Poster A1, colour, green background, with black and red lettering, and a black and white photo, scan number 3.3017) s.d. 1 poster (1 copy)
75. SF poster with the slogan “Holger’s Jyllands Tour” with a picture of an old bus and funny people in front of. (Poster colour, 54,5cm x 77cm, scan number 3.0330) s.d. 1 poster (1 copy)
E. France

76-78. Les Verts campaign for 9 & 16 March 2008 Local Election in France on the slogan “Paris a besoin des Verts - Les Verts Paris 2008 » [Paris needs Greens. The Greens. Paris 2008]. (Poster colour, with a picture above and white lettering, black background below with green and white lettering, 40cm x 60cm)
March 2008 3 posters

6. “Pour créer un vrai réseau de tramways. Paris a besoin des Verts » [To create a real network of trams. Paris needs Greens] (with proposition of development of the tram network in Paris and a picture of very modern tram, scan number 3.0356) 1 copy

77. “32 hectares d’espaces verts de plus en 6 ans” [32 acres of greenspace in 6 years] (with a picture of greenspace nearly housing buildings, scan number 3.0355) 1 copy

78. “Pour rendre les voies sur berges aux piétons. Paris a besoin des Verts » [To make the river banks for pedestrians. Paris needs Greens] (with a picture of the Seine river banks with pedestrians, cyclists… and concrete proposal for change, scan number 3.0354) 1 copy

F. Germany

79-82. 2004 European Election campaign in Germany on the slogan “Du entscheidest!” [“You decide!”] Common campaign organized both by European Greens and Bündnis 90/Die Grünen in Germany, declined in various topics.
2004 4 posters

79. About gender: « Du entscheidest! Frauen ans Ruder” [You decide! Women – take control]. (Poster A1, colour, showing a ship half-sunk, with a navy officer waving saluting, scan number 3.0324) 1 copy

80-81. About Justice: “You decide! In Justice we trust” and “You decide! Justice is green”. (Posters A3, colour, with representation of old painting, scan 3.0489 and 3.0488) 2 copies

82 About Green support for children: “You decide! Green won’t let you down”. (Poster A3, colour, with a drawing of a girl hold by two hands, scan number 3.0487) 1 copy

83. National action against the continued use of nuclear energy organized by Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen in Halle on the occasion of the 23rd anniversary of the Chernobyl disaster: poster with the slogan “Sicher ist nur das risiko” – “Atomkraft? Nein danke” [The only certainty is the risk – Energie nucléaire? Non merci] produced by Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen. (Poster A1 colour, with the slogan, the logo of the Party and overall a nuclear plant representation on the grond, and below, onder the grond, a skull smilling, scan number 3.0326) April 2006 1 poster (2 copies)

84. Bündnis 90/Die Grünen national action against nuclear energy with the slogan “Mittelalter. Zukunft. Mit erneuerbaren Energien Zukunft gewinnen” [Middle Ages.Future. Win the future with renewable energy]. (Poster A1, colour, separated in two sides: one in grey showing a nuclear plant (Mittelalter), one in hot colour with the sun shining through the branches of a tree (Future), scan number 3.0325) s.d. 1 poster (1 copy)

85. Bündnis 90/Die Grünen action about foreigner… with a quote from Karl Valentin “Fremd ist der Fremde nur in der fremde” and a drawing of Annette
Cartoon of Die Grünen showing 3 grey dinosaurs playing with a Rubik’s cube, unable to build it, and a green one which has built a black, red and yellow Rubic’s cube perfectly (Poster A, colour, 59cm x 84cm, concept and production: C.S. Merten, scan number 3.0322)
93. Action organized by an Autonomous group left Halandri/ Αυτονομη αριστερη συσπειρωση στο Χαλανδρι against a real estate transaction in Halandri or Chalandri, northern suburb of Athens, where it is expected to transform Pentelis Avenue into expressway; the slogan is “Ο ΑΓΩΝΑΣ ΣΤΑ ΧΕΡΙΑ ΤΩΝ ΚΑΤΟΙΚΩΝ” [Residents take their destiny into their hands]. (Poster colour, yellow background with blue drawing and lettering, drawing of someone dropping the last cobbles on head frightened people, 50cm x 70cm) s.d. 1 poster (1 copy)

94. Conference or other meeting organized in Athens by Οικολογοι Πρασινοι/The Green Ecologists, 29-30 March 2008 (Poster colour, green and yellow background with sunflower, white and black lettering, 47,5cm x 68cm) March 2008 1 poster (1 copy)

95. [Unidentified poster]. 1 poster (1 copy)

H. Kosovo

96. Partia e të gjelbërve e Kosovës/Green Party of Kosovo campaign for 2000 General Election with the slogan “Mendo ambientin dhe voto. Vota e juaj forca e jone” [Think environment and vote. Your votes. Our strength]. (Poster colour, yellow background, with small trees, big leaf, and wterfall, with aslo the logo, 47cm x 67cm, scan number 3.0349) 2000 1 poster (3 copies)

I. Luxembourg

97-99. Déi Grëng campaign entitled “Controlled by Déi Grëng” or “Stopped by Déi Grëng” or “Powered by Déi Grëng” (put on poster as a stamp print). s.d. 3 posters

97. One about “Mir suerge fir transparenz!” [I ensure transparency!]. (Poster colour, with pictures of three Greens of which a part is represented by a radio in green, 84cm x 118cm, scan number 3.0273) 1 copy

98. One about “Schwarrz-Bloen auslafmodell” [about discharge of black sludge, manure]. (Poster colour, with green fields on which a tanker spills of black sludge, 84cm x 118cm, scan number 3.0272) 1 copy

99. One about public transport “Bei grëng rullt et”. (Poster colour with the modern means of transport foreground, bus, tram, bike…., 84cm x 118cm, scan number 3.0271) 1 copy

J. Malta


K. Poland

### Posters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Poster Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101.</td>
<td>Hanna Gill. 1 copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102.</td>
<td>Bartosz Lech 3 copies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103-104.</td>
<td>2004 European Election “Zieloni 2004” organized in cooperation with the European Greens. 2004 2 posters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103.</td>
<td>About wind energy, with the slogan “Zieloni. Swiezy powiew” [Greens: Fresh breeze]. (Poster A3, colour, blue background, with white, blue, green and black lettering, with also a wind turbine, scan number 3.0492) 2004 4 copies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104.</td>
<td>About nature protection with the slogan “Zieloni. Wolnosc myslí” [Greens: freedom thoughts]. (Poster A3, colour, green background made by picture of the branches of a tree, scan number 3.0491) 2004 3 copies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Portugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105.</td>
<td>Partida Ecologista “Os Verdes” poster about the World Day Green Environment and the campaign about planet protection, with the slogan “Preserve o Futuro”. (Poster A2, with a earth drawed on a condom, white background, blue, green and yellow lettering) s.d. 1 poster (2 copies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106.</td>
<td>Partida Ecologista “Os Verdes” campaign against toxic waste incineration “Residuos tóxicos co incineracao. Nao obrigado” [Toxic waste incineration. No thanks]. (Poster A2, with skull and bones, white, black and red lettering) s.d. 1 poster (2 copies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107.</td>
<td>Action of Partida Ecologista “Os Verdes” about bicycle and slow mobility promotion with the slogan “Vamos pedalar p’las pistas. Pela Seguranca, pela Saude, pelo Ambiente” [We will ride along the tracks for safety, health, the environment]. (Poster colour, green background with a bicycles, signalization pannel…, red, blue and white drawing and lettering, 46cm x 66cm) s.d. 1 poster (2 copies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108.</td>
<td>Partida Ecologista “Os Verdes” campaign against the cloning with the slogan “Tu decides! O teu voto contra a clonagem” [Your vote against cloning]. (Poster colour, black background, with plenty of Georges Bush's heads, 45cm x 64cm). s.d. 1 poster (2 copies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Slovakia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109.</td>
<td>Strana Zelenych campaign against the construction of an hotel on “Studienka” (historic site near the castle of Bratislava) with the slogan “Nie vystavbe hotelov na Zeleznej studienke” [no construction of hotels on Studienka]. (Poster colour, green background and barred pictogram hotel in white, blue and red, 29,5cm x 40cm, scan number 3.0490) (See also Strana Zelenych petition in folder n°729) s.d. 1 poster (2 copies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Slovenia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 110.   | SMS/Stranka Mladih Slovenije electoral campaign (list n°8) with the slogan “s srce za prihodnost” [With a heart for the future]. (Colour poster, with three people in colour in the middle of grey people, 47cm x 67cm)
111. SMS/Stranka Mladih Slovenije electoral campaign: candidate Krajnc Darko. (Colour poster, with candidate picture, 48cm x 68cm)

112. SMS/Stranka Mladih Slovenije campaign against corruption, with the slogan “proti korupciji” [against corruption]. (Poster black and white, with red lettering, drawing of two human shapes and a envelope, 48cm x 68cm)

113. SMS/Stranka Mladih Slovenije campaign ‘For the abolition of military conscription” [Za ukinitev vojaske obveznosti]. (Black and white poster with brown-red colour, stylised drawings of girl, plane, book and banknotes, editor: Reaktor, design: Torax, 48cm x 68cm)

114-115. SMS/Stranka Mladih Slovenije campaign about “Slovenia is the young”. (Poster colour, white background with blue and red lettering, with a picture, 68cm x 98cm).

116. Los Verdes campaign for a comprehensive law of nature protection: “Campaña por una ley de protección integral de la naturaleza”, drawing designed by “Fox. N87”. (Poster colour, A2, with a drawing divided in two parts as if someone took away a first layer of the drawing, above: a landscape in dark colors, with nuclear plant, died tree, animal skull, etc., below: wich appears, a landscape with rainbow, blue river, children playing on the green grass, trees, horses, birds and sun; scan number 3.0350)

117-118. ICV (Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds) & Joves d’esquerra verda (Young Green Left) campaign. (Colour posters, green background and red, black and white lettereieg, 48cm x 68cm)

117. Against a directive from Europa “No a la directive de la vergonya” [Not the directive of shame]. (With head of Sarkozy, Berlusconi and Zapatero on sheep drawings)

118. Against “65 hours”? (With drawing of a woman putting “65 hours” in a carbage can, scan number 3.0348)

119. Candidate “Joan Herrera”of ICV (Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds) campaign with the slogan “Solucions justes logiques valentes”. (Colour poster, 48cm x 68cm)

120. ICV (Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds) campaign with the slogan “TU pots canviar les coses” [YOU can change things]. (Poster colour, green background and red and white lettering, 49cm x 71cm)
P. Sweden

121. Swedish Green campaign about asylum in Sweden: “Asylsökande ska inte behöve gömma sig i Sverige. Det kan de val göra hemma Eller?” [Asylum seekers should not have to hide in Sweden. It can be the choice to make at home. Or?] produced by Miljöpartiet de Gröna. (Poster colour, white background with black lettering, at the top and on the right side, green and yellow stylised drawing of buildings, trees, sunflowers, people…, 70cm x 100cm) s.d. 1 poster (2 copies)

122. Swedish Green campaign about gender and equal pay in Sweden: “Det är ju inte könet som ska avgöra lönen. Det är storleken. Eller?” [Ce n'est pas le sexe qui devrait déterminer le salaire…] produced by Miljöpartiet de Gröna. (Poster A3, white background with black lettering, with a green and yellow stylised drawing with woemn, landscapes…) s.d. 1 poster (1 copy)

123. Swedish Green campaign about transport and mobility in Sweden: “Att fa sitta i bilkö ar en mänsklig rättighet. Trängselavgifter är träms. Eller?” produced by Miljöpartiet de Gröna. (Poster colour, white background with black lettering, at the top and on right side, green and yellow stylised drawing of buildings, trees, sunflowers, and people…, 70cm x 100cm, scan number 3.0277) s.d. 1 poster (1 copy)

Q. The Netherlands


124. Campaign logo (23cm x 59cm) 1 copy

125. Campaign logo (42cm x 42cm) 2 copies

126. Campaign logo (60cm x 60cm, scan number 3.0370) 2 copies

127. GroenLinks campaign on wind energy with the slogan “1 windmolen = 7 banen. Maak werk van zon & wind. Steun de green deal” [1 windmill = 7 jobs. Create works of sun & wind. Support the green deal] (a part of the GroenLinks campaign “Zin in de toekomst”). (A2 poster, with black and white picture of kid in workingclothes, with helmet and hammer) 1 copy

II. GREENS PARTIES FROM ALL AROUND THE WORLD

128-130. Green Mexican campaign against pollution, against deforestation, against hunting entitled “Nada lo justifica” [Nothing justifies] produced by the PVEM (Partido Verde Ecologista de Mexico). (Colour paper, 28cm x 43 cm) s.d. 3 documents HF

131-134. Green Mexican campaign against pollution, against deforestation, against hunting entitled “Nada lo justifica” [Nothing justifies] produced by the PVEM (Partido Verde Ecologista de Mexico). (Poster colour, 62,5cm x 93cm) s.d. 4 posters
131. Against deforestation (with a man cutting up one more tree in a devastated forest). 1 copy
132. Against hunting (with drawing of a hunter killing a deer). 1 copy
133. Against hunting (with drawing of heads of deers and bear on a wall). 1 copy
134. Against animals dead (with the killing of a bull). 1 copy

135. “Where to Go”, 1996 by Sijjeilogilan of the Tao First Nation: multiorganisation protest against nuclear management of Taiwan government entitled “How can we hand our land on to our grandchildren? The Taiwan government has put nuclear waste on the shore of our only home, Orchid Island!” signed by no less than 12 Tawainese organizations or associations and 2 American ones. (Poster A1 colour, glossy paper, with a painting signed “96 Jilgilan”, depicting a naked old man holding a small child by the hand, from a canoe bearing the initials of ionization®)
[1996] 1 poster (1 copy)

6. CONTACTS WITH PARTNERS

136. Seminar “Climate change: Targeting Kyoto and Beyond” at the German Bundestag, Bonn, 16-17 October 1997: “50 Days to prevent the Climate Crisis. The GLOBE* Campaign in response to climate change” (poster A2, colour) (See also the archive folder n°256)
1997 1 poster (1copy)
* GLOBE (Global Legislators Organisation for a Balanced Environment EU)
INVENTORY OF POSTCARDS AND PHOTOS

Photos were described by essentially envelope indicating the general subject. Then, people or places have been identified as possible. Question marks appear when we have not been able to identify people with insurance.

### 1. PHOTOS

1. 1st Congress, Liège, 1984, Founding of European Green Coordination: (Pictures B/W, 10cm x 15cm; and negatives)
   - 1984
   - 1 envelope
   - 1-19: speakers;
   - 20-25: audience (some with Yves Cochet, Jean Brière and Didier Anger from Les Verts, France);
   - 26: press conference (Paul Staes, Didier Anger…)

2. European Green Campaign against the USA and USSR blocs in Brussels, 26th April 1986 “From Two Blocs towards One World”: pictures of the press conference and action outside the embassies of the USSR and the USA. (Pictures B/W, 22 pictures of 9cm x 13cm and 11 pictures of 10cm x 15cm)
   - 26 April 1986
   - 1 envelope
   - * Pictures sent by Bruno Boissière
   - 1-8: Press conference with G. Marimot, Per Gahrton, Sara Parkin, Jean Lambert, Paul Staes;
   - 9-22: Action with again Sara Parkin, Paul Staes, Jean Lambert, Per Gahrton…

3. 5th Congress of European Green Coordination, Paris, le 28 April 1989: with Sara Parkin and Belgian and French people (16 pictures B/W of 10cm x 15cm; and negatives)
   - 1989
   - * With this note written: “Apparentement”, Paris, 1989; Pictures sent by Bruno Boissière
   - 1,2 : [Didier Anger] (les Verts, France), Sara Parkin and ?;
   - 3 : Pierre Van Roye (Ecolo, Belgique), Sara Parkin (Green Party, UK), [Uli Tost] (Die Grünen, Germany);
   - 4 : Solange Fernex (France);
   - 5 : Jean Brière (France), Solange Fernex (France), & Didier Anger (France)
   - 6 : Didier Anger (France);
   - 7 : Pierre Van Roye (Ecolo, Belgique) in front of Rudi Wintzen (Ecolo, Belgique), Paul Staes (Agalev, Belgique), Didier Anger (Les Verts, France), Yves Cochet (Les Verts, France);
   - 8 : Solange Fernex…;
   - 9 : Sara Parkin (UK);
   - 10. Yves Cochet (Les Verts, France) & Sara Parkin (UK);
   - 11. Rudi Wintzen (Ecolo, Belgique), Paul Staes (Agalev, Belgique);
   - 12. Didier Anger (Les Verts, France), Yves Cochet (Les Verts, France);
   - 13. Rudi Wintzen (Ecolo, Belgique), Paul Staes (Agalev, Belgique), Didier Anger (Les Verts, France), Yves Cochet (Les Verts, France) and Jean Brière (Les Verts, France);
   - 14. Jean Brière (France);
15. Catherine Costa (France), Michel Carré (France), Michel d’Elore (Les Verts, France).

4. European Green Coordination Meeting, in Budapest (Hungary), 17-19 March 1990. (36 Color pictures, 9cm x 13 cm)
   March 1990
   1 envelope
   1-10: Speakers at the forum and the tribune: with Zsuzsa Bérès ([Hungary]), Gerhard Jordan, Heidi Hautala, and Isabel Castro (Portugal- and Paolo Bergamaschi (Italy) or Leo Cox and Pierre Jonckheer (Belgium)
   11-35: audience, other meetings, at the restaurant…
   36: Zsuzsa Bérès

5. Coordination office in the EP, in Brussels, 1990: with Lut Neetesonne and Leo Cox. (Picture color, 9cm x 13 cm)
   1990
   1 picture

6. Committee photos. (2 various pictures B/W and colors)
   s.d.
   1-2: Ralph Monö
   3-4: Franz Floss

7. European Green Coordination Council Meeting, Sofia (Bulgaria), 29 November-1 December 1991: pictures of the building in which the meeting is held and pictures of the participants (29 pictures B/W, 13cm x 18cm).
   1991
   1 envelope
   * With this note Coordination’s Autumn Session in Sofia; and with a mail from the photograph Eric Soesbergen (Utrecht) to Joost Langendijk, International Secretary of GroenLinks (Netherlands)
   1, 3 & 4: Joost Langendijk (Netherlands), Anne de Boer (Netherlands)
   2: Lozan [Temelkiv] (Bulgaria), Yanca [Biczhevina] (Bulgaria), Jan Bojer Vindheim (Norway)
   5: Tony [Slade] (UK), Steve Rawson (Ireland), Helmut Lippelt (Germany), Heidi [Depnek] (Germany)
   6: Steve Rawson (Ireland), Helmut Lippelt (Germany), Heidi [Depnek] (Germany)
   7: Yanca [Biczhevina] (Bulgaria), Jan Bojer Vindheim (Norway)
   8-9, 17: Yanca [Biczhevina] (Bulgaria)
   10: global view of the meeting
   11: Prof. Drimer (Romania)
   12: Paolo Bergamaschi (I Verdi, Italy)
   16: Peter Sabo (Slovakia)
   19: [Isabel Castro] (Portugal)
   27: Juan Behrend (Belgium), Lozan [Temelkiv] (Bulgaria) and Yanca [Biczhevina] (Bulgaria)
   28: Isabel Castro (Portugal) and Alain Hanssen (Belgium)

8-10. Foundation of the European Federation of Green Parties (EFGP)*, Helsinki (Finland), 18-20 June 1993 (during the Meeting of European Greens in Majvik, 13-20 June 1993).
   June 1993
   3 envelopes
   * © Photographe: Angelo Goedgemondt (Amsterdam)
8. The meeting particularly (23 pictures gathered in album, 3 B/W pictures, 13cm x 18cm)
5: Helmut Lippelt (Germany)
6: Paolo Bergamaschi (Italy), Heidi Hautala, Anne De Boer (Co-Secretariat), and Patricia Mc Kenna (Co-Secretariat)
7: ?, Leo Cox, Anne De Boer
8: Anne De Boer, Leo Cox, Heidi Hautala, ?
9: Anne De Boer, Leo Cox, Heidi Hautala, [Juhan Berhend], Patricia mc Kenna, Paolo Bergamaschi
10: all the participants
11: Vote
12, 13, 15 ou 16 a : Leo Cox, Heidi Hautala, Anne De Boer
12, 13, 14, 15 ou 16 a : Anne De Boer, Leo Cox, Heidi Hautala, Juan Berhend, Patricia mc Kenna at Paolo Bergamaschi
19: Patricia Mc Kenna, ?
21 : Ola
23 : Yves Cochet (Les Verts, France)
24 : ?, Magda Alvoet (Agalev, Belgium), ?
26 : Leo Cox, Heidi Hautala, Anne De Boer…
27 : Helmut Lippelts (Germany), Pierre Jonekheer (Ecolo, Belgium), Magda Alvoet (Agalev, Belgium)

9. Signing of the founding charter by each representative of a party member. (Ca 28 B/W pictures 18cm x 24 cm)

10. Celebration and leisure. (Ca 30 B/W pictures 13cm x 18cm)


11. Principal meeting. (Ca 60-70 B/W pictures, 13cm x 18cm)
1: Seated: Heidi Hautala, Anne De Boer at Patricia Mc Kenna; standing: Leo Cox, ???, Brigitte Ernst de la Graete, ???, [Niki Kortvelyessy], ???, Paolo Bergamaschi, ???
2: ???

12. Registrations, other meetings and leisures (Ca 30 B/W pictures, 13cm x 18cm)

13. EFGP 2nd Council Meeting, Chania (Crete), Greece, 28-30 October 1994.* (36 B/W pictures 13cm x 18cm, 1 colour picture 10cm x 15cm) Some pictures with Danny Josse, Brigitte Ernst.
October 1994 1 envelope
* © Photographie: Angelo Goedemondt (Amsterdam)

14. EFGP 3rd Council meeting, Budapest, Hungary, 9-11 June 1995. (61 B/W pictures, 13cm x 18cm)
June 1995 1 envelope
7: Helmut Lippelt (Germany)
8 : Arnold Cassola ans Ralph Monö
11 : Anne De Boer, Terttu Ihalainen (Vihreä Lütto, Boissière (France)
17: Ralph Monö
45: Danny Josse (Ecolo, Belgium)

15. EFGP 4th Council Meeting, Turin, Italy, 9-11 February 1996. (Colour pictures, 10cm x 15cm)
February 1996

1, 4-7: Ralph Monö
2: ??? Niki Kortvelyessy (spokesperson)

16-17.

EFGP 1st Congress, Vienna, Austria, 21-23 June, 1996: pictures contacts of the speakers, audience, participants, outside*.

1996

8 board contacts and 3 envelopes of dias

* © Photographe Erich Leonard (Vienna); See also files n°154-156

16. 8 board contacts with around 36 pictures for each of them, B/W.

1/8A, 9A : Paolo Bergamaschi (I Verdi, Italy)], 33A : Niki Kortvelyessy
2/0, 1, 2: [? Lambert]
3/ 25A: [S. Jordan], 29A, 24A: Ch. Albertyn,
4/ 0A, 1A, 2A, 3A: [S. Jordan], 14A, 15A: [Sara Parkin]
5/ 26A, 27A, 28A: Paolo Bergamaschi (I Verdi, Italy)

17. Dias positives with nearly the same pictures

18.

Regional Networks (Color pictures, 10cm x 15cm and 10cm x 25cm).

1996-1998

1 envelope

1-2: Mediterranean Network, Ibiza, 1996;
3-4 : North Sea Greens, 1998;
5-6: ?

19.

EFGP 5th Council Meeting, Berlin, Germany, 2-4 May 1997. (32 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

May 1997

1 envelope

2: Paul Lannoye
3: Joschka Fischer (Germany)
4: Ralph Monö
7: Niki Kortvelyessy and [Jürgen Trittin] (Germany)
9-10: Niki Kortvelyessy (spokesperson EFGP)
12: Joschka Fischer (Germany)
13: Magda Aelvoet (Agalev, Belgium, co-president GGEP)
14: [Trittin]
15: Arnold Cassola
18: Magda Aelvoet
19: Claudia Roth (MEP, co-president GGEP, Germany)
20 : Ralph Monö
24 : Catherine Grèze (Les Verts, France)
30 : Niki Kortvelyessy
31: Ralph Monö
32: Brigitte Ernst (Ecolo, Belgium)

20.

Committee EFGP 5th Council Meeting, Berlin, Germany, 2-4 May 1997. (Colour picture, 15cm x 22cm)

1: [Juan Behrend], Brigitte Ernts, Arnold Cassola, ????

May 1997
21. Committee Meeting, Milaan, [February] 1997. (Around 50 colour pictures, 10cm x 15cm) with all the Committee members.


* With duplicate photos; see also some of these pictures on diskette

22. Plenary session (ca 24 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

23. Others meetings, with one picture with Ann Verheyen, Frieder Otto Wolf and Franz Floss working at EMU resolution. (ca 20 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

24. Registrations, coffee. (ca 12 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

25. Dinner party and [shipping subway] (ca 24 colour pictures, 10cm x 15cm)

26. Negative pictures

27. Committee Meeting, Sevilla, September 1998 (7th Congress of Los Verdes from Spain on “Ayudanos a proteger el Futuro. Apoya a Los verdos!” (Colour pictures, 10cm x 18cm and 10cm x 25cm)

September 1998

1-4: Speakers at the tribune
5-6: working meeting
7-13: extra activities

28. EFGP 7th Council Meeting, London, United Kingdom, 6-8 November 1998 (3 colour pictures, 10cm x 25cm)

November 1998


February 1999

* Photographie Julie Bériot (Paris (free of rights but compulsory mention); post of the B/W pictures are spoiled by the labels on the back.

29. Plenary sessions, audience, speakers and Committee members (as Dominique Voynet, Catherine Grèze, Daniel Cohn-Bendit, Joschka Fischer, Arnold Cassola, Brigitte Ernst, Franz Floss, Ralph Monò, Yves Cochet, Frieder Otto Wolf, Magda Aelvoet, Jean-Luc Bennahmias, Inger Schörling etc.) (ca 50 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

30. Portraits (Yves Cochet, Pierre Jonckheer, Catherine Grèze…). (Ca 30 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

31. Reception, relaxing moments, contacts with media. (Ca 32 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

32. With African Green representative (ca 12 colour pictures, 10cm x 15cm)

33. Large panel and portraits (ca 12 B/W pictures 10cm x 15cm) and the Committee members (1 colour 13cm x 18cm).


March 2000

* With duplicate photos and with negative pictures.

34. Committee members and portraits (Sara Parkin, ?, Catherine Grèze, ?, Arnold Cassola, ?, Brigitte Ernst, Franz Floss, ?, ?, ?, Ralph Monò, and? (1 colour picture, 13cm x 18cm; ca 36 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

35. Plenary session, audience and votes. (ca 12 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

36. Next meetings… (ca 15 colour pictures; with negative pictures)
37-38. EFGP 10\textsuperscript{th} Council meeting, Stockholm (Sweden), 24-26 November 2000. November 2000 2 envelopes
* With duplicate photos; with contact pictures and with negative pictures.

37. Plenary session, speakers as well as Isabelle Durant (Belgium), Inger Schörling (Sweden), Renate Künasi (Germany) or Pekka Haavisto (EFGP spokesperson), Franz Floss. (ca 48 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

38. Other working places, relaxing time, and participants. (ca 12 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm)

39. Committee Meeting, Bucarest, Romania, 2000 (10 colour pictures) 2000 1 envelope
6: Brigitte Ernst
7: Sara Parkin
12: Arnold Cassola

40. Committee Meeting, Athena, Greece, October 2000 (18 colour pictures, 10cm x 18cm and 14cm x 20cm) October 2000 1 envelope

41. Norway Green Congress, 7-9 April 2000 (1 colour picture, 18cm x 26cm): with Arnold Cassola. April 2000 1 picture

42. EFGP 12\textsuperscript{th} Council Meeting, Budapest, Hungary, 30 November-2 December 2001 (7 colour pictures, 9cm x 13cm and 13cm x 18cm) with especially Arnold Cassola and Gyorgy Rasko, with also Brigitte Ernst, Paolo Bergamaschi. December 2001 1 envelope

43. Green Congress (with European, African, American and Asian Green Federation), Dakar, 7-11 March 2002 (Colour pictures 10cm x 18cm and 10cm x 15cm) March 2002 1 envelope
1: R. Ouedraogo (Burkina Faso) (Green candidat at presidential election on ???)
2. S. Michel (Iles Maurice) (Mauritius Fisheries minister)
3 : Jorge Gonzales [Torres] and ?
4 : Women Conference 8 March
5 : Jorge Gonzales [Torres]

44. EFGP 13\textsuperscript{th} Council Meeting, Brussels (Belgium), 15-17 November 2002 (10 Color pictures, 10cm x 15cm) November 2002 1 envelope
1-4: large panel with Franz Floss, Pierre Jonckheer, Evelyne Huytebroeck, jef Tavernier, Marian Coyne, Frithjof Schmidt, Lotta Nhedström, Françoise Duthu, Jos Geysels, Isabelle Durant, Reinhard Bütikofer and Viesturs Silenieks;
5-8: Short panel with: Arnold Cassola, Yossi Belin, Abed Rabbo, Leen Laenens, Josy Dubié and Marie Schaffer;
9-10: Registrations.

45. EFGP Committee Meeting, Madrid, January 2003. (1 colour picture, 10cm x 15cm)
January 2003 1 picture

46-48. EFGP 14th Council Meeting, Malta, 2-4 May 2003*: with Committee members, conference room, speakers, portraits… (ca 100 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm) May 2003 2 envelopes and 1 picture
* Most of the photos are blurry, dark or poorly framed; all with negatives photos.

46. Ca 50 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm.
47. Ca 50 colour pictures 10cm x 15cm.
48. Committee members (1 colour picture 20cm x 30cm; 3 copies)

49. 4th Congress of The Environmentalist Agrarian Party of Albania, Tirana, 21 June 2003: , presidium of the 4th Congress, congress hall, president of the Party (dr Lufter Xhuveli) presenting the Congress’s report, view of delegates voting, view from the approval of the name of the Party, picture of the Secretary-General Ndue Preka; National Conference of The Environmentalist Woman Forum of Albania (EWF), Tirana, 31 May 2003: presidium, Chairwoman of the EWF Etleva Canaj presenting the report, delegates; National Conference of the Environmentalist Youth Forum of Albania, Tirana, 17 May 2003: presidium, delegates… (colour photos, 10cm x 15cm) 2003 1 envelope

50. EFGP 4th Congress/ EGP 1st Congress, Roma (Italy), 20-22 February 2004: people hands in the air, smiling, célébrating the founding of the European Green Party. (Photo: Raimo Oksala) February 2004 1 picture

51. EGP 3rd Council Meeting, Kyiv, Ukraine, 21-23 October 2005: registrations. (Colour pictures, 15cm x 20cm) (some with Ann Verheyen) October 2005 1 envelope

2. POSTCARDS

52. Small Parties projects: “A organic future for Scotland: 20% organic by 2012” (postcard printed and published by the Scottish Green Party, colour card with vegetables, 10cm x 15cm). See also n°451. 2000 1 item (3 copies)


53. invitation for the Global Greens Conference at Canberra, Australia, 14-16 Paril 2001 produced by the Greens Australians, with a text asking to tell if people wanted to come to the conference, to join the Green, to Sponsor the conference or to make a donation (blue, white and brown card, 10cm x 15cm, with a drawing of a frog emerging the O of “global” representing the earth).

54. “Global Young Greens 2001”, the first international gatherin of young Green activists. 7-9 April 2001. Sydney. Australia (white card with Black/white picture of numerous cyclists on a bridge, and orange or black lettering, 10cm x 15cm).

55. “Food safety and consumer rights” (discussed in the 15th Council Meeting, Luxembourg, November 7-9, 2003) postcard produced by The Greens/EFA in
the European Parliament, with the slogan “Trust the Greens – on food safety” (www.eat-better.org).

November 2003

3 items

1. “Intensive production? This cow needs grass – Trust the Greens on animal rights”: with a cow, 10 cm x 15 cm, colour (in English)

2. “Überzeugt von gentechnik? Grün wirkt. Damit sie nein sagen können”: with a guy with a banana pointed on the temple, 10 cm x 15 cm, colour (in German).

3. “Comer o conducir? Con los Verdos Primero los estomagos que les depositos”: with one fork wrapped in the supply pipe of a fuel pump, 10cm x 15cm, colour (in Spanish).

- The food revolution;
- Don’t be bullied on GM food; trust the Greens: no GMOs;
- Some sweets are good for kids; trust the Greens: for additive-free children;
- Do you know where your dinner was last night?; trust the Greens: cut food miles-buy local;
- What would you grind for your cup of coffee?; trust the Greens: on fair trade;
- Intensive production? This cow needs grass; trust the Greens: on animal rights;
- Tired of the same leftovers?; trust the Greens: on food policy

2004

1 item

57. European Climate Change Campaign «Stop climate change. Play your part” conceived and designed by the Toukokuu Agency: offer of the Toukokuu Agency: postcards, colour, 10cm x 15cm:
- Move ☘ Green (about mobility);
- Out of oil; eco vehicles only;
- Flooded/Inondations;
- Stop global warming. Play “White X-mas”;
- Bicycle;
- CO2 – Cool (transport by car, transport by bus).

2006

7 items

See also the folder n°395 in the inventaire.

58. Green European Summer 2008 University bridging the gaps (1st Green Summer University), 28-31 August 2008, in Frankfurt/Oder (Germany) and Slubice (Poland): invitation cardboard and invitation to join the Greens “The GreensAreUnited? eu” sent after the Summer University.

2008

2 items
INVENTORY OF AUDIOVISUAL DOCUMENTS

This part of EGP inventory concerns records made by European Greens Coordination, Federation and European Green Party since their first meetings. There are mainly Council meetings and Congresses records. However, those items were not precisely described: description would have required listening to them first but, to avoid any risk of deleting them, they will be digitized before being described. This following succinct description should nevertheless permit researchers to make their mind about what exists in this matter.

There are 191 usual audio tapes of 60 or 90 minutes, 9 mini tapes and 2 sound recording tapes (bandes). Given the provisional aspect of this treatment, these items have not been renumbered; tapes numerotation only used to give provisional identification.

I. COUNCIL MEETINGS AND CONGRESS

I. EUROPEAN GREENS COORDINATION

October 1983 9 audio tapes

November 1983 9 audio tapes

January 1984 7 audio tapes

July 1984 5 audio tapes

II. EFGP AND EGP COUNCIL MEETINGS AND CONGRESS

January 1994 8 audio tapes

June 1995 4 audio tapes

February 1996 2 Sound recording tapes 18-180

43-56. EFGP 1st Congress, Vienna (Austria), 21-23 June 1996: records.
June 1996 14 audio tapes

February 1999 30 audio tapes

57-60. 26 February, room “Gaston Berger”, direct.
4 audio tapes

61-63. 26 February, room “Gaston Berger”, English.
3 audio tapes

64-66. 27 February, room “Gaston Berger”, direct.
3 audio tapes

67-70. 27 February, room “Gaston Berger”, English.
4 audio tapes

71-73. 28 February, room “Gaston Berger”, direct.
3 audio tapes

74-75. 28 February, room “Gaston Berger”, English.
2 audio tapes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inventory – Fifth Part</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>76-78. 26 February, room 2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79-81. 26-27 February, room 3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82-85. 26-27 February, room “Louis Armand Est”, speakers and translation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86. 27 February, room “Louis Armand Ouest”, speakers and translation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87-95. EFGP 8th Council Meeting, Bratislava (Slovakia), 1-3 October 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96-104. EFGP 9th Council Meeting, Larnaca, Cyprus, Greece, 24-26 March 2000: records. March 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105-117. EFGP 10th Council meeting, Stockholm (Sweden), 24-26 November 2000: records. November 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126-137. EFGP 3rd Congress, Berlin (Germany), 17-19 May 2002: records. May 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126-131. Speakers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132-137. English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163-171. EGP 8th Council Meeting, Ljubljana (Slovénia), 11-13 April 2008: records. April 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172-175. EGP 10th Council Meeting, Brussels, 29 March 2009: records. March 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. REGIONAL NETWORK WORKING GROUP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. GGEP

31 March 1995 4 audio tapes

2. WITHOUT IDENTIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Audio Tapes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>187-194</td>
<td>8 audio tapes numbered 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 &amp; 17.</td>
<td>8 audio tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>«Wim Mertens. A man of no fortune and with a name to come (1986); etc.</td>
<td>1 audio tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>196</td>
<td>“GPS” 1 June 1991.</td>
<td>1 audio tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197</td>
<td>“Odes I- papas”.</td>
<td>1 audio tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198-202</td>
<td>No mention at all.</td>
<td>5 audio tapes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIST OF DOCUMENTS ON DIGITAL MEDIA

1. EFGP GEWD 1999-2000: meetings, field visits, week exchange in Hungary, Slovakia, down the Danube to the Black Sea, etc. (many files named Al-Dunai Arviz, Almsfuzt, Apostag, Bajà, Bajot, Bári-Sziget, Bátya, Belfödi rendezvények., Bogysiszlo, Bos – each containing numerous colour or B/W photos)* 1999-2002 1 cdrom
* Pictures of people at meetings and visits, but also and principally pictures taken by the river, rivers or lakes, photos of vegetation, pollution, port facilities, houses, holiday villages, meeting places, etc.

2. EFGP 11th Council Meeting, The Hague (The Netherlands), 8-10 June 2001: GEWD meeting, fringe meetings, Jef, conference room, delegates reception, lunch, outside, Arnold evening…)
June 2001 1 cdrom
* © Photographe: Angelo Goedgemondt


2005 1 cdrom

5. European Climat Change Campaign design competition: campaign «Attitude» conceived and designed by Finnish Agency “Adsek Oy Finland” (design competition). See also n°668-669.
September 2005 1 dvd

6. European Climat Change Campaign design competition: campaign “EGP Climat Campaign” conceived and designed by Finnish Agency “Greactive” (Suvi Savolainen). See also n°668-669.
September 2005 1 dvd

7-18. Records of the 8th Council Meeting EGP, Ljubljana (Slovénia), 11-13 April 2008. (See also numbers 141-144 in the Inventory of archives)
7-12. 12th April 2008; 6 dvd
13-17. 13th April 2008; 5 dvd
18. Presentation of the Bulgarian Green Party “Let it be Green Bulgaria”. 1 dvd

2009 3 dvd
* See also archive folder number 201 about the 3rd EGP Congress, Brussels, 27-28 March 2009: Green New Deal, and keychain or T-shirt in Objects collection.

19-20. EGP Congress: events of the two days including the debate on the Manifesto, speeches of the campaign leaders, “think big vote green” action as well as the
presentation of the common campaign (sent to EGP Member Parties in May 2009)

21. GGEP “greening Europe” 3 short films (see also n°201):
   - “The Green New deal” (7’55”)
   - “Greens making a difference across Europe” (23’49”)
   - “20 Green years in the European Parliament” (19’23”).

2009 2 dvd (3 copies) 1 dvd
## ANNEXES

### 1. TABLE OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aisbl/INPO</td>
<td>Association internationale sans but lucratif/ International Non-Profit Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbl/NPO</td>
<td>Association sans but lucratif/ Non-Profit Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g.</td>
<td>for example/for instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP’s/MEP</td>
<td>Green Parliamentaries/ Membre du Parlement Européen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS/SG</td>
<td>General Secretary/ Secrétariat Général</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPO/AISBL</td>
<td>International Non-Profit Organisation/ association internationale sans but lucratif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEP/GP’s</td>
<td>Membre du Parlement Européen/ Green Parliamentaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Règlement d’Ordre Intérieur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Standing Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG/GS</td>
<td>Secrétariat Général/ General Secretary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WG</td>
<td>working group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALE/EFA</td>
<td>Alliance Libre Européenne/ European Free Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANC</td>
<td>African National Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASGP</td>
<td>Association of State Green Parties (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVE</td>
<td>Associo de Verduloj Esperantistaj (Spain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEE/EEB</td>
<td>Bureau Européen de l'Environnement/ European Environmental Bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiH</td>
<td>Bosnie Herzégovine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSB</td>
<td>Baltic Sea Bureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSE/ESB</td>
<td>Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy / Encéphalopathie Spongiforme Bovine (dite « maladie de la vache folle »)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>Climate Network Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP/PAC</td>
<td>Common Agricultural Politic/ Politique Agricole Commune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEE-NU</td>
<td>Commission Économique pour l'Europe des Nations Unies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFOA</td>
<td>Comité Fédératif des ONG et Associations (Niger)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP</td>
<td>Canadian Green Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSCE</td>
<td>Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDR/RDA</td>
<td>Deutsche Demokratische Republik/ République Démocratique Allemande</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>Defense de l’Environnement Camerounais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPPE/EFA</td>
<td>Democratic Party of the Peoples of Europe/European Free Alliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEB/EFA</td>
<td>European Environmental Bureau/ Bureau Européen de l'Environnement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFA/ALE</td>
<td>European Free Alliance/ Alliance Libre Européenne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFGP/FEPV</td>
<td>European Federation of Green Parties/ Fédération Européenne des Partis Verts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGEP</td>
<td>Etats Généraux de l'Ecologie Politique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJNF</td>
<td>Environmental Justice Networking Forum (Afrique du Sud)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELDR</td>
<td>European Liberal, Democrat and Reform Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG</td>
<td>Environmental monitoring Group (South Africa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP/PE</td>
<td>European Parliament/ Parlement européen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPP/PPE</td>
<td>European People’s Party/Parti Populaire Européen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU/UE</td>
<td>European Union/ Union Euroépenne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEPV/EFGP</td>
<td>Fédération Européenne des Partis Verts/ European Federation of Green Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FER</td>
<td>Federatia Ecologista din România</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FYEG/FJVE</td>
<td>Federation of Young European Greens/ Fédération des Jeunes Verts Européens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
gbmn: Green Baltic Sea Network
gei: Green European Institute (INPO/AISBL)
gewd: Green East West Dialogue
gin: Green Island Network
globe: Global Legislators Organisation for a Balanced Environment (EU)
gmo/ogm: Genetically Modified Organism/ Organisme Génétiquement Modifié
gp: Green Party (UK)
gpus: Green Party of USA
grael: Groupe Arc-En-Ciel (ancien Groupe des Verts au Parlement Européen)
gua: Greens Union of Armenia (Armenia)
icv: Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds (Catalogne)
idan: Izquierda Demócratica Cantabra
igc/cig: International Governmental Conference/ Conférence Inter-Gouvernementale
kfe: Korean Federation for Environmental Movement
mai: Multilateral Agreement on Investment
mdp: Movimento Democratico Portugues
med: Mediterranean Network
mer: Mouvement Ecologiste de Roumanie
mp: Movimento O Partido da Terra (Portugal)
ngo/ong: Non-Governmental Organisation/ Organisation Non Gouvernementale
nsh: North Sea Green Network
odp: Ökologisch-Demokratische Partei (Germany)
omc/wto: Organisation Mondiale du Commerce/ World Trade Organisation
omon: Otriad Mobilny Osobogo Naznatchenia (Azerbaijan)
ong/ngo: Organisation Non Gouvernementale/Non-Governmental Organisation
p7: Sommet des 7 Pays les plus pauvres
pei: Parti écologiste pour l'Intégration (Mali)
pef-ave: Aliança Verde Ecologista (Moldova)
per: Partidul Ecologist Roman
pes: Parti Ecologiste Suisse
pes: Parti of European Socialists
pgjk: Partia e të Gjelbërteve e Kosovës (Kosovo)
ppe/epp: Parti Populaire Européen/ European People’s Party
pve/egp: Parti Vert Européen/ European Green Party
pve-pvem: Partido Verde Ecologista - or Partido Verde Ecologista de Mexico
pvt: Parti Vert du Travail (Zaire/Congo)
rd: République Démocratique Allemande /Deutsche Demokratische Republik
sf: Socialistisk Folkeparti (Denmark)
sm: Stranka Mladih Slovenije
soned: Southern Networks for Environment and Development
ue/eu: Union européenne/ European Union
unced: United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
upan: União Protetora do Ambiente Natural (Brazil)
usa/us: United States of America/ United States
usaid: United States Agency for International Development
vgo: Vereinte Grüne Österreichs (Austria)
2. LIST OF EFGP AND EGP COUNCIL MEETINGS AND CONGRESSES

Foundation of the EFGP, Majvik, Finland, 18-20 June 1993
EFGP 1st Council meeting, Vienna, Austria, January 1994
EFGP 2nd Council meeting, Crete, Greece, 28-30 October 1994
EFGP 3rd Council meeting, Budapest, Hungary, 9-11 June 1995
EFGP 4th Council meeting, Turin, Italy, 9-11 February 1996
EFGP 1st Congress, Vienna, Austria, 21-23 June 1996
EFGP 5th Council meeting, Berlin, Germany, 2-4 May 1997
EFGP 6th Council meeting, Helsinki, Finland, 27-29 March 1998
EFGP 7th Council meeting, London, United Kingdom, 6-8 November 1998
EFGP 2nd Congress, Paris, France, 26-28 February 1999
EFGP 8th Council meeting, Bratislava, Slovakia, 1-3 October 1999
EFGP 9th Council meeting, Larnaca, Cyprus, 24-26 March 2000
EFGP 10th Council meeting, Stockholm, Sweden, 24-26 November 2000
EFGP 11th Council meeting, The Hague, The Nederlands, 8-10 June 2001
EFGP 12th Council meeting, Budapest, Hungary, 30 November-2 December 2001
EFGP 3rd Congress Berlin, Germany, 17-19 May 2002
EFGP 13th Council meeting, Brussels, Belgium, 15-17 November 2002
EFGP 14th Council meeting, Malta, 2-4 May 2003
EFGP 15th Council meeting, Luxembourg, 7-9 November 2003
EGP 1st Congress, Rome, Italy, 20-22 February 2004